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Preface

Several years ago I was asked to design a course in User Interfaces suitable to be compulsory for third year
software engineers. There is an easy answer to this request: a survey course, which looks in general terms at
all the topics which would be studied by a student specializing in human-computer interaction: the usual
introductory human-computer interaction course. The most important item that makes this answer easy is, of
course, the large number of excellent textbooks that survey human-computer interaction.

Yet, while the survey course suits well a student who is using the course as a basis for further courses in
HCI, it’s not obvious to me that it’s ideal for students for whom the course will be their only exposure to user
interfaces. Perhaps my opinion depends on the students I see at the University of Waterloo, who are strongly
motivated by creation, designing and implementing software artifacts that come into life under their hands.
Many of them implemented simple user interfaces in Visual X while still in high school; many of them
participated in terms implementing user interfaces during their co-op terms; many of them perceive there to
be shortcomings in what they know; but they are impatient to improve their implementation skills, and not to
receive a survey of what user interface specialists do.

Furthermore, when I talked to project managers in the local software industry they told me that the skill
shortage they perceive is not in user interface design, but in user interface implementation. As a result the
course I designed emphasizes practice, not theory. Students do implementation assignments, and the course is
organized according to the different architectures and styles in which user interfaces are implemented.

Implementers of interfaces, however, must solve their problems within a set of constraints, the tasks users
are attempting to perform, and the skills and capabilities of users. These topics are not neglected: in fact, they
form the majority of the material in these notes. But they are not treated as a separate topic, to be learned and
examined, then forgotten. Instead, they are introduced piecemeal, as parts of the solutions to specific
implementation problems. I hope that this approach increases their relevance to the more pragmatic students,
who form the majority of the classes I teach. The result is, that some material is introduced more than once,
though from different points of view in different places, the result being to show the student how the same
user characteristics reappear in different contexts, and to heighten the relevance of the material to the
problems faced by implementers of user interfaces.

Thus, the scientific foundation of user interface development, human-computer interaction, is not absent,
but forms the hidden core of these notes. My approach to teaching this material, probably because of my
background in experimental psychology, is noticeably non-traditional. My students, like all users of computer-
mediated user interfaces, have a lifetime of successful use of user interfaces, which are an unavoidable part of
their experience of the world. It is not surprising that the application of common sense gets most, but not all,
decisions correct. Presumably this occurs because designers and implementers solve most of the small
problems that occur on the basis of what ‘feels right’. This sense is naturally extended by experimentation, in
May 4, 2010 2:30 pm Page xi



Preface
which the developer uses his or her ability to recognize a correct solution on the basis of past experience. That
these common sense judgments are conservative is, in this sense, good, because it encourages solutions in
good accord with majority practice, which are likely to be familiar to users. The pit-falls of this practice, which
are serious when they occur, are discussed extensively in chapter 1.

Another unusual emphasis in these notes is user learning. Users change under the influence of the interfaces
they use, and interfaces change as the characteristics of their users change. Such changes in the user are not a
disagreeable necessity, but a good. Users get both satisfaction and commitment from mastering challenges,
provided only they are not too hard to master. Thus, user learning is the root of both interface conservatism,
and an opportunity for interface evolution. The approach of these notes is, that understanding what users will
learn while using an interface is at least as important as respecting the initial skills that users bring to the
interface.

Notes which are intended to be practical necessarily involve a compromise between topicality and
permanence. Topicality suggests focussing on contemporary practice, the graphical user interface (GUI),
which is based on a high resolution display, a pointing device and a keyboard, with the display shared among
simultaneously active interfaces to different application programs. While this technology is now several
decades old, a long time in computer science, two consideration suggest that the principles on which it is
based are likely to remain at the centre of user interface development.

• Millions of users have invested heavily in this style of interface by learning its peculiarities. To avoid
abandoning this investment it is necessary that user interfaces evolve slowly from current GUI
technology and that a revolution, such as occurred when Apple introduced the Macintosh interface in
1983 is unlikely to occur. ‘The rest of us’ is no longer a large enough group to support an independent
and mutually exclusive technology.

• The principal concepts that support contemporary GUIs, the base window system, the window
manager, events, two-dimensional graphics, direct manipulation, and so on, provide a flexible
architectural basis, one strong and versatile enough that it is spreading beyond applications to user
interfaces alone into other areas of computer science.

These observations support my decision to restrict these notes to the mainstream of current user interface
technology.

In one respect, however these notes go against contemporary trends, the emphasis on dynamic layout.
Commercial use of the web, with its emphasis on branding, which tightly controls the image through which a
company does business, is pushing aside the original web concept, where only content is supplied and where
appearance is determined in the browser. The result is to push web content to an increasingly static
presentation. However, competing with this trend is the rapid proliferation of graphical interfaces across
devices of widely varying capability, from mobile telephones to desktop computers with multiple high
resolution screens. Industry practice seems to recognize the benefit of maintaining a standard interface
capable of existing on systems with graphical displays widely differing in size, and with very different input
capability. If this trend dominates future interfaces, as I believe it will, then dynamic layout will be a foundation
technology. Fortunately, it is just mature enough as a technology for teaching principles that will endure over
several decades to be possible.

In any book about computing questions of language are inevitable. In these notes current languages and
development environments that present the principles in their most unadorned for are chosen, with the
presentation relying strongly on C/Xlib and Java. What is included is, however, equally applicable in any
development environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

A user interface stands between a usually-human user and a usually-inanimate system that the user wishes to
manipulate. A light switch, for example, is an interface between a person and a source of light. The definitions
of the system controlled and the interface are necessarily fuzzy, and it’s always possible to define the boundary
between the interface and the system controlled in many different ways. Consider a room with windows and
electric light fixtures.

This set of examples is far from exhaustive, but it allows us to isolate a few issues. First, the appropriate
decomposition depends on the user’s capabilities and objectives. Second, getting the right decomposition is
important for understanding how the interface should be implemented. Third, there is no algorithm for
choosing the best decomposition, nor will there ever be. Understanding the user, understanding the system,
and using your intuition is the methodology on offer.

I frequently use examples of user interfaces from outside computer science because the world is full of user
interfaces, and only a very few are mediated by computers. The average user, and the average reader of this
book, manipulate interfaces successfully many times a day, and know a lot about them, if only unconsciously.
By reasoning from interfaces all users understand the user interface implementer can take advantage of
learning transfer to leverage knowledge a new user already possesses. Furthermore, these notes are
themselves a user interface, connecting readers to information about user interfaces. By using examples of
interfaces that occur in everyday life I hope to leverage knowledge the reader already possesses in exactly the
same way.

1.a User Interfaces

In general user interfaces support a two way flow of information. Information flows from the user to the
system being controlled, providing input that partially controls the state of the system. In most contemporary
interfaces this information originates in the hands of the user, which manipulate input devices. Information

Controlled System Interface

Power to light bulbs Light switch, wiring

Light sources in the room The above, plus curtains

Illumination in the room The above, plus light sources

Visual affordances of user The above, plus surface reflectances of
objects
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Introduction
also flows from the computer to the user. Some of this information is the explicit goal of the user’s interaction,
such as the pages that emerge from a printer controlled by a word processor or the bills that emerge from a
bank machine. But most of this information is feedback, allowing the user to monitor the state of the system,
which is an essential basis for the formulation of future input. In 2004 feedback information is primarily visual,
and the user is often represented as an eye attached by a brain to a pair of hands. Users, however, are
multimodal, and the devices they use are real physical objects: they push back when manipulated, and make
noise. Enriching these properties is an obvious evolutionary path for interface innovation, and current
interfaces are starting to take steps along this path.

This abstraction of the interface, as a two-way flow of information between user and controlled system
describes many systems not based on computers, such as door knobs, light switches and steering wheels. My
philosophy is that we want, as much as possible, to make computer-mediated interfaces just another part of
this interface universe. So as to stress this continuity, we will concentrate on applying the concepts in this book
so interfaces of all types.

1.a.1 General Concepts

Every instance of the use of an interface has a set of common features, which we will use to examine
different interface styles:

• user, one of a set of potential users,
• task that the user wants to perform, one of a set of possible tasks,
• strategy, which is a time-ordered collection of actions chosen by the user, each an element of a set of

affordances provided by the interface,
• sequence of feedback, provided to allow the user to monitor progress of the task, and to help the user

decide what action should be performed next, and
• one or more side effects, which fulfil the user’s goals.

Side effects, which are often ignored, can be as obvious as money coming out of a bank machine, or as
subtle as the alteration of bits on a disc drive when the altered version of a document is saved. It’s hard to see
why a user would engage with an interface free of side effects, games being the example that proves the rule.
(Games may be considered to have the side effect of emotions within the user: triumph or frustration, for
example.)

Interfaces are developed to support as wide as possible a collection of uses (specifically, instances of use).
Thus, they are developed in the context of

• a collection of potential users, and
• a collection of tasks for which the users will want to use it.

Taking this into account an interface implementation must provide
• a collection of affordances, which is a collection of responses to user actions, and
• one or more streams of output, which provide the state of the system to the user.

An affordance is a possible action afforded to the user by the interface. An example of an affordance is the
addition of letters to a word-processing document, which is afforded by the user typing at the keyboard
when the insertion point is at an appropriate position and the document window has keyboard focus
(§3.c.1). The set of affordances of an interface defines the set of results a user can obtain from the interface.
It is largely determined by the application domain within which the interface is situated.
Page 2 May 4, 2010 2:30 pm
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1.a.2 Historical Aspects of Interfaces

Of all areas of computer science the user interface is the most conservative. To see why think about the
investment that supports a widely used interface. It’s easy to see the financial investment in design,
programming and sales undertaken by interface manufacturers. Well-hidden, however, is the investment
incurred by users in learning how to use the interface. A rough calculation puts this in perspective. The
currently dominant interface paradigm - bit-map display with overlapping windows, keyboard and pointing
device - has world-wide several hundred million users. Each user has spent several hundred hours becoming
proficient with the elements of such interfaces. If we value each hour at only several tens of dollars the total
investment exceeds a trillion dollars, which dwarfs other costs. Interface innovation that writes off this
investment is very unlikely to be successful, so the history of the innovation is of many small evolutionary
advances within an existing paradigm. In order for a new paradigm to spread widely it must identify a set of
users without an investment in the dominant paradigm, which generally means young users, explaining the
generation-length time between successive interface paradigms. In addition, it explains the frequent
inclusion of previous interface paradigms within later ones.

We can, in fact, identify only three qualitatively different interface paradigms during the sixty year history of
computing.

• Batch interfaces: 1945 - 1965. In these interfaces a program is submitted, via punched cards, paper tape
or magnetic tape, and is run at an unknown time in the future, after which the results are printed on a
line printer, for inspection by the user. The most important aspects of this interface paradigm are: that
the user is unable to interact with the program during processing, that the program runs to completion
after which computation ceases, and that the cycle time of the interface is minutes to hours, or even
days.

• Conversational interfaces: 1965 - 1985. In these interfaces the user types at a terminal - a teletype or a
glass teletype - issuing one commands to the interface. Application programs can provide output to the
user as they run, and can pause in their execution to obtain additional input from the user. Output and
input must be expressed using a limited set of characters placed in a limited set of positions on the
display surface. Editors in such systems are evolutionary developments from line editors, which were
intended to provide early users with an experience close to editing a deck of punch cards.
Programs in conversational interfaces normally run to completion, after which the user requests the
succeeding program to be run. A batch or background mode is usually provided to allow programs to
run input/output-free, in imitation of batch interfaces. The desire to combine background-running
with conversational input produced programs called daemons, which run forever in the background,
accessed by transitory conversational processes which gives users input output capability to them.

• Graphical interfaces: 1985 - ????. These interfaces add graphics and pointing to the user interface,
allowing programs to reserve areas of the screen for on-line input and output. The pointing device
selects input areas, with a keyboard providing capabilities when extended input is needed. Two-
dimensional graphics is used for output, text being subsumed as a special type of graphics. While most
application programs have moved beyond conversational input/output, the highest level interface,
from which programs are invoked, offer terminal windows, and ‘legacy users’ can be identified by their
continuing use of the conversational interfaces provided in terminal windows.

Whenever history is discussed one question - What’s next? - is never far away. I wouldn’t be writing books
if I knew, it goes without saying, but I currently observe a strong trend.
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Introduction
1.a.3 Context of the Book

Two questions a user interface course might ask and answer.
What should an interface be like? Other common interfaces, where similar users do similar tasks.
How do you make it that way? The same way other programmers do.

In 2004 this means
We study interfaces that
provide output as a set of layers on a 2D screen
get input with a keyboard and pointing device
encode commands in menus, keystrokes, clicks
draw simple pictures and write words for output
We look at a set of implementation methods that meet different sorts of functional problems
low-level methods for games and tight interaction
component-based methods for ‘productivity’ applications
scripting methods for prototypes and one-offs.

1.b User-Centred Design

Central to User Centred Design – UCD – a pretty good buzz-word/phrase/acronym, one that has proven to
be salable in many companies. An extreme example: the programmable thermostat I bought to control the
heating in my house said on its packaging that its user interface is ‘user-centred’.

UCD does get one very important thing correct: at the core of the user interface are users and their tasks.
• users, the people who will be using the system when it’s in production,
• tasks, what the users will be trying to accomplish with the system.

It’s important to remember that this picture isn’t static.
• Users different than the ones designed for will try to use the interface.
• The interface will be used to accomplish tasks for which it was not intended.
• The interface necessarily changes the users’ desires and capabilities (and not just of individual users, but

of whole populations of potential users: consider how the word processor changed everybody’s
definition of a satisfactory business letter.), which are the aspects of users that matter most.

1.c Software Engineering Issues

1.c.1 UCD in practice (in theory)

Application creation starts with user interface designers, who produce
1. a description of the user interface, based on methodologies that incorporate the desires and capabili-

ties of users, which is handed to system architects, who produce
2. a description of large scale components, and what they do, which is handed to component managers,

who produce
3. implementation plans for each component, which are handed to implementation teams, who

produce
4. implementations of the components, which are handed to component testers, who test
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Introduction
5. implementations against component specifications, and who hand the tested components on to
system integrators, who produce

6. a system created from the components, which is handed to system testers, who test
7. the system against the system specifications, and who hand the tested system on to usability testers,

who test
8. the completed user interface using real users trying to accomplish real tasks, and who hand the tested

product on to shippers on the loading dock.
Note in step 1 that real users initiate the process of creating the software, and in step 8 that the behaviour of
real users is the final test which certifies the success of development. Without users the development never
starts; without users the development never terminates. That’s what User Centred Design means.

UCD has another interesting property. As long as system architects can understand the descriptions they
receive at the end of step 1, all interaction with users is confined to the user interface designers and usability
testers who are able to do steps 1 and 8 without reference to how the rest is done. This is ‘layered software
development’ as applied to the user interface. Interface designers and usability testers can live together in
distant parts of the facility where they engage in their own recondite alchemical practices.

This property is something that is not a constant of nature, like the charge of the electron. It came into
existence at a particular time – the late 1970s – as a result of a particular design decision – that users should not
be exposed to any details of how an interface is implemented – and at a particular place – Apple Computer.

This property, like layered software generally, is highly desirable in theory. But, ‘in theory’ often means
something different in practice than it does in theory. Here are a few questions you should ask.

• Can we afford the efficiency hit that comes from the extra layer?
• Before you start development there is a whole new collection of stuff to do. How much? Maybe six

months.
• After development is complete there is a whole new collection of stuff to do. How much? Maybe six

months.
• Does software development really work the way it is described above?
• When a developer at a lower layer discovers that it is possible to implement a slightly changed interface

more cleanly and easily – or at all – what happens?
• When, part way through the development process, a competing product emerges with additional

features, which are demanded by the marketing team, how does the interface get grafted on?
• Might users benefit from knowing how the system works?

1.d Psychological Models of Users

1.d.1 Context

Users are, in no particular order,
• collections of goals
• tasks they want to accomplish
• tasks they might want to accomplish, if they only knew it was possible to do so.
• collections of abilities
• skills they have
• facts they know

Note that the last differentiation is very important. It is often described as the difference between
May 4, 2010 2:30 pm Page 5
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• skills - ‘knowledge how’ to do something, like riding a bicycle, and
• facts - ‘knowledge that’ something is true, like Ottawa being the capital of Canada.

It is common, particularly in education, to place a lot of emphasis on facts, because we notice them: they are
the kind of thing that appears in our mind; inside our heads we can hear ourselves say, ‘The browser in
Windows is Internet Exploder.’

Finally, users are a collection of potentials, which include
• skills they can acquire, and
• facts they can learn.

The UCD design objective is to provide each user with a route to his or her goal, where the route is defined
by

• a sequence of user actions, which the user can do, complemented by
• system responses that implement the user actions, which the user can understand.

System responses provide users with feedback, which lets them know how they are progressing toward their
goals.

Each user action is one of a set of possible actions supported by the interface. The set of possible actions is
called the set of ‘affordances’ offered by the interface. It is typical of user interfaces that

• the set of affordances is huge;
• each action takes the user only a small distance towards the goal; and
• many actions are needed in order to get to the goal.

The result is that the number of possible things that can be done with an interface is truly huge. That’s
important because the number of possible things a user might want to accomplish – the set of all tasks – is
also huge. For example, how many different documents can be composed in vi during an hour? (This is not
a rhetorical question, but a question with an answer, which we will now calculate.)

1. How fast can a person type? 100 words per minute, 7 characters per word, 60 minutes per hour =
42,000 characters is the maximum document length.

2. Each character can be one of the roughly 100 ASCII printing characters.
3. The number of possible documents is, which is pretty large.

How many of these documents are English? How many of them are interesting? Other parts of the interface
are designed to speed up the production of the small fraction of documents that users actually want to make.

To be concrete let’s review, by an example, the concepts we’ve just seen. We’ll use the word processor as
our example.

• Goal - write a memo
• User actions - type at the keyboard, point and click with a mouse. These actions can be conceptualized

at many different levels or granularities: e.g., click the mouse, select a menu item, execute a command
like cut/paste, move a block of text, re-order the points made in a document.

• System responses - accumulate a document description, which describes the memo; provide feedback
so that the user can determine the current state of the memo without having to remember every detail.

Note the importance of feedback, which allows the user to know what to do next. ‘What to do next’ hides
two important concepts.

·Monitoring progress is something that users expect to be able to do. They are very disoriented when
deprived of this ability. Navigating without feedback about how you are doing is called ‘dead reckoning’.
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·Much user behaviour is ‘feedback controlled’. Actions are adjusted in real-time based on feedback received
form the world, which tells the user the current state of the world, in particular, how the world has been
affected by past actions. Actions that are not feedback controlled are called ‘ballistic’.

1.d.2 Capabilities

In this section we’ll think about user abilities. To get started we’ll use word processor as an example.
• Problem solving, such as, ‘Finish the memo tomorrow by storing now and re-opening tomorrow.’
• Rule following, such as, ‘Store by executing ‘Save’ in the ‘Edit’ menu.’
• Execution of motor programs, such as, ‘Activate a menu by manipulating the mouse with the hand.’
• Automatic responses to the environment, such as, ‘When mouse skids, press harder and keep pushing.’

Think of this as a stack of abilities. At most the top two levels are followed consciously. This is a good thing
because the bandwidth of conscious thought is extremely low, far too low to keep us from falling on our
faces, in both meanings of the phrase.

One of the most important things to understand about human thought is how the different levels of activity
work together to attain user goals.

As the user gets closer to actually doing something, moving from planning to doing, activities lower in the
stack - lower in the brain - are activated. When action is interrupted because a problem can’t be solved at one
level abilities at a higher level are called upon. Here is one very important fact of life about users, restated three
times.

• The capacity for doing things is pretty well unlimited at the lowest levels.
• The higher you get, the less capacity there is.
• Users can, and do, accomplish several things at once, if the activities can be made sufficiently

independent of high level stuff.

1.d.3 Learning

Depending on how much experience users have they do things at different levels of the ability stack.
As users practice they push solutions down in the stack. At low levels practice is the key. Here’s how the

pushing down happens
Meeting with a novel problem the user assembles facts about the problem, develops a strategy and produces

a set of actions that solve the problem. For example, how do you put a nut on a bolt? The relevant facts are the
following.

• Nuts often jam when you try to put them on.
• Nuts and bolts have threads that must match. (Side strategy for finding out if threads match.)
• There is a place at which the thread starts on both nut and bolt. (Maybe you notice that the lead in

thread, as it’s called, is a little different.)
From these facts you deduce that the lead-in threads must be aligned just right at the point when they start

to engage, then notice that as you turn the nut the wrong way there is a little click when the lead in thread of
the nut is exactly aligned with the lead-in thread of the bolt, and create a strategy which you can express in
words, ‘Turn the nut the wrong way until you feel the click. Feel the threads settle together, then reverse the
direction of turning. Turn gently until you are sure the treads are engaged.’

For the first few (dozen? hundred?) times this is done slowly and consciously, but after a while your brain
forgets what it’ doing and lets the fingers get on with the job. Later you forget how you did it when your
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fingers didn’t know how to do it. If the discussion above is a surprise to you, you may be in the unskilled level,
and you may be at the highly-skilled level.

Actions higher up the stack are more feedback controlled; actions lower down the stack are more ballistic.
Learning how to do thing ballistically is only possible in a predictable world. There is a big difference

between ‘predictable in principle’ and ‘predictable from the point of view of the user’, and the difference goes
both ways.

‘Predictable to the user’ can exist without ‘predictable in principle’: think about statistical mechanics or
quantum mechanics. Or think about things that the user simply doesn’t know about, like infra-red light.

‘Predictable in principle’ can exist without ‘predictable to the user’: think about how winning number are
generated in computer-controlled lotteries. This is usually the most interesting case because it reminds us how
important it is for the maker of a user interface to remember that what the maker knows is often not what the
user knows.

1.d.4 Psychophysics of the user

Efficiency issues in user interface design - soggy, clunky vs crisp, smooth
• 1983 Macintosh - small screen, 1 MHz 68000n this process users are viewed as
• 1995 Windows - medium screen, 100 MHz Pentium
• 2004 Java - large screen, 3 GHz Pentium IV

1.e Sociological and Economic Models of Users

Economic: users optimize
Sociological: users interact

1.f Design by Scenario

How is the interface design process accomplished?
• many methods, enough to fill a course

At the bottom of most methods is a collection of scenarios. Making scenarios is what people do when you
ask them to think about something. Scenarios go under a variety of different names:

• ‘examples’, when you are explaining things,
• ‘stories’, when you are being creative,
• ‘anecdotes’, when you are trying to describe their misuse.

Scenarios help people to understand. Generalizing from scenarios is probably the most common way of
using your imagination; over-generalizing from scenarios is the easiest way of convincing yourself that
incorrect things are correct. They have to be used responsibly, because they are a very effective way of
getting people to understand things that are false.

A scenario is
• An imagined story describing how something is done.

For example, writing a memo with a word processor
• Open a blank memo template.
• Type in the heading.
• Type in the body.
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• Proofread and edit.
• Check spelling and grammar.
• Print and send.

Notice, that the scenario defines a variety of functionality that should be present.
• entering and changing text
• getting a template
• reading what’s already there
• spell checking
• printing

The scenario defines a bunch of things that the user needs to know how to do
• typing
• finding the correct template and opening it
• etc.

Variations on a scenario widen the range of functionality needed
• saving and reopening

Many scenarios are needed to encompass all the tasks that might be done by an interface.
Scenarios are the natural way that humans think! For example, how would you create a set of instructions

telling me how to get from this classroom to your kitchen?
Scenarios have pitfalls, such as

• imagining the user to be more like yourself than he or she actually is
• failing to include a full range of users and tasks

That’s why so many practical methods for using and testing scenarios exist

1.f.1 A scenario-based design process

How is the interface design process accomplished?
• many methods, enough to fill a course

At the bottom of most is a collection of scenarios. A scenario is
• An imagined story describing how something is done. You create this story by thinking through the

different things that happen, in order, when a user is doing a particular task. Note that there is
abstraction going on when you do this.

Notice,
• The scenario defines a variety of functionality that should be present.
• The scenario defines a bunch of things that the user needs to know how to do

• typing
• finding the correct template and opening it
• etc.

Variations on a scenario widen the range of functionality needed
• saving and reopening

Many scenarios are needed to encompass all the tasks that might be done by an interface.
Scenarios are the natural way that humans think! But, scenarios have pitfalls, such as

• imagining the user to be more like yourself than he or she actually is.
• failing to include a full range of users and tasks

That’s why so many practical methods for using and testing scenarios exist.
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Scenarios are an intuitive, informal design technique. The many methodologies that exist for formalizing
the scenario development and testing process help, but they do not solve the problem of creating a fool-proof
design methodology. So the following methodology is not fool-proof.

1. Start with the collection of scenarios. Remember to include
• recovery from failure, especially lack of knowledge
• documentation
• help systems
• tutorial courses
• remember to include possible short-cuts, e.g., hot keys
• ways to learn the short cuts

2. Identify things (objects) that need to appear in the user interface. We’ll call them components.
Distinguish components from component types.

• analogous to the distinction between objects and classes
• users’ knowledge of this distinction is as fuzzy as most programmers

Try to have as few component types as possible to do all the tasks we’ve laid out, e.g.,
• memo template an instance of generic template
• templates a special type of document, or maybe templates just documents

3. Give components attributes, which are properties - similar to data, variables, state. For example,
• memo template has ‘fixed’ text, variable text
• text has typeface, size, style, etc.
• affordances - similar to methods
• variable text in memo template can be edited
• typeface, size, style can be changed

4. Give components presentations - how they appear in the interface, which requires you to answer
questions like

• Should the fixed and variable text in a template be visually distinguished?
• Should template be an icon or a file name within a dialogue?

Different components that are instantiations of the same component type may have differing
attributes. For example, the file selector component type will have

• differently labelled buttons
• different button affordances

when it is used for ‘open’ than when used for ‘save as’. This is something that is commonly forgotten
or missed in many widely distributed interfaces.

5. Decide where components will be visible in the interface
• access to properties and affordances through presentations

6. Decide how the things will be laid out to create the complete interface
• layout presents relationships to the user
• layout constrains which things are accessible from here

7. Test the design
• run through existing scenarios
• make new scenarios, e.g., telephone message, electronic post-it note
• find users and try them out
• prototype implementations
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• faked presentations

1.g Principles of Good Functional Design

You should always be able to identify extremes. Good design is finding the balance that’s right for your user,
e.g.,

• all menu commands have keyboard equivalents vs no menu commands have keyboard equivalents

1.g.1 Independence

Components are easy for a user to understand when their characteristics do not depend on the properties of
other components. Features depending on one another is called ‘feature interaction’ . E.g. When ‘call
forward’ has occurred which number should ‘caller id’ display?

• hard to implement, why?
• hard to understand, why?

1.g.2 Similarity and Differentiation

Similar components should have similar presentations. The first ‘similar’ means playing similar roles in the
interface

• e.g., ‘Style’ and ‘Font’ - menus or dialogue boxes
Similar includes similarity to what the user already knows

• e.g., memos on special paper with headings already present
Differing components should have differing presentations. Because components are never completely similar
or different presentations should indicate what is similar and what is different

• but it’s easy to go too far, creating what is sometimes called fruit salad.

1.g.3 Consistency

The key concept is ‘learning transfer’. Allow users to take advantage of things they already know how to do.
• from using other computer programs
• from life

1.g.4 Interworking

Like designers and implementers, users expect reuse.
• e.g., What makes a word processor better than a typewriter is reuse across tasks, within a single

application
When reuse occurs between applications

• e.g., using data from a spreadsheet in a memo created by a word processor
it’s is called ‘inter-working’. Cut-and-paste is the usual interworking metaphor

• how does a user know what can be cut to where?
• the best answer is ‘anything, anywhere’.
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1.g.5 Summary

The components we use in doing scenario-based and functional design are NOT the programming
structures you will use in your implementation, no matter how much they look like them. They are
ABSTRACTIONS for the benefit of the user. The user uses them to create his or her model of the interface.

Also remember - Users can learn their way through almost anything. Once they have learned their way
through something bad and hard this is now part of what other things have to be ‘independent from’, ‘similar
to’, ‘consistent with’, etc. Unlike the programmer, the user interface designer never has the option of throwing
away the past.

1.h References and Further Reading

1. Kentaro Go & John M. Carroll. The Blind Men and the Elephant: Views of Scenario-Based System
Design. interactions XI(6), 44-53, 2004.

1.i Exercises

Ex. 1. In §1.d.1 we estimated the number of different documents that can be produced in an hour using
vi. Using a logarithmic scale estimate

• how many of these documents contain only English words,
• how many of these documents consist of English words connected grammatically, and
• how many of these documents would be worth reading to somebody.

Logarithmic estimation means we try only to get the exponent correct, and you probably want to
get the logarithm of the exponent correct for this problem. Here are two facts you might find use-
ful.

• The number of English words is about 300,000.
• The number of arrangements of the words in a ten word sentence is close to 10!, which is

about 3,600,000. How many of these orderings do you think are grammatical?
Ex. 2. Scenario-based design is both universal and essential, but has drawbacks. Select three drawbacks

and, for each, give an concrete example of failure caused by it and a work-around to lessen its effect
during interface design.

Ex. 3. Typically, the user interface provides the user with an abstract model of the underlying program,
which model the user controls. Give two reasons why providing an abstraction is better than provid-
ing the true model.

Ex. 4. §1.c.1 describes UCD as two additional stages of the waterfall model of software development. In
practice, this process is a never-ending cycle. Why is it a cycle? Why never-ending?

Ex. 5. Give two examples of learned actions which you now perform ballistically. Describe the stages of
learning as these actions became ballistic.

Ex. 6. Give a scenario describing what you do from the time you wake up in the morning until you arrive
at your first class. What tools and services does this scenario depend on, and how do they respond
to your actions. Give one way in which this scenario varies.
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Chapter 2
Elementary Graphical Output and Input

In chapter 1 we mentioned that this book concentrates on third generation user interfaces. They are the
interfaces most people automatically think of when the phrase ‘user interface’ is mentioned. They normally
consist of three devices that interact with the user:

• a keyboard, which is used for text entry,
• a pointing device, usually a mouse, which is primarily gives the user random access into pieces of text,

and
• a pixellated display, which provides information to the user in the form of text and graphics.

Beyond these basic - and indispensable - devices there also exist miscellaneous other doo-dads, like speakers,
microphones, DVDs, which provide services to the user, but which play a negligible role in current interfaces.

These interfaces are often called ‘graphical user interfaces’, or GUIs*. The prominence of ‘graphical’ in the
name indicates how important a part of the interface is the ability to provide the user with output that is
displayed graphically. (As we see in §2.e on page 26, even text, which is modelled very simply in a line oriented
interface - as a string of characters from an alphabet - needs a new model when the output is conceptualized
graphically.)

2.a Graphical Interfaces

‘Graphical’, when applied to user interfaces, means spread out in space: that is, in two dimensions. ‘Graphical’
or ‘spatial’, in this book, is almost always used in comparison with linear or temporal. Language is a typical
example of a temporal medium, consisting as it does as a sequence of words, in which it is necessary to process
the words in order. Painting and sculpture are examples of graphical media because viewers (users) can access
their constituent elements in whatever order they choose. Making a painting ‘read’ coherently†, however it’s
viewed, is one of the greatest challenges facing the painter.

In the user interface a dialogue box, or form, is a good example of a spatial interface element. All entries are
simultaneously available to the user, who can access any subset of them in any order. Compare this to the
same interface functionality - a collection of entries, each to be filled in, many with default values already
present - offered by a temporal medium, like voice over the telephone. The collection must be accessed
sequentially, in an order not controllable by the user.

Having the user interface ‘spread out in space’ means that many interface components, each having its own
collection of affordances, are available to the user at the same time, like tools on a workbench, or cooking

*

†‘Read’ means make sense for whatever sequence of attention the viewer chooses to employ.
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implements in a kitchen. It’s up to the user interface designer to ensure that a graphical interface is easy to
understand and predictable, in whatever order the user chooses to access the various affordances.

2.b Output

There is a collection of hardware that controls what the user sees. The invisible part of this hardware is
normally called the graphics sub-system of a computer. Over the past thirty years it has evolved from being a
box as large as a refrigerator, and much more noisy, through being a card on the system bus. It is now often a
large chip on the motherboard. Attached to the graphics subsystem, and outside the computer proper are two
devices:

• a display, usually a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid crystal display (LCD), and
• a pointing device.

You may be surprised that the pointing device is included when we discuss output. It must be included because
implementation of a suitably responsive pointing device is hard.

Early GUIs had a nice layered software architecture in which the pointing device is separate from the
graphics sub-system. Input from the pointing device was routed through the operating system’s IO to the
application, which was then responsible for drawing the pointer on the screen. The response of this
architecture was not satisfactory, which led to a variety of hacks to the operating system, such as a mode in
which the serial driver handling the pointing device would contact the graphics driver directly. It turned out
that the most efficient, and cleanest, solution is to make the pointing device part of the graphics subsystem,
which grabs input from the pointing device and translates it directly to the pointer location, where places the
pointer. The interface then obtains the pointer location from the graphics subsystem ensuring that the visual
feedback given to the user is precisely synchronized with values being used in the interface.

Most GUIs are implemented using pixel-mapped graphics, a generalization of bit-mapped graphics, which
was the earliest GUI output. A bit-mapped display consists of an array of locations on the display surface. Each
location has a single bit associated with it: when a bit is set the corresponding location on the display surface is
white, when reset the corresponding location is black. Interface software sets and resets bits to create the
output seen by the user. In the generalization each display location is called a pixel, which is represented by an
arbitrarily complex piece of memory. In the baseline systems for which user interfaces are implemented it is
common for a pixel to comprise twenty-four bits, eight bits for each of three colour primaries. However, in
systems designed for high performance graphics there may be as many as a few hundred bits per pixel.

2.b.1 The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

For thirty years the CRT has been the workhorse of pixel-mapped display devices. How it works illustrates a
few important points about the interplay between perceptual capabilities of the user and the presentation of a
user interface.

At its simplest the CRT is an evacuated tube with a glass faceplate on one end. At the other end is an
electron gun that releases a stream of electrons which hits the inside of the faceplate, which is coated with a
phosphorescent substance. Where the electron beam hits the phosphor the energy of the electrons is
converted to light, which passes through the faceplate to the eyes of the viewer. In the electron gun electrodes
control the intensity of the electron beam, which determines how much light is emitted, and where the
electron beam hits the back of the faceplate, which determines where the light is perceived.
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Early CRTs, called vector displays, used the electrodes to move the beam from point to point, drawing lines
on the display surface. Such displays still exist, but only in niche applications like avionics. Currently, almost all
CRTs scan the electron beam in a regular pattern that covers the entire display surface, increasing their
intensity where an image should be bright, decreasing their intensity when it should be dark. The most
common pattern is the raster: a set of horizontal lines covering the screen. Lines are scanned sequentially, a
complete scan being called a frame.

The electron beam is, of course, only in one place at a time: a photograph of a CRT screen with a short
enough exposure shows a single illuminated dot. How is it that the user sees the entire screen to be
illuminated? The human visual system has limited temporal resolution, and continues to see a location as
illuminated for a short time after the illumination is removed. Therefore, as long as the beam moves fast
enough its whole path will appear to be illuminated. Below (§2.c.1 on page 20) this effect, which sets strict
limits on CRT performance, is quantified.

This is the lowest level at which interface characteristics must be tailored to fit the characteristics of the
interface’s users. The temporal characteristics of a CRT are specified in terms of a few specific values.

• The frame time, which is the time required to move the electron beam over every pixel on the screen.
At present frame times range from 10 milliseconds to 20 milliseconds. The inverse of the frame time is
the frame rate, the number of times a frame is redrawn in a given time. The frame times given
correspond to frame rates of 100 Hz and 50 Hz.

• The line time, which is the time required for the electron beam to traverse the width of the CRT screen.
The line rate is the inverse of the line time. A raster with 960 lines per frame and a frame rate of 100 Hz
has a line time of about 10 microseconds, and a line rate of about 100 KHz (KiloHertz).

• The pixel time, which is the amount of time it takes the beam to travel from one pixel to the next. The
pixel rate is its inverse. If the raster above has 1024 pixels per line its pixel time is about 10 nanoseconds,
and its pixel rate 100 MHz (MegaHertz).

To place a black pixel beside a white pixel we want a video amplifier with enough bandwidth to turn the
beam full off to full on within 10 nanoseconds, a demanding requirement.

Similar calculations can be performed to determine the spatial parameters of a typical CRT.
The CRT we are describing produces only a monochrome image. As explained below (§2.c.3 on page 21),

three monochrome images in different colours suffice to produce an adequate range of colours. This is created
by, in effect, putting three CRTs inside a single tube. Three electron beams are independently amplified and
guided; the back of the screen has three phosphors, each emitting a different colour of light; and the geometry
of the beams is arranged so that each beam deposits energy on a single phosphor.

2.b.2 The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

In recent years a new display device, the LCD, has become increasingly popular. It is
even more explicitly pixellated than the CRT, consisting as it does of an array of cells,
each cell being a pixel. The cells are square or rectangular, usually with a corner cut off,
as illustrated to the right. Each pixel is surrounded by a mask which conceals
manufacturing irregularities. As a result the display is criss-crossed by an array of black
lines. These lines must, of course, be close enough together that they are invisible to the
viewer. Visual criteria are described below (§2.c.2 on page 20). The figure illustrates an
important difference between the CRT, which has pixels with soft edges and which overlap at the edges, and
the LCD, which has non-overlapping pixels with sharp edges.
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Each cell of an LCD is a sandwich, through which light shines
from behind, as illustrated to the right. The light first passes
through a polarizing filter, then through a volume of liquid
crystal, and finally through another polarizer. The volume of
liquid crystal rotates the plane of polarization of light passing
through it by an amount that depends on an applied electric
field, so that the intensity of the electric field controls the
outgoing light, which must pass through the two polarizers.
The electric field is provided by the transparent plates of a
capacitor which extends over the pixel, with the field
maintained by a transistor, which occupies the cut off corner of
the pixel. The mask conceals electrical connections which
provide power to the transistors. For a colour LCD a colour filter is added, with adjacent pixels having filters
that differ in colour. As with a CRT three different colour primaries are needed to give the user an adequate set
of possible colours.

As an electronic component the LCD strongly resembles an analogue version of semiconductor memory.
But each cell is huge by comparison, requiring substantial charge to change state. Thus LCDs switch slowly.
Thus the temporal character of an image displayed on a LCD differs significantly from one displayed on a CRT.
The light emitted from an LCD is temporally continuous, and high frequency refresh is not necessary. But
compared to a CRT LCD cells turn on and off slowly, with the result that quickly moving objects in the
interface often have comet tails following them.

2.b.3 The Frame Buffer

A display device like a CRT requires an input signal that gives the pixel values in raster order, and the pixel
values must be encoded in the signal at exactly the pixel rate, which is the order of 100 MHz. No processor,
neither CPU nor GPU, can provide pixels in the correct order at the required rate. To solve this problem, the
graphics sub-system has, as its central component, the frame buffer, or frame store.

At its most basic the frame buffer is a block of dual-ported memory, with one word for each pixel. One port
is accessed by dedicated hardware, which reads pixels line by line in raster order, and at the pixel rate. Using
the pixel values it creates a signal appropriate for input to a CRT. The other port is accessed by a processor: the
CPU over the system bus in heritage systems, a graphics processing unit (GPU) over the graphics bus in
modern systems. The processor accesses the frame buffer asynchronously, as slowly as it wishes, while
synchronous access from the video hardware continues to update the display. The frame buffer has one
unusual feature compared to other buffers you have encountered: reading is non-destructive. When a pixel has
been given a particular value by the processor, it remains the same until the processor changes it. Thus, in the
absence of new writing by the processor an unchanging picture is displayed continuously.

Current systems now have the function of the frame buffer subsumed by graphics memory, which, like the
frame buffer, is addressed two dimensionally: that is, addresses are given as (x,y). Graphics memory is often
large enough to hold several frames, and the video hardware can write out a frame beginning at any desired
offset (xOffset,yOffset). This makes possible techniques like double-buffering, in which the graphics
memory allocates space for two frame buffers. While one is being displayed the processor writes the
succeeding image into the other. When writing is complete, a simple change of the frame buffer offset
instantaneously changes from one image to the other. This technique avoids situations where the user
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interface holds up a user while constructing the next screen presentation, an annoying feature of many web
interfaces.

The graphics memory has other uses, particularly storing partial images which will be reused by block
memory transfer into the frame buffer.

2.b.4 The Graphics Processor

The hardware that supported the earliest GUIs used the main processor to modify the graphics memory
directly, which turned out to be adequate only for simple interfaces. There were two problems with this
approach.

• The most used graphics operation was writePixel( x, y ), which was implemented as a memory
reference on the system bus. Unfortunately, system buses, then and now, are too slow to handle this
traffic for an interface with a lot of graphics activity.

• Too large a fraction of the main processor was used doing graphics operations, limiting the rate at
which it could perform other compute-intensive interface operations, like formatting text.

To solve such problems simple ‘graphics accelerators’ were included as part of the graphics subsystem. They
were connected to the graphics memory by a high speed bus, allowing them to read and write pixels much
faster than the main processor. A stub library on the main processor provided an API, using which the main
processor could activate the accelerator. The API typically provided two capabilities:

• simple drawing commands like drawRectangle( x, y, width, height ), where the accelerator
calculates which pixels to write and writes them, and

• block transfer operations like bitblt( xSrc, ySrc, xDest, yDest, xSize, ySize ) which
rapidly copies a block of pixels from a source location in the graphics memory to a destination location.

The second operation is particularly important for the rapid rendering of text. Each character is drawn a single
time in a piece of offscreen graphics memory, and when a character is required the offscreen rendering is block
transferred to the appropriate location in the frame buffer.

Subsequently graphics accelerators became increasingly capable, and with that increase came a change of
name, to ‘graphics processing unit’ or GPU. Modern GPUs are often, in fact, more powerful than the main
processors they serve. Little of this power, however, is available to the two-dimensional rendering on which
user interfaces depend: it is specialized to the computational demanding rendering of three-dimensional
scenes. Furthermore, as is almost always the case, more powerful GPUs contain more general processing
capabilities, to the point where they are currently able to run arbitrary programs. How long will it be before
the entire application runs on the GPU, and the main processor is superfluous? Then, of course, simple
common tasks like block transfer will be off-loaded to a new graphics accelerator.

2.c Psychophysics of Output

Users operate in real time and real space. They are relatively forgiving - compared to something like
aerodynamics - and will accommodate the dynamics of their bodies to adjust for many different input/output
defects. But they are not infinitely forgiving, and when you break them they don’t like you. Perhaps they seem
forgiving only because we don’t know their limits very well.

2.c.1 Temporal Limits of Vision

This works because the human visual system has limited spatial acuity.
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‘Limited spatial acuity’ means that users can’t tell exactly where something happens.
If two visual events occur within about 2 minutes of arc - visual angle - they seem to the user to be co-

located.
How big is 2 minutes? To answer this question you must ask a subsidiary question.
How far are users eyes from the display?
Once you have answered the subsidiary question you should be able to work this out. Exercise for the

reader. How big is a pixel? Given that high bandwidth analogue signal paths are expensive, why is the pixel
exactly that size. As part of your answer define ‘exactly’.

2.c.2 Spatial Limits of Vision

Important point. Users operate in real-space. They are relatively forgiving - compared to something like a pen
plotter - but not infinitely so. Perhaps they seem forgiving only because we don’t know their limits very well.

Mesopic light levels.
What the user sees
a glowing screen, with windows, text, images
‘glowing’ is significant.
‘Glowing’ is a distinct perception. What does ‘distinct perception’ mean?
Change in things that glow automatically attracts the user’s attention. Years ago, when HTML was still a

young, the devil added ‘blinking’ to the set of available HTML styles. Exercise for the reader. Explain what it is
about blinking which tells us that the devil sat on the HTML standards committee. Once the evil jinn is out of
the bottle it’s very hard to put him back. Describe what blinking mutated into, why it’s evil, and estimate the
likelihood that we will be able to get rid of it.

2.c.3 Human Colour Vision

Additive mixture
Subtractive mixture

2.d Drawing on the Display Surface

The hardware described in §2.b.
The abstraction of this hardware used by the UI
a surface to write on, addressed by (x,y) coordinates
an API for fast writing
a position on the surface where the tracker is displayed

Notice. Time is not explicitly part of this abstraction, but must be supplied by software, somehow.

2.d.1 Sharing the Frame Buffer: Windows

The graphics sub-system described in §2.b on page 16 is a resource that cannot be safely accessed by more than
one interface, or even by independent parts of a single interface. In fact, it’s really important that the frame
buffer should be treated as an atomic resource. But running two applications at once - a word processor and a
spreadsheet, or MSN and an internet computer game, for example - require two applications to use the frame
buffer at the same time. How should it be shared?
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A software component called the Base Window System (BWS)
accepts requests for use of the frame buffer, which is divided up into
regions commonly called windows. Each interface can then treat its
windows as though it has exclusive access to them, which it does. When
an interface wishes to modify the contents of a window it calls
procedures from an API provided by the BWS. This API allows an
interface to request a window, and to draw on the window. The BWS
keeps what parts of the window are visible, translates from window
coordinates supplied by the application to frame buffer coordinates for
the actual graphics operations, and clips each drawing command so that
it affects only visible pixels within the window. If there is extra graphics memory available the BWS can use it
to store hidden parts of windows, which it keeps up to date as graphics commands that affect the hidden parts
are executed. These ‘offscreen updates’ can then be used to put formerly hidden part of the windows on the
display if the window configuration changes to reveal them. The BWS also gets input from the graphics sub-
system, packages it into events and distributes them to the interfaces. (Events are discussed in much detail in
§3.a on page 41.)

In its API the BWS allows an interface to rearrange window owned by the interface. It is also desirable to
allow the user to manipulate the display configuration. This capability is provided by a special application
called the window manager. When an interface requests a window from the BWS, it can ask that the window
by icons which are controlled by direct manipulation be managed, in which case the capabilities with which
you are familiar - scrolling, resizing, closing, iconifying, and so on - are provided so that the user can manage
the window. These capabilities are provided by the window manager, which is, in effect, an interface to the
interface provided by the application which owns the window: accepting input from the user, and making calls
to the BWS to change the arrangement of windows on the screen.

To make this happen, most windows
on the display are actually pairs of
windows, a background window (the
frame) owned by the window manager,
and a foreground window (the content)
owned by the interface. The sketch to
the right shows a typical window
managed by a window manager. The
large rectangular are to the lower left is
the content window, which the interface
uses. The remainder of the window is
the frame, which is very narrow on the
left and bottom, wider on the right
where it includes a scroll bar, and widest
on the top, where it includes both the window title and a menu bar. The window manager provides its
affordances two ways:

• by icons, which the user controls by direct manipulation (§8.a), dragging the corner handles to resize,
dragging the side bars to resize, clicking the corner icons to close, iconify or maximize, dragging the
title bar to reposition, and
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• by menus, which the user pops up from the title bar.

2.d.2 The Drawing Surface

For doing output, the BWS provides the interface with a graphics abstraction, the drawing surface, which is an
abstract frame buffer. In object-oriented terms the drawing surface is an object with state, whatever graphics
the surface currently contains, and a set of methods that can be used to change the state. (It is, however, almost
always wrong to alter the current state, as opposed to clearing it and redrawing completely.)

Every interface development environment provides a drawing surface, and there is relatively little difference
in their properties. However, there has been no standardization for the name of this essential component.
Here is a non-comprehensive list of names that have been used at one time or another.

• drawable - the X window system.
• canvas - the NeWS window system, the Java AWT interface classes.
• JPanel - the Java Swing interface classes.
• grafport - the MacOS QuickDraw graphics model.
• view - the NeXTstep window system, the MacOS MacApp development environment
• graphical device interface (GDI) - Windows
• common device context (CDC) - Visual C++

Conceptually, all of these are really the same thing. They provide
• a coordinate system, notionally infinite in extent, on which application programs can draw, and
• a graphics model, which is a set of graphics primitives that define the set of drawing that can be created.

However, the details of what is provided, and how it is provided, differs from system to system. In this book we
will use the word ‘canvas’ to describe the drawing surface, and describe the graphics model provided by the X
window system.

2.d.3 Coordinate Systems

The coordinate system of a canvas is related to the coordinate system of the frame buffer by a simple shift of
origin.

x_canvas = x_frame_buffer - x_origin

y_canvas = y_frame_buffer - y_origin

Almost all window systems put the origin of the frame buffer at the upper left corner of the display, and the
origin of the canvas at its upper left corner. The x-coordinate increases to the right; the y-coordinate increases
downward. Almost always, the origin of the canvas is at the origin of its window, forcing the implementer to
take into account that part of the canvas is invisible, hidden by the title and menu bars.

The measurement unit is the pixel, which differs in size from one display to another. This is part of a
phenomenon called ‘device-dependence’, which means that properties of an interface are outside the control
of the implementer, because they depend on the user’s choice of display device, which the implementer does
not control. Device dependence is normally considered a bad thing. There have been many attempts to stamp
out device-dependence, none of which has been successful in the user interface domain. HTML has a
different, and interesting, take on device-dependence. In theory, HTML separates content from presentation.
But the understandable desire of page creators to control the appearance of their pages has subverted the
HTML ‘solution’ to device-dependence, which is, ‘Pass the buck to the browser.’

Because of device-dependence, in order to know the physical size of something drawn on a canvas it is
necessary to know the pixel size of the device being used. Remember that the spatial performance of the user’s
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visual system is measured in visual angle, which can be obtained only after calculating the physical
coordinates. It also sometimes occurs, more rarely in recent years, that a display is calibrated with pixels that
are not square, but are rectangular. Then two separate pixel calibrations are needed.

2.d.4 The Graphics Model

Every window environment provides the implementer with a graphics model. Most models have very similar
properties, but they differ in their details. In this section we describe the graphics model of the X window
system, which is provided in a library called Xlib, and which we call the ‘Xlib model’. However, when
describing the available commands we use, not the Xlib procedure names, which are easily found on Unix man
pages, but generic names that better reveal the functionality of the procedure.

The Xlib model has two distinct parts:
• a set of drawing procedures or methods, and
• a graphics context plus the procedures or methods that manipulate it.

The set of drawing procedures includes all the geometrical primitives that are available for drawing. They
include the following.

• Clear( ): Clear all pixels in the canvas to the background colour.
• DrawPoint( x, y ): Set the pixel at (x,y) in the canvas coordinates to the foreground colour.

With these two primitives it is straightforward to create any drawing on the screen. Using them alone,
however, has three disadvantages. First, all conversion of more complex items must be programmed by the
user interface programmer. Conversion of letters to pixels when putting text on the canvas, for example,
would have to be done letter by letter, programmed by the user interface implementer. Second, each pixel
drawn produces a separate Xlib command to the BWS, which maximizes communication overhead. And third,
drawing on the canvas makes no use of the ability of the graphics hardware to modify many pixels quickly. A
filled rectangle, for example, requires nested loops which run on the CPU, which the GPU can perform much
more efficiently. Therefore the set of drawing procedures also includes higher level commands, such as the
following.

• DrawLine( x1, y1, x2, y2 ): Set to the foreground colour whatever pixels are needed to draw a
line from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2).

• DrawRectangle( x, y, width, height ): Set to the foreground colour whatever pixels are needed
to draw the outline of a rectangle with its upper left corner at (x,y) and with the given width and
height. The rectangle is aligned with the x and y axes of the coordinate system.

• FillRectangle( x, y, width, height ): Set to the foreground colour all pixels inside a rectangle
with its upper left corner at (x,y) and with the given width and height.

• DrawPolygon( n, points ) / FillPolygon( n, points ): In the foreground colour (draw the
outline / fill the interior) of a polygon with n vertices, and corners given by the array points, each
element of which is an (x,y) coordinate.

• DrawArc( x, y, height, width, start, end ) / FillArc( x, y, height, width, start,

end ): In the foreground colour (draw the outline / fill the interior) of an arc drawn inside the
rectangle given by (x,y,width,height). The arc starts at the angle specified by start and ends at the
angle specified by end. This pair of primitives draw parts of ellipses defined by the dimensions and
position of the minimal rectangle surrounding them. The ellipses have major and minor axes aligned
with the coordinate system.
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• DrawText( x, y, text ): Draw the string text at the position (x,y), with the string’s baseline
parallel to the x axis.

With a set of drawing primitives like these you can draw almost everything you need in order to make a
conventional user interface. In addition the primitives are redundant. For example, the effect of
DrawRectangle can be reproduced by four calls to DrawLine; the effect of FillRectangle can be
reproduced by a call to FillPolygon. Also, note that while the rectangle primitives can draw only rectangles
aligned with the coordinate axes the line and polygon primitives can draw rectangle rotated away from the
coordinate axes. There is, however, no way of drawing ellipses or text not aligned with the axes: producing
such drawing requires the introduction of new primitives.

The second part of the graphics model is that graphics context. Consider all the different ways that any one
of these primitives can be varied:

• background and foreground colours,
• line width,
• how lines meet at the corners,
• lines solid, dashed or dotted,
• font style and size,
• and so on.

Usually, such variations are accommodated by giving each of the primitives enough arguments to specify
which variation is desired. This makes the code unwieldy and hard to read, and all the arguments increase the
communication overhead. Furthermore, in graphics programming for user interfaces it is observed that most
arguments have the same values for long sequences of calls. The graphics context was invented to solve such
problems. It is a large data structure which resides in the server, and which contains values that control how
pixels are rendered for each of the graphics primitives. Normally, a graphics context is created when a window
is created, and filled with default values. The graphics model then makes available a set of procedures which
enable the interface to get and set parts of the graphics context. Two typical, self-explanatory examples are:

• SetForegroundColour( r, g, b ), and
• GetLineAttributes( ).

When programming it is important to remember that a graphics is persistent across procedure calls:
programming discipline is needed to ensure that changes to the graphics context in one part of interface code
do not have unexpected affects in other parts. Using more than one graphics context is a common solution to
this problem, provided, of course, that you don’t use more than the server can store locally.
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2.d.5 The Display List

Every item that appears on the display of a user interface is the result of a
series of calls to procedures made available in the graphics model. The order
of these calls is important because later calls overwrite pixels that were
affected by earlier calls. For example, in the figure to the right the sequence

DrawRectangle(...);

DrawCircle(...);

creates the upper image, while the sequence
DrawCircle(...);

DrawRectangle(...);

creates the lower image. This property of graphical primitives is called the
painter’s algorithm, later painting covering up the result of earlier painting.
Note also, that when the user clicks the pointing device with the tracker at a
the circle should be selected in the top image, the rectangle in the bottom
one.

Managing the many items drawn on the display can be complex and tricky. It is most easily handled by using
a display list, which is an ordered list of items to be drawn on the display. The display is then drawn using code
like the following.

while (item != nil) {

paint(item);

item = item->next;

}

Complementary code is used to find the item inside which the point (x,y) lies.
while (item != nil) {

if (inside (item, x, y)) {

selected = item;

}

item = item->next;

}

At the cost of some extra inside tests, the inside code traverses the list in the same direction as the drawing
code.

In most interfaces the contents of the display is dynamic, varying during the life of the interface. Changing
what is displayed is a matter of adding or removing items from the display list

2.d.6 Some Tricks

When implementing interfaces using Xlib-like window systems there are a few tricks-of-the-trade that
programmers learn over and over again. Some of them also occur in other environments, so they are tricks
worth learning.

Opening versus mapping. In most systems opening a window opens a surface on which your program can
draw, but doesn’t display it on the screen. There is a separate operation which causes it to be displayed: the
second part of window creation is called ‘mapping’ the window in X. This is done so that the contents of a
window can be drawn completely before the user starts to interact with it, and is important in helping the user

a

a
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to avoid getting off on the wrong foot when something new appears in the interface. It also simplifies the
problem of making certain that interface affordances are in place before the controls that evoke them are
shown to the user. This problem remains to be solved in web interfaces, where download times are
unpredictable. The implementer wants to show something of the page as it comes in, to let the user know that
the system is operating, and to allow some predigestion of the page’s contents. But objects move around as the
page is being formatted, and a user’s attempt to invoke functionality all too often misfires.

Repaint. A serious problem occurs when a canvas is not repainted often enough: the state of the interface
changes with no visible sign to the user how the state has changed or even that it has changed. Avoiding this
problem the implementer can easily fall into another problem: repainting too often. When the screen is
repainted too often the interface slows down, and even worse, sometimes flickers and flashes, which is very
distracting to the user. This is one of the places where the interface needs to be tuned once implementation is
complete.

Clearing the canvas. Most window systems do not clear the window when you start to draw. (How could
they?) It’s almost always a good idea to start by clearing the canvas and completely redrawing it. Failing to do
so leaves the interface open to behaviour that is unpredictable to the implementer and inexplicable to the user
when the BWS changes its management of offscreen graphics memory.

The painter’s algorithm . Each drawing command effects a collection of pixels, and undoes the effect of
changes done to those pixels by earlier drawing commands. This is called the ‘painter’s algorithm’, using the
analogy of a layer of paint covering up what is underneath. Some interface implementers try to keep careful
track of each pixel and make sure that no pixel is drawn more than once. This is a bad idea. Pushing pixels is
cheap when it’s being done by the GPU, much cheaper than managing complex data structures on the CPU.
The solution is to work through a list of items drawn in the interface, drawing the underneath ones first, then
overdraw the unexposed parts with nearer items. This procedure is often called 2 1/2 dimensional graphics
since items in the display possess an ordering in depth from the user, but no actual distance.

The painter’s algorithm can be used to produce interesting images by covering up parts of some drawing
with other drawing in the colour of the background.

Flushing the pipeline of graphics commands. Because there is significant overhead associated with
communication of a graphics command, the client portion of the BWS will batch together drawing
procedures before sending them to the server. This makes sense because drawing commands usually occur in
long sequences. This procedure can, however, fool the implementer when an interface is being debugged. An
item is added to the canvas and when the new version of the interface is executed the new graphics does not
appear. There is usually a flush procedure which, when called, sends all pending graphics commands to the
server. It is very handy when debugging, which means that interface code gets littered with flush commands.
They need to be removed when the interface is being tuned. It seems natural to flush the drawing pipeline at
the end of repaint, but most systems automatically flush before accessing the event queue (§3.d on page 43), so
it is unnecessary. Interfaces with animation, however, often need explicit flushing.

The graphics context. The graphics context is a very powerful mechanism for reducing communication
between client and server. It can, however, be misused in several ways.

• Undisciplined manipulation of the graphics context can produce unexpected and hard to remove bugs
in painting the interface.
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• Poor ordering of drawing operations in repainting can substantially increase the amount of traffic
between server and client. Try to sequence the needed drawing procedures to minimize change the
graphics context.

• Servers have a limited number of graphics context that they can keep locally, and the number varies
among hardware platforms. Ideally the ones available are used to decrease the need for graphics context
updates. Unfortunately, using too many can, on some systems, produce a situation where entire
graphics contexts are being frequently sent from client to server, a situation akin to thrashing in
operating system paging systems.

2.e Using Text

Text is important. We call interfaces ‘graphical’, but all the same most information in graphical user interfaces
is textual; users spend a lot of time reading; most of the cycles of the CPU and GPU of a modern workstation
are consumed putting text on the display surface. For this reason, two things are very important

• A person who works on user interfaces must be able to create collections of words (sometimes even
sentences) that the user understands easily and correctly.

• A person who works on user interfaces must be able to put text onto the screen in a way that is easily
readable by the user.

This section is concerned with the second of these two objectives, drawing on the large literature of
typography to give you a few of the basic principles describing how text is put onto the screen.

2.e.1 Interface Text Before GUIs

As described in . . , the output device prior to the bit-mapped display was the glass teletype, so named
because it simulated a teletype, an electrically controlled typewriter, on the glass screen of a CRT. Like a
typewriter this output device could put any character in its alphabet at any position in an array of positions –
usually 24 by 80 – on its display surface. The shape of the characters was fixed, determined by character
generator firmware in the glass teletype. Because these devices were normally designed to display any
character from the of the seven bit ASCII character code, the were usually called ASCII terminals. The ASCII
terminal remains even today as a prominent feature of most GUIs, in the form of the terminal window.

On an ASCII terminal the character is the elementary glyph. The screen is a matrix of positions, typically 24
rows by 80 columns, each exactly the same size. Each position holds exactly one of 95 elementary glyphs (octal
040 to 176), the printing ASCII characters, which consist of:

• 52 letters, upper and lower case,
• 10 digits,
• 33 other characters, punctuation, parentheses, and so on.

There are also 33 non-printing characters (octal 000 to 037 and 177): these characters insert tabs and newlines,
backspace the printing position, and so on. The ‘letterforms’ of all characters, the actual set of pixels
illuminated on the display, is determined by firmware of the character generator of the video drive unit of the
terminal.

The geometry of the screen, rows of uniformly spaced character positions, is exactly the same as the
geometry of a typewriter, a result of the ASCII terminal being initially modelled on the teletype, which is a
computer-controlled typewriter. Because the letter positions lie on a uniform grid it is necessary, as with a
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typewriter, that all letter forms be exactly the same width, called monospaced. The most common
monospaced typeface is Courier, which was originally a typewriter typeface.

This is still what you get in the terminal windows of modern interfaces. It is usually possible to change the
letterforms of the terminal window, most often using a preferences dialogue; it is almost never possible to mix
letterforms from different sets within a single window

2.e.2 How Text was Printed on Paper Before Computer Typesetting

The atom of typesetting is the glyph, an elementary mark that appears on the
paper, and which cannot be further subdivided. In printing on paper the glyphs
are the letterforms available on the sticks of type in your font, which is normally
stored in a type case. Each stick of type has a rectangular cross section with an
embossed mirror-image letterform on one end. Different sticks have different
widths, depending on the width of the letterform. Sticks of type are assembled
side-by-side, letterform end up, in a chase. There is one very important difference
from the typewriter: sticks of type are not all the same width, which is important
in order that text should look ‘attractive’ and be easy to read. They are, however,
the same height. Thus, while typewritten text - and ASCII terminal text - is an
array with regular rows and columns, typeset text has rows, but not columns

.A human typesetter assembles lines one at a
time, taking each letter in turn from the type
case and putting it into the chase beside the
previous letter. Sticks of type with no letterform
are used to provide spaces between words. When
a line has been assembled inter-word, and
sometimes interletter spaces are adjusted, by eye,
to make the printed letters ‘look good’ on the
printed page. One line complete, the next is
assembled directly below it. Extra inter-line
spacing, when it’s desired, is provided by long
thin strips of metal called slugs, or leads. Again,
inter-line spacing is chosen to make the printed page ‘look good’.

nd in the end

love you take

slug
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Since interface design and implementation includes putting text on
a display surface to be read it’s important to know a little about what
‘looking good’ means to a typesetter. Here are the main criteria used
in selecting inter-word and inter-line spacing.

• From a distance a page looks uniform grey
• A little closer up the uniform grey breaks up into a collection of

horizontal lines.
• A little closer up each horizontal line breaks up into a set of

words.
• Little or no hyphenation of words.

The illustrations to the right show the different levels of organization
very schematically.

Obviously producing text that ‘looks good’ requires an inter-related
set of decisions about inter-line, inter-word and inter-letter spacings,
which depend on a lot of psychophysical factors. Humans, with a little
training, do this very well; under some circumstances computers do an
acceptable job, but for best work human input is needed.

As might be expected, a craft with a five century history has
developed a substantial body of specialized terminology, much of
which is used when text is manipulated in the user interface. Here are
a few important examples.

A ‘font’ (or fount, pronounced the same as font) is a set of sticks of
type, many of each glyph, which will be used to set the pages.

The ‘typeface’ indicates the shape of the letterforms in a font. A
typeface is an abstract set of forms. Use of font for typeface has become so common since the advent of GUIs
that it’s now pedantic to distinguish between them

The ‘point size’ is the height of the sticks of type, not of the height of the letterforms. The embossed
letterforms do not necessarily go right to the top or bottom of the sticks of type, and they go different
distances on different typefaces, so two different typefaces of the same point size often have different sized
letters.

The ‘line spacing’ is not the point size but the point size plus the ‘leading’, which is the thickness of the leads
that are put between the lines.

The ‘lower case’ letters are the non-capital letters, also called minuscules; the ‘upper case’ letters are the
capital letters, also called majuscules. The lower/upper distinction originates in hand typesetting: lower case
letters, which are used most often resided in a case kept on the workbench close at hand to the typesetter;
upper case letters resided in a second type case farther away, usually on a shelf just above the workbench.

Special two or three character letterforms, called ‘ligatures’ exist in most typefaces, to provide alternatives
for awkward letter combinations. Note the difference between the ligature ‘?’ and the two letters ‘fl’. Ligatures
are put on single sticks of type.

As lines of type are put into the chase they must be adjusted so that they are all the same length, and the
leading must also be the same length. Thus, each stick of type is a rectangle and all sticks have the same height;
the result of putting them together horizontally is a rectangle, the line. Lines are adjusted to be all the same
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length; the result of putting lines together vertically is a rectangle, the page. Thus, the arrangement of type on
a page is an example of a rectangle algebra, something to which we return when discussing layout (Chapter 5).

To the effect that this section gives the impression that manual typesetting remained the state of the art
until the advent of the computer it is incorrect. Large mechanical machines, the most common of which was
the linotype machine, were created and perfected between 1850 and 1950, supplanting hand typesetting
almost completely. The principle of their operation was essentially identical to that of manual typesetting, so
little is lost by passing over them.

2.e.3 Managing Type on the Computer

On a screen managed by a frame buffer the single pixel is the elementary glyph. Each letter must be built up
from pixels. Thus, we can make letters of any shape or size, and position them anywhere. This gives us all the
freedom of the typesetter in the printshop, and then some.

Text seems pretty simple. We put it on the screen using a command like
• DrawString( display, window, gc, x, y, “Welcome to CS349.” );

which has easily understandable arguments
• display - the id of the display on which the window is situated. The display is needed because window

ids are unique within a display, not necessarily across displays.
• window - id of the window in which the text is drawn,
• gc - graphics context to use when drawing the text,
• x, y - where in the window to draw the text,
• string - text to draw.

In an object-oriented environment the equivalent method might be
• canvas.text( x, y, “Welcome to CS349.” );

where some of the arguments, the most important being the graphics context, are provided from within the
canvas object. A large collection of calls to such functions or methods is all that’s needed to produce the
output of a document previewer or a dialogue box, assuming of course that the arguments and the
environment are correct. The remainder of this section describes enough about how text is handled in GUI
programming environments to allow you to control the screen and printer output produced by such
commands.

In order to do so you will need to understand a little about ‘font technology’. First, we consider the process
by which letters get from a font file on the disk onto the canvas. In the font file letters are described as outlines,
which are usually spline-defined curves. When a program requests the use of a particular font it does so by a
procedure like

• font = XLoadFont( display, fontName );
There is a very cumbersome ISO standard for writing font names, which includes the typeface, the size, the
style and other characteristics of the font. When such a procedure is called, the BWS ‘scan-converts’ all
characters in the requested font from their outlines. The result of scan conversion is a set of pixel-maps, or pix-
maps, one for each letter. If off-screen graphics memory is available the pixel maps are stored there. Scan
conversion is a highly compute-intensive process, and pre-scan-converted pixel maps are often stored with the
outlines for common font sizes.

It is now necessary to put the font into the graphics context, so it will be used by text drawing commands.
X’s way of doing so is

• XSetFont( display, gc, font );
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This having been done calling a text-drawing command will put letters of the right size and shape on the
screen. Then, when the interface asks for text to be drawn on the screen the GPU, letter by letter, bitblts the
block of offscreen memory containing the character into the appropriate position on the screen. The correct
starting position for the first letter in the string is given by the (x,y) argument; for subsequent letter the vertical
coordinate (y) remains the same, while the horizontal coordinate (x) is incremented by the width of the
previous letter, which is obtained from a companion file to the letterform outline file. This file contains the
‘font metrics’; it contains information about the size of each letter, the amount of space needed between the
letter and the letters that precede or follow it, and much other recondite information.

Scan conversion is now considered to be a solved problem. ‘Solved’ means that the basic algorithms are the
same everywhere. But every font supplier has its own special set of hacks, which are kept as secret as possible,
and which, in the opinion of the supplier, make its bitmaps look slightly better than every other company’s.
This is not treated as an important issue for text presented on a screen, but for printed text it is well-recognized
that subtle differences in letterforms and in spacing have big effects on readability and pleasingness of type.

2.e.4 Font terminology

Using effectively the procedures available for putting text on a display surface requires knowing how a variety
of computer type related terms. For the most part these terms are very close in meaning to similar terms from
traditional typography, but there are differences. The definitions below reflect computer usage.

Font. The typeface, angle, weight, style, variation, and so on of the type.

Angle. Whether the type is upright or slanted. Different typefaces have different names for their slanted
version: for example, JansonText slanted is JansonText Italic; Courier slanted is Courier Oblique.

Weight. How heavy the lines are that draw the font: regular or bold. Many typefaces have a variety of
weights, such as demi-bold or poster.

Style. Style includes all the
features, like angle, weight,
underline, small capitals,
old style figures
(0123456789), and so on, in
which a typeface can vary.

Size. The physical height of
the sticks of type of the font
which the computer
typeface imitates.

Baseline. The line on
which most of the lower case letters and all the upper case letters (except J and Q) have their bottoms.

Line spacing. The distance from the baseline of one line of text to the baseline of the next line: the sum of the
point size and the leading. In traditional typesetting the line spacing cannot be less than the font size and is
usually more. In general the longer the line the more leading is required between lines if the reader’s eye is to
find its way easily to the start of the next line.

X-height. The height of the lower case ‘x’, which is roughly the body height of all the lower case letters.

ad Pyrenaeos montes

Aquitania
a Garumna flumine

baseline
descender

ascender
line

upper
case

x-height

leading

point
size

ligature
spacing
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Descender. The part of a letter that goes below the baseline.

Descent. The distance that a descender goes below the baseline. Different letters have different descents: the
descent of a font is the maximum descent of all letters in the font.

Ascender. The part of a letter that rises above the body of the letter.

Ascent. The distance that the top of an ascender is above the baseline. Different letters have different ascents;
the ascent of a font is the largest ascent among the letterforms of a font.

Letter Width. The width of the stick of type that contains a particular letterform. It usually includes a little
extra space on each side of the letterform itself, so that placing letters side-by-side with additional interletter
spacing gives a good starting point for interletter spacing. The ability of computers to use font metrics easily to
vary interletter spacing makes this measure less useful that it was with metal type.

Monospacing. Several typefaces have been constructed specifically to imitate the typewriter feature of having
every letterform the same width. These are called monospacing typefaces; Courier is the most used of
monospacing typefaces. Typefaces like the one used in this book, Janson Text, that have different widths for
different letters are called proportionally spaced.

Now, let’s return to the string drawing procedure
DrawString( x, y, “Welcome to CS349.” );

When this procedure is called the text is positioned with the left side of the ‘W’ at x, and the baseline of the
text at y. The string is drawn using the letterforms of the font that is currently installed in the graphics context,
with the letters spaced at their ‘natural’ letter width. If you want to append another string to the same line you
will need to find out where to start it. There is usually a procedure like

offset = StringLength( “Welcome to CS349. “ );

so that you can put the next sentence following, like this
DrawString( x + offset, y, “It’s fun to be here.” );

Note the extra space in the StringLength call, to get the right sized space after the period.

2.e.5 Coordinate Mathematics for Fonts

Type dimensions are measured in points, a point being 0.351 millimetres (0.0138 inches) in English speaking
countries, and 0.376 millimetres (0.0148 inches) in non-English speaking countries. The approximations 3
points to the millimetre or 72 points to the inch are commonly used in rough calculations. Early GUIs,
specifically the early Macintosh, had pixels that were about 3 to the millimetre, 75 to the inch. As a result the
easy approximation, 1 point = 1 pixel, was made for screen setting of text. This approximation has remained,
even though pixels have shrunk on many systems, sometimes to as small as 0.25 millimetres. As a result, word
processing documents on the screen can be as small as 70% of the size they will be printed.

From this we can deduce a few interesting things about one of the most misunderstood acronyms in user
interface design: WYSIWYG – what you see is what you get. When we are creating a set of course notes on a
word processor, and we choose to use 11 point Dante Text on 15 point baselines,

• we do not want the letters that are printed to look just like the letters that appear on the screen; we
want to take advantage of the ability of the higher resolution of the printer to get cleaner letterforms;

• we do care that the baselines on the printed copy are exactly 12 points apart; we don’t want them
affected by the pixel size of the display we happen to be running the word processor on.
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In other words, if the ultimate output is to be on a printer we want the screen display to inform us as
accurately as possible what the printed output will look like. We don’t want the printer to reproduce exactly
what’s on the display. This poses serious problems for supposedly device-independent formats like PDF
(portable document format).

Going a little deeper, what happens if we send the normal description of a drawing to a printer? First, it
spends a lot of time scan-converting the letterforms that you will be using in the printed output, and caching
them in memory from which they can be bitblted onto the pixellated image of the page to be printed. There
are lots of tricks needed in order to get scan-converted letterforms that are well-tuned to a particular print
engine.

On a printer it’s important to get physical coordinates correct. But early laser printers were all 300 dpi (=
12dpmm), while there are 72 points to the inch.

• 72 x 4 is temptingly close to 300.
• What do you think happened?
• How wrong is this?

There are many people who obsess on fonts
• A few for good reasons
• Most for bad reasons: ‘When you’ve done all the things that are worth doing, you start doing the things

that aren’t worth doing.’
If you want to obsess on fonts, here are some typical fiddly font tips having to do with quotation marks, just

for fun.
• Typewriter versus printed quotation marks versus the mathematical prime symbol
• Double versus single quotation marks
• British versus American style
• Relationship to dashes

2.f Colour

So far we haven’t paid any attention to what gets drawn in a pixel, only to which pixels get drawn when we
wish to include particular geometric shapes, lines, polygons, letters, and so on, in the GUI. In fact, displays
used with GUIs are now (2004) generally capable of producing a full range of colour at each pixel. This section
describes how that is accomplished, and gives a few ideas about how to use that capability effectively in the
user interface.

2.f.1 Basics of Computer Colour

GUI displays, both CRTs and LCDs, make colour by a process called additive mixture. Each pixel on the
display is actually a collection of primary pixels: the number of primaries is usually three. Each primary pixel
produces a variable amount of a fixed primary colour, and the primary pixels are so close together that the
colour systems of human vision cannot resolve them. The colours then combine additively (§2.c.3) to form an
intermediate colour. How, then, is this capability provided to the interface implementer?

The full-colour graphics sub-system. A colour display, CRT or LCD has three inputs, one for each of the
colour primaries. A frame buffer supporting a colour display is actually three frame buffers, with three
memories, one for each primary, each providing the data for one of three sets of video hardware. The graphics
primitive that writes a pixel, whether invoked by the CPU or the GPU, actually writes three values: an R value
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to the red frame buffer, a G value to the green frame buffer, and a B value to the blue frame buffer, the three
together being called an RGB value, the usual shorthand description of the hardware label of a colour.

If each frame buffer is bits deep ( is usually 8), the system is able to provide distinct colours, which
is enough to simulate continuous distributions of colour in almost all regions of the colour gamut. In
computer graphics applications it is common for the application to calculate the colour directly which is done
using a large amount of arithmetic on eight bit integers, which natural occur in triples. To speed this
calculation 32 bit CPUs commonly include in their instruction set commands that do arithmetic separately on
each byte of a 32 bit word, effective increasing CPU throughput by a factor of three when colour is being
manipulated. For Pentium 3 and above processors these are the MMX instructions.

The pseudo-colour graphics sub-system. When the graphics memory has less than 24 bits per pixel -
usually 6, 8 or 10 - the pixel value stored in the frame buffer is used as an index into a colour look-up table
(CLUT), which contains an RGB colour for each input from the frame buffer. Thus, whenever, a particular
value is stored in the frame buffer, the corresponding CLUT entry is used to produce the colour that appears
on the display surface.

When using pseudo-colour graphics with many interfaces simultaneously present on the display surface it is
possible - maybe even common - to run out of CLUT entries. The BWS must have a policy that solves this
problem. The two most common policies when CLUT entries run out are:

• new requests for colours fail, or
• virtual CLUT entries are given out, with the CLUT pages so that ‘important’ windows get the correct

colours.
The first produces objectionable results for the user because most interface code deals poorly with failed
requests for CLUT entries. The second causes unpleasant flashing when pointer movement changes
importance evaluations in the BWS. Too much interface software simply hopes that commercial acceptance of
full-colour graphics will make the problem go away.

The software interface to colour. In interface programming there are usually two levels of indirection
for access to the colour hardware. Xlib, for example, bases its colour API on the structure XColor, the
important parts of which are

typedef struct {

unsigned long pixel;

unsigned short red, green, blue;

...

} XColor;

The first field is what will be stored in the frame buffer; the next three fields are the corresponding RGB
values. Making a specific colour available to drawing procedures requires three steps.

• Write the RGB values of the colour into an XColor structure.
• Create the pixel value for the colour and give the colour a name. (For pseudo-colour graphics an entry

in the CLUT must be allocated to the colour.)
• Using the colour name, assign the colour to foreground or background in the graphics context

2.f.2 Tasteful Use of Colour

It would be possible to fill an entire book with descriptions and evaluations of heuristics that help
implementers and user achieve tasteful and effective use of colour. And unfortunately, there would be much

n n 23n
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disagreement with the contents of the book. Either most colour recommendations are hopelessly subjective or
research looking for heuristics and algorithms that work is in a very primitive stage of development.
Fortunately, there is a small core of basic colour knowledge which is reliable, and which, if you follow its rules,
will usually keep you out of trouble.

Colour Spaces. Using the R, G & B values of a colour as coordinates in a three dimensional space puts each
realisable colour at a particular location: black is at (0, 0, 0); white is at (255, 255, 255); the most intense red is at
(255, 0, 0); the most intense green is at (0, 255, 0); the most intense blue is at (0, 0, 255); and so on. Enough
practice using RGB values directly will, in fact, make you able to get a predictable colour by typing three
numbers, at least in the limit. Easier to understand colour spaces are based on the hue circle: achromatic
colours - white, grey, black - are at the centre. Highly saturated colours are around the outside, arranged in the
order of the rainbow, as shown to the right. Desaturated (pastel) colours lie between gray and the saturated
colours at the edge of the circle. In the direction perpendicular to the page lie circles of brighter and darker
colours, going all the way to white and black. There are many such arrangements, differing in the details of
geometry, the exact shape of the curve of saturated colours, where particular saturated colours lie, how
colours are interpolated, and so on. And there are many tools based on them, provided by BWSs, windows
managers, or UI development environments, all having the same goal: helping users and implementers to get
RGB values for desired colours more intuitively.

Cool and uncool colours. Translation of RGB to colour, Munsell-like colour systems

Contrast and readability. Which colours to use to define shapes: contrast, readability

Colours that ‘go together’. Tried and true colour combinations

2.g Input

To provide input the user must act, which means use his or her muscles to change something attached to the
interface. This muscle use falls into two categories: attentional and attention-free. For different users a given
input action, typing a key on the keyboard, for example, may fall into different categories. User experience and
learning is the differentiater: an experienced touch typist requires far less attention to typing than a hunt-and-
peck beginner. It is, perhaps, noticeable that well-established forms of input - keyboard and mouse - are
naturally attention-requiring actions which the user tries to make attention-free by practice, while most novel
forms of input - gaze-directed pointing, for example - are naturally attention-free actions, which the user must
make attention-requiring by practice.

In this book we concentrate on established technologies that support conventional GUIs. Input is provided
by a pointing device: mouse, joystick or touch pad, or by a keyboard, which is made graphical by the concept
of focus (§3.c.1).

2.g.1 The Keyboard

A keyboard is a large collection of buttons, positioned on a roughly horizontal surface. Users enter input by
pushing the buttons until they make contact, at which point a code indicating which of the buttons was
depressed is sent to the attached computer.
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How a key works. As shown in the cross-section drawing on the right a key
consists of three parts: a switch, a plunger, and a key cap. The switch is activated
by the plunger getting to a critical depth within the switch. At that point contact
is made, and a signal sent saying that the switch is now closed. Travelling in the
opposite direction after the key has been released contact is broken at the same
point and a signal is sent saying that the switch is now open. The plunger is
moved by the user’s finger, which is in contact with the key cap. Directly below
the key cap is something compressive - originally a spring, now formed
polystyrene - which pushes back as the finger presses on the keycap. The reaction
force provides the user with feedback that the key is operating as expected, with
the reaction force tuned so that there is distinctive resistance at the exact moment
that the switch makes contact. Most keyboards also make a distinctive noise on
contact, another piece of feedback for the user. The combination of reaction
force and noise is what typists call the ‘touch’ or ‘feel’ of a keyboard. Most keyboards have removable keycaps,
allowing a keyboard to be rearranged, if desired.

Arrangement of keys. Almost all keyboards have a central block of keys, arranged in a slanted grid: these
keys allow the user to produce almost all ASCII character codes. These keys are highly standardized, and
accessible with only minimal hand movement, making it possible for a user highly to automate the task of
typing, a specific skill called touch typing. Most keyboards have, in addition, other blocks of keys, such as a
row of function keys, a block of movement keys, a block of keys that makes a numeric keypad. The layout of
these other blocks of keys is not as well standardized as the layout of the central block of keys. Thus, users
often have to deploy visual attention to use them. They also must make large hand movements to access them,
which slows down access to these keys.

Scan codes, key-mapping. From the switch contact to a running program the signals go through at least one
remapping. From the keyboard the contact is presented as a scan code, also called a ‘key code’, which is unique
for each key. The scan codes give, roughly, the row and column of the key that was activated, but there are
many exceptions to this simple rule on most keyboards. The input driver for the keyboard contains a mapping
from the scan code from the scan code to character strings that are provided as input to the interface. In Xlib
there is user and/or programmer access to this mapping through the BWS command xmodmap.

The existence of keys that present different numbers of bytes to program input is undesirable. A new
character standard, Unicode, which uses two bytes for each character is available to remove this problem. In
addition to simplifying keyboard input, Unicode provides a uniform representation of the characters of
different languages. Unfortunately, acceptance of Unicode is progressing only slowly, and the legacy of ASCII
character representations will remain with us for a long time.

Software interface to the keyboard. You have lots of experience with buffered input from a keyboard,
which works as follows. Every time the user types a <RETURN> or <ENTER> key the line buffer of previous
keystrokes is added to the input buffer of the program and the line buffer emptied. When getchar() is
executed by the program the next character in the input buffer is provided, or, if the input buffer is empty, the
program blocks waiting for the user to type. This software interface may be acceptable for many Unix
programs, but it won’t support a GUI, and it won’t even support a screen editor like vi.

For a GUI it is necessary for input to be provided for every keystroke, and for the interface to respond to the
keystroke instantaneously in terms of the user’s perception. The keystroke produces a variable number of
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bytes to the program. Thus, it’s necessary to provide a relatively complex data structure to the interface
program. Keyboard events, packaged up by the BWS, do exactly that. (§3.b)

2.g.2 Pointing Devices

GUIs have, in addition to the keyboard, a pointing device, the most common of which is the mouse. A
pointing device is necessary because GUIs spread their affordances out in space, associating them with
different locations on the display surface. Thus, the user chooses an affordance or a set of affordances by
pointing to the spatial location associated with it.

The mouse. Currently (2004), the mouse is currently by far the most popular pointing device. The typical
mouse is a small device, the right size to fit easily under the palm or fingers of any hand. It sits on a horizontal
surface, and when moved across the surface it sends reports that encode how far it has moved, horizontally
and vertically, since the previous report. There are three mechanisms by which mice detect movement.

• A ball extending just below the base of the mouse rolls as the mouse moves. Inside the mouse two
orthogonal contact rollers drive shaft encoders that measure how much each contact roller has rotated.
A microcontroller gets the shaft encoder output, calibrates it, and issues a report. Mice based on rolling
balls need to have a surface that grips the ball well, usually provided by a mouse pad.

• The mouse slides across a pad that has orthogonal stripes that vary in reflectance, usually in the
infrared. A light emitting diode in the base of the mouse illuminates the stripes; two photodiodes
measure the reflected light. A microcontroller gets input from the photodiodes, calibrates it and issues a
report. Such mice require a special mouse pad to operate.

• The mouse slides across a non-uniform surface which is illuminated by a light-emitting diode in the
base of the mouse. A small video camera looks at the illuminated surface. A microcontroller takes the
images provided by the camera and finds common features in successive images. Translation of the
features from image to image allows the microcontroller to deduce how much the mouse has moved.
These mice, commonly called optical mice, need at least a little variability in reflectance of the surface
on which they rest.

Reports issued from mice usually pass through a wire that connects the mouse to the computer, the wire
being called the tail. Recently, however, tailless mice are increasingly available, which communicate to the
computer over an infrared link.

Mice also normally include one to three buttons, one of which rolls to provide another distance report. The
combination of button presses with mouse movement is the basis of most direct manipulation interface
techniques. (Chapter 8)

Other pointing devices. While the mouse is the most common pointing device, it is not the original one,
and may in the near future lose its dominance because laptops are frequently used where there is no
horizontal surface for the mouse. Three types of device are competing to fill the mouse’s role.

• The joystick
• The touch pad
• The touch screen

Compared to the mouse these all have the advantage that they do not need a horizontal surface, making it
possible to confine the device to within the form factor of the computer itself. On the other hand, they all have
the disadvantage that they do not incorporate buttons easily, and buttons are normally located external to the
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device at other locations on the computer. This strongly influences the naturalness of press-and-drag, which is
the basis of most direct manipulation.

For the most part mouse users describe great difficulty in making the transition to these devices, and
substantial incompatibility in maintaining easy use of the mouse as they develop manual skills appropriate to
the new device. But experienced users seem to be able to develop skills with these devices, and use them as
easily as experienced mouse users use the mouse.

Software interfaces to pointing devices. Devices behave differently in how they communicate with the
system to which they are attached.

• Sampled interfaces. In a sampled interface the device has an internal criterion for sending a value
describing its current state, sometimes a clock so that it delivers values at fixed intervals, sometimes a
threshold so that it delivers a new value whenever the current state differs from the previous state by
more than the threshold. When the device reports through a sampled interface its reports must be
handled asynchronously, usually by way of an interrupt mechanism.

• Polled interfaces. Polled interfaces are simpler. The device waits until it receives a signal from the
system, then reports. Such devices are handled synchronously.

The contents of the values reported also differ from one device to another.
• position coordinates within a coordinate system.
• difference coordinates compared to the last time that the device reported.

2.h Psychophysics of Input

2.h.1 Keyboards

Typing

2.h.2 Pointing Devices

Fitts law
Tactile response times
Scales, separability, clutching
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2.j Exercises

Ex. 1. Explain why routing input from the pointing device through the operating system’s IO to the inter-
face provides response that is unsatisfactory to the user. Make your answer quantitative by estimating
properties of the operating system and comparing them to human parameters.

Ex. 2. Suppose the screen of the CRT described in §2.b.1 is 360 millimetres wide and 270 millimetres
high. Calculate its spatial characteristics. Where is the beam 3 milliseconds after the start of a frame?

Ex. 3. Explain why LCDs continue to use frame buffer configurations which were specifically designed to
accommodate CRTs. How long will this situation last? Give reasons. Describe a similar situation
from elsewhere in the user interface (probably from a succeeding chapter), emphasizing similarities.

Ex. 4. Describe what can go wrong when several interfaces try to use the frame buffer without synchroni-
zation.

Ex. 5. If the size of a window is fixed, it’s because the interface owning the window wants to overrule a
user’s desire to change its size, which is in general bad. (We will normally give the user as much
control as possible.) Under what circumstances might it be desirable to prevent the user from chang-
ing the size of a window?

Ex. 6. When drawing on the graphics surface why is it almost always wrong to take advantage of the cur-
rent state of the canvas? Suggest a situation in which it is probably good to take advantage of the
state when redrawing.

Ex. 7. For the CRT described in Ex. 2, calculate the position, in millimetres from the bottom left corner
of the screen, of a pixel located at (200, 100) in a window the origin of which is at (300, 400).

Ex. 8. Give examples of the problems that device-dependence poses for the implementer and the user.
Why does HTML make the device-dependence problem easier in principle, and harder in practice?

Ex. 9. Give a practical method for calibrating the size of pixels on a screen where you do not know the
display parameters. The less exotic equipment required, and the quicker the method, the better.
You should justify the accuracy produced by your answer.

Ex. 10. Check the man page for XFillArc and use it to draw a filled circle, and the filled upper half of an
ellipse twice as long as it is high.

Ex. 11. Use the primitives given in §2.d.4 to draw a button with a three dimensional appearance in its
pressed and unpressed states.

Ex. 12. Give two reasons why it might be desirable to have redundancy in the graphics primitives given in
§2.d.4.

Ex. 13. Explain why it’s not possible for a window server to clear the screen automatically when the client
starts to repaint a canvas.

Ex. 14. When a font is requested, it is normal to give an argument that specifies the display on which it will
be used. Why is this argument necessary? Why is it not necessary to specify the window or canvas
on which it will be used?

Ex. 15. Describe how you would use StringLength to produce justified running text going over several lines
at a given width.

Ex. 16. Describe how you would use the line spacing and StringLength to position the insertion point in a
word processor.
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Ex. 17. Gaze-directed pointing works as follows: an eye-tracker determines where the user is looking, and
the pointer is put on the screen where the user looks at the screen. Explain why the user must over-
ride normal gaze-directing mechanisms to make gaze-direction require attention.

Ex. 18. Give two reasons why a gaze-directed pointer might be experienced as overly intrusive by a user.
Ex. 19. Explain why it is sometimes necessary to have more than byte to represent a key on the keyboard at

the level of program input. Hint. The reason is at least partly historical.
Ex. 20. Explain how you could change an English keyboard to a French one.
Ex. 21. Give details of a user/task combination in which it would be a good idea to tie the interface to a

particular keyboard.
Ex. 22. Give reasons for and against the possibility that a user can have equal capability with the mouse on

his home computer and a different pointing device on his laptop.
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Events and the Event Loop

3.a Events: The Event Abstraction

Output from an application running on top of a window system goes to a window. To make it occur it is
necessary for the application to make function calls on a library that knows how to send requests for the
window system to put the output in the window.

Exception. While the above is true when the program is running via its user interface, there is another
output method that can be used when the program is being developed. Execution of an application under
development is usually initiated by a command in a terminal window which asks the operating system, by
way of the shell, to execute the application. Started in this way the application also has access to input and
output streams provided by the operating system. Normally, typing in the terminal window provides input
that will be supplied to the application via standard input -- scanf, getchar, etc. Output functions like
putchar, or printf, send output through the I/O system provided by the operating system, most often
turning up in the terminal window. This possibility is extremely important when a user interface
implementation is being developed, but should not be used as part of normal operation of the interface,
even for ‘this is never supposed to happen’ disasters.

All input to the user interface is provided by the window system, packaged into a uniform data structure,
called the event. Thus, getting and responding to input amounts to getting and responding to events. In the
next few lectures we process the events at the lowest possible level, and you may wonder why the event
abstraction is considered to be so important. However, the ideas we learn here turn out to be crucial when
we move to higher levels later in the course.

3.b Types of Events

Types of events that occur in an interface

3.b.1 Keyboard events

Press, release: when do you differentiate?
Two level interpretation

• scan code
• key mapping

Special handling for shift, control, etc.
• Note how the improved performance inhibits flexibility.
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3.b.2 Pointer (mouse) events

Buttons
Press, release: when do you differentiate?
Keyboard modifiers
Multiple clicks

• package as a separate event type?
• pros and cons

Motion
Old Macintosh way of doing it
Movement Events
Entry/exit events
The relic of an old problem, now solved by a special case of focus handling

3.b.3 Window damage events

Called expose events in X
Signal to repaint
Window system can help you behind your back: backing store
Handling multiple expose events.

3.b.4 Application-initiated events

Encapsulate all communication in events/messages.
Why would we want to do this?

3.c Event Distribution

Two main issues:
1. who gets which events - what gets into the event queue of your application
2. how is each event handled

These issues should be independent of one another, but they’re not. Why?

3.c.1 Focus

Pointer event dispatching.
• To the window where the pointer is when the event is triggered.
• One very special case: mouse moves outside a window with the button down

Keyboard event dispatching is based on the idea of a focus window.
How does the user know where typing will go?

• role of the user’s attention
• focus follows pointer
• click-to-type

Subsidiary issue
Does the focus window automatically come on top?
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3.c.2 The X model of event distribution

Xclient, Xserver
• naming reversed with respect to many expectations
• possibly network in between
• naming and authentication
• potentially many round trips between client and server
• many special features are the result of trying to limit round trips, e.g. batching of drawing commands.

Output buffer is flushed automatically when it’s full
GetNextEvent(display, window, &event) is called by the user process that owns the window to which
the event is directed.

3.d Using Events to Control an Interface

As input occurs the window system packages each piece of input into an event, and creates for each
application an event queue, which is a sequence of events particular to the application. For example, events
that occur in the frame of a window belonging to an application, are put into the window manager’s event
queue and the application providing content to the window knows nothing about them. (‘Nothing’ should
be slightly qualified because the application can learn something about their consequences, even though the
events are not delivered to the application. However, it is desirable to create, if possible, user interfaces that
work well regardless of the display conditions under which they are run. We start this effort, which is not
always possible to achieve successfully, by trying to make them independent of properties known only to the
window manager.)

The graphics model provides a function like getNextEvent(&event), which fills in an event structure
with all the particulars of the next event in the input stream. Processing events is done one event at a time
(except when it isn’t!).

getNextEvent() blocks, waiting on the next event to be provided by the user. This makes the system
respond to user input on the general model:

• user input produces an immediate system response.
The system is idle (blocked) when no user input is available.

Events occur in a sequence, which
• makes programming easy, and
• helps the user.

The sequence of events is called the ‘event queue’, a fifo, where the input order is specified by the time at
which the event occurred, not the time when it arrives at the window system. Most window systems, in
addition to serializing the events in the queue, provide the exact time at which the event occurred as part of
the event structure.

3.e Blocking Event Loops

Each interactive program assumes a standard form, called the ‘event loop’.
Event event;

initialize;

while(1) {

getNextEvent(&event);
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processEvent(&event);

updateDisplay();   // aka repaint();

}

Note that events are normally processed to completion before the next event is acquired, which makes
synchronization easy,

• or the programmer, and
• or the user.

But the user might want to know if you are taking a while to process an event. Changing the cursor is the
usual way of showing it.

The standard form does not terminate, a consequence of user centred design. The application terminates
because the user sends an event that says, ‘Okay, I’m finished now,’ and not because of something the
program figures out on its own.

To actually implement the event loop we need to think about several things:
• how to control which events enter the event queue, both by
• event type, and
• by window,
• how to process each event, including
• how to deal with incomplete actions,

The problem is one of maintaining consistent state and it gets substantially more serious as programming
models get richer.

A typical answer to these questions is an event mask,
setEventMask(WindowDamage | MouseButton | ...);

The event mask must be set before the event loop is entered.
Once an event has been acquired the event processing code is structured by a switch on the event type
processEvent(&event) {

switch (event->.type) {

case KeyPress:

...

break;

case MouseButton:

...

break;

case ...:

...

default:

printf(“This should never happen.”);

break;

}

}

3.f Non-blocking Event Loops

It is often necessary to do computation in the absence of events
• which is essential for animation in the interface.

Doing so requires a non-blocking primitive to protect the blocking function
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• a primitive like eventQueueEmpty() is the simplest way to do the job of making sure that the event
loop does not fall inappropriately into a blocked state.
setEventMask()

while (1) {

if (!eventQueueEmpty()) {

getNextEvent(&event);

processEvent();

}

eventIndependentProcessing();

repaint();

}

Of course, if we’re trying to get things to move at a constant speed from the point of view of the user, this is
not satisfactory.

3.g Psychological Constraints on Event Loops

We now have abstractions of the two components that comprise a user interface:
• input from the user - events, and
• output to the user - graphics.

This is a nice way to do it because the user sees what’s going on in the interface as two interrelated
components

• user actions, and
• interface/system responses.

We say ‘nice’ because there is a one-to-one mapping between the user perception of the system and the
developer’s abstraction of the system as illustrated to the right. (Unfortunately, this mapping is not precise.
Places where it breaks down and claims the attention of the user are places where the interface becomes
difficult for the user. The breakdowns fall into two categories:

• things the user does not perceive as actions, but which cause events, such as the cord of the mouse
pulling the mouse back after the user has stopped moving it, and the mouse crossing a window
boundary, and

• consequences of processing that are potentially significant to the user, but which are not incorporated
into the presentation of the interface, such as failing to update a text entry field of a dialogue box.

3.g.1 Event Timing

How does the programmer decide that a double click has occurred? Two ingredients are needed
• Every event stamped with the time when it occurred
• Threshold inter-click time
• Look ahead in the event queue without consuming events

These first and third ingredients allow the implementer to do any type of temporal co-occurrence.
There is a cheesy way of doing the double click, which is easy on the programmer,

• a new event type, the double-click, with the base window system doing the work,
but this is not very flexible.
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3.g.2 Temporal Constraints on the Event Loop

3.h Tuning an Interface

Too many events can kill the responsiveness of an interface very fast. We need ways of reducing the number
of events that arrive at the application. There are a three methods, all of which are important.

1. encoding events in the event structure. e.g. shift and control keys
2. event masks

• one per application?
• one per window?

3. window damage events
• done by the application programmer

3.i References and Further Reading

1. James Gosling, David S. H. Rosenthal & Michelle Arden. The NeWS Book: An Introduction to the
Network/extensible Window System. Springer-Verlag: New York, 1989.

2. Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchey.

3.j Exercises

Ex. 1. Give two reasons why should output via printf() or putchar() should never be included in the
production version of a graphical user interface, even for failure messages to be sent to system devel-
opers by users.

Ex. 2. Why are events routed by the base window system, and not by some other component?
Ex. 3. In pointer event despatching (§3.c.1) why is the case where the tracker moves outside a window

while the mouse button is depressed so important?
Ex. 4. In §3.d a footnote mentions the ‘seaweed and barnacles’ that encrust real interface development sys-

tems. In terms of the discussion in Chapter 1 explain why this encrustation is unavoidable.
Ex. 5. In §3.d it’s mentioned that events processing occurs one event at a time, ‘except when it isn’t’. Look

forward and backward from this section to find two times when events are processed more than one
at a time, and explain why the exceptions occur. Are these exception good software engineering
practice?

Ex. 6. In terms of properties of the user explain why it’s easy for users when the action following one
event is completed before the next event is accepted.

Ex. 7. Give two distinct reasons why it’s important to inform the user if event processing is taking a while
to complete.

Ex. 8. The event mask must be set before the event loop is entered. Explain why.
Ex. 9. The ‘switch’ statement is given as the single exception to some of the earliest practical advice [2] for

writing readable programs: every file of a program should fit onto a single screen. Why? This sounds
like a software engineering question, but is equally a user interface question. You should be able to
give convincing reasons why this is so.

Ex. 10. Define a primitive substantially different from eventQueueEmpty(), which allows the implementa-
tion of a non-blocking event loop. Give the code that uses this primitive, and explain how it works.
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Ex. 11. It is bad programming practice to use a non-blocking event loop when a blocking vent loop does
the job just as well. Explain why.

Ex. 12. The non-blocking event loop in §3.f is not sufficient to make an animation run at a well-defined
and constant speed. Explain why.

Ex. 13. What would you have to add to the non-blocking event loop in §3.f to make an animation run at a
speed the implementer can control.

Ex. 14. In §3.g.1 the special double-click event type is called cheesy. This might be unfair because it does
have one advantage. What is it, and why is it likely to improve things for the user?

Ex. 15. In §3.g.1 the special double-click event type is called cheesy. (Seen this before?) That’s because it
isn’t general, and leaves many opportunities unavailable to the implementer. Describe in detail two
user interface action that require timing, and that you might want to implement. Explain why it’s
impossible to do them with the double-click event and how to do them using the ingredients intro-
duced in §3.g.1.
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Chapter 4
Interfaces Constructed from Components

Interfaces constructed using an explicit event loop turn out to give the interface programmer a great deal of
control, but at a cost. Tight control occurs because the interface between the Xclient and the Xserver
occurs at a very fine granularity. Fine grain interaction requires much data flow between client and server,
which may be separated by a network which is often a bad drag on performance. (Even when they are
running on the same CPU they are separated by a few context switches, invoking the scheduling system and
exerting significant drag.)

For this and other reasons the Xlib model we have seen so far is not attractive. In this chapter we go
beyond this model to see how complex interfaces can be constructed from components which package
together affordances, state and presentation. The first few sections describe the logical (and roughly
historical) progression from the Xlib model to more refined models that provide the implementer with a
rich collection of components that can be assembled into an interface. Many such models exist: this book
uses Java because it expresses the main ideas in an attractive, unadorned way. These sections focus on
architectural and implementation issues, with the Model-View-Controller architecture at their centre.

The remainder of the chapter concentrates on benefits that flow from component-based interfaces to
their users. These benefits accrue from the nature of human learning: which is effortful and time-
consuming, and which is economized by appropriate use of components. The benefits flow from a familiar
look-and-feel, which is easily provided by disciplined use of components.

4.a The Transition to Components: Output

4.a.1 The Xlib model

Xclient, Xserver have their naming reversed with respect to many expectations
• possibly network in between
• naming and authentication
• potentially many round trips between client and server

Many special features are the result of trying to limit round trips
• e.g. batching of drawing commands, with the output buffer flushed automatically when it’s full or

when GetNextEvent is called
Second problem: reusing parts of interfaces. Widgets were invented

• autonomy of widgets presents an architectural problem.
We know all about how to abstract using libraries: downward abstraction. We don’t think much about
abstracting upwards. But in fact it’s there all the time. All our programs run inside the operating system, with
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the system calls below us, and the shell above us. Libraries are just a layer between code we implement and
the system calls. We need a layer above us that will give the widgets an autonomous existence.

4.a.2 The NeWS Model

In X application code runs only on the main CPU. Lots of data flows over the network
As the Xserver CPU becomes more capable its processing capacity is wasted. Users voted with their

wallets for ‘thick clients’, which in X terminology means ‘Xserver CPUs that are capable of doing much
more than just running Xserver code’. To be specific, a modern PC running as an Xserver is overkill.

In the NeWS model the application sends code to the client (Xserver) which executes the code itself.
Here’s an example of how it works. Most programs using Xlib have the same repaint procedure:

void repaint(*Displaylist item) {

while (item != nil) {

paint(item);

item = item->next;

}

which is called whenever repainting is needed using
repaint(head);

Obviously, for most interfaces there are many calls to paint for each call to repaint.
The display list is abstract data: a linked list of items which are to be displayed. It is accessed by procedures

with signatures like
*Displaylist add(*Displaylist item);

*Displaylist remove(*Displaylist item);

which are called when the items are to be added or removed from the display surface. For systems using
Xlib, the data structures reside within the application program; the paint procedure(s) use Xlib calls, which
cause X protocol packets to be sent over the network.

The NeWS model observes that calls to update the display list are rare, while calls to paint are common.
Therefore, putting the display list and the code for repaint and paint on the server substantially decreases the
amount of network traffic. Then updates to the display list and initiation of repainting cause network traffic,
but the painting itself does not: the interface is split more efficiently between the client and the server, a real
benefit to the user who experiences much less in the way of network delay.

There is, however, a cost to the application programmer, who must write code to run in two different
execution environments. Perversely, in NeWS, while the client environment requires C programming, the
server environment must be implemented in object-oriented PostScript. There are, to be sure, good reasons:
object-orientation is natural for the code fragments shown above, and PostScript allows NeWS to present a
much better graphics model than Xlib. But, unfortunately, the cost to the implementer is too high: a
possible cause of the non-acceptance of NeWS, which was introduced as a competitor for X at a time when
X was not yet well-established.

Also there were interesting aesthetic issues.

4.a.3 The Java Model

Java is easily, if one-dimensionally, perceived as a solution to a variety of problems that emerged in the
NeWS model.

Application puts interactive code on the server
No network round-trips at all
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Real security problems

4.b The Transition to Components: Input

4.b.1 4.b.1 Event Distribution in X

We like it when the base window system does the work because it is usually a carefully constructed piece of
code (ha! ha!) optimized to take advantage of the hardware that’s available. For example. It’s better to have
the base window system despatching events than to do it with our own code.

In X the base window system distributes events to applications, one of which is the window manager.
• One event queue per application (per display, because there are independent base window systems

handling separate displays).
• Every window has an application that owns it.
• Base window system associates events with windows, and distributes them to the corresponding

application’s event queue.
• Each window is really two windows in this description: one owned by the window manager, overlaid

by one owned by the application.
If the application has several windows it needs to figure out which window provided the event, in order to
run code that does different things in different windows.

This simple model works pretty well as long as an application uses a small number of windows, where
‘small number’ is usually one. It doesn’t work as well when there are many windows. What breaks when you
have many windows? Answer by example,

1. The mouse button is depressed.
2. The Window System figures out which window the mouse was in.
3. The Window System figures out which application owns the window.
4. The Window System passes an event to the application.
5. The application figures out which window the event was in.

Typical application code looks something like
Event event;

...

setEventMask(XXX | YYY | ...);

while (1) {

getNextEvent(&event);

switch (event.type) {

case XXX:

switch (event.window) {

case Wxxx:

...

break

default:

....

break;

}

break;

case YYY:

switch (event.window) {
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case Wxxx:

...

break;

default:

...

break;

}

break;

...

default:

...

break;

}

repaint();

}

Obviously, this code is a mess, and it’s not even correct for most programs, and it’s even more of a mess if it’s
implemented correctly.

4.b.2 Improving on X event distribution

Here’s a basic interface design to keep in mind: a single interface consisting of many many canvases
• one for each interface element

How many canvases? At least dozens, probably hundreds. The architecture shown above is hopeless for such
an interface.

Event processing on a per canvas basis
• one event loop per canvas.

The programmer now has to create many many event
loops, which don’t actually differ very much, one from
another. This is bad programming style. Take a careful
look at the code above. Once the windows and
possible events are listed the only code that changes is
in the ellipses. If we maintain the usual window system
architecture (§2.d.1) we need an ‘up-call’, which is
illustrated to the right.

The critical feature of an up-call is, that the BWS is
finished before any user interface implementation is started. So the function signatures of up-calls exist prior
to the user interface. Every signature must be implemented by the UI, at least in the worst case, else the
general model breaks.

H/W

BWS

UI

Function
call

Service
request

Up-call

Interrupt
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Transforming up-calls to down-calls is, of course, not hard at
all. We just merge the base window system with the run-time
system that sets up the environment in which the program runs.
This at least looks nicer, and it’s more in keeping with the idea
that we’re abstracting away the event loop and event distribution,
which is the part of the code that is at the highest level of
organization. The critical feature noted above, however, is not
changed, which is the need to have magic names of functions for
which the implementation must provide implementations. This
should not be too mysterious, however; it’s merely the need to
have a function called main in a C or Java program, which is
used by the run-time system for finding the place where execution should start.

4.b.3 How Call-backs are Implemented

Up-calls have existed throughout the history of computer science, sometimes named ‘call-backs’. They
continue to exist. The abstract idea is simple: a collection of conditions is detected in a common run-time
layer which is started by the shell, and the implementation provides, not a single stream of execution, but a
block of code that is run under each of the possible conditions that can be detected. All the fancy names,
however, are just attempts to dress up a crude, but extremely effective implementation mechanism.

Fortran provides the ‘computed goto’, effectively a ‘jump table’. This is the direct implementation in a
high-level programming language of an old assembly language programming trick/technique. In the user
interface world this turns into the ‘event table’, which is, at increasingly more abstract levels. The jump table
consists of

• a set of addresses, one per event, that are pointers to code that should be executed when the event
occurs,

• a set of ‘labels’, one per event, that label the point in the code at which execution should start when
the event occurs,

• argument passing in local variables
In this model ‘label overloading’ is done explicitly by programmer.

Abstracting this basic idea a little bit we get
• a set of ‘functions’, one per event, that contain code to be executed when the event occurs,
• arguments can be passed
• a set of ‘methods’, one per event, that contain procedures to be executed in response to an event
• overloading allows different methods to be called when the call occurs in different environments

These ideas, which abstract away the event loop, are variously called
• call-backs
• windowprocs
• abstract methods

When we program a user interface in X, we provide code that runs in response to events: the components
that collect together this pieces of code are called widgets. When we program a user interface in Java, we
provide implementations of interfaces (abstract methods), which are called ‘automatically’ by the Java run-
time in response to events.

H/W

UI

BWS

Run-time system
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4.c Model-View-Controller

We have now seen a simple interaction cycle using the main event loop. It provides three functions:
1. get-input (user manipulates controller),
2. process input (application updates internal model), and
3. provide feed-back to user (application updates user’s view of the interface).

Make each of these into a separate program unit, and you have the model-view-controller description of the
user interface. Then we have the architecture shown immediately below.

In practice, controller and view are rarely as separate as the model suggests. In practice the controller and
view are not so separate from the model as the architecture suggests they should be.

As the interface becomes big, complex and multi-functional there are two ways that the model/view/
controller architecture can develop. It can stay monolithic.

1. The model is a huge global data structure through which components communicate. If so, the model
should be properly synchronized. For example, in a word processor make the model a database which
contains

• the document
• all the document’s formatting information
• all document history that must be remembered, such as words added to the dictionary,
• the document-specific state of the word processor, such as measurement units

2. The database is updated by the controller running queries on it, where the content of the queries is
determined by user input.

3. The view updates the display by running queries on the database to get what information to display.
The result is a client-server architecture. This model probably seems a little overdone for a mere user
interface, but there is a very large number of interfaces that follow exactly this pattern. Too many of them
are implemented inside the database community - there actually is a sub-sub-field of computer science
called ‘user interfaces for databases’ - by designers and developers who are re-inventing the octagonal wheel.

The other alternative is to distribute the model/view/controller. Each component has its own separate
state, presentation and affordances, which means its own model/view/controller architecture.

• each canvas is a model-view-controller
• the model is distributed
• control may come from other components

User

Perception

Action

View

Controller

Model Program
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• other components may get information from the local model
This is a distributed peer-to-peer architecture.

In practice almost every interface is a hybrid of the two architectures. Controller and view are
conceptually separate,

• but they usually occur in pairs.
• they generally have data structures in common.
• many systems package them into a single program unit.

To illustrate component-based architectures this course uses the Java Abstract Windowing Toolkit (awt),
as its medium for implementing model-view-controller applications. Why?

1. It’s available for free
• costs no money
• easily available

2. It has a clean event model (at least in JDK 1.1, and after)
3. It’s similar to other development environments, with the cruft removed
4. It’s still there under Swing

Class-based implementations of the model-view-controller architecture exist, putting the model/view/
controller architecture into an object-oriented programming framework

• The model is data.
• The controller is the set of methods that manipulate the model.
• The view is the set of methods that present the model.

The interface design is created by partitioning the model into objects. The quality of the partitioning
determines the difficulty of the implementation. Methods are then added.

4.d Listening for Events in Java

Listener methods are called externally when there is input; repaint/update methods are called externally
when there is window damage.

Interface is constructed by adding components to containers.
As much construction as possible is done when the interface is being initialized.

4.d.1 Implementing Interfaces in Java

Example, the mouseListener interface
public abstract void MouseClicked(MouseEvent e);

public abstract void MousePressed(MouseEvent e);

public abstract void MouseReleased(MouseEvent e);

public abstract void MouseEntered(MouseEvent e);

public abstract void MouseExited(MouseEvent e);

You define the class as an implementation of the MouseListener interface
public class Controller implements MouseListener {

...

public abstract void MouseClicked(MouseEvent e){

...

}

public abstract void MousePressed(MouseEvent e){}

public abstract void MouseReleased(MouseEvent e){}
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public abstract void MouseEntered(MouseEvent e){}

public abstract void MouseExited(MouseEvent e){}

}

You provide an implementation for each method as part of your class. Then call
addMouseListener(this);

in the constructor of the class. This call plays the role that setting the event mask does in X.

4.e Containers and Components

The construction of an interface from components is based on a vary simple idea
Class Container extends Component {

void add(Component c) {}

}

where the add method puts a component inside the container. This makes it possible for a container to act
like a component toward the container that holds it, and to a container toward the components that it holds.
The resulting interface has a tree structure, determined by which container added which component to
itself. We will call this the add tree.

4.e.1 Building the interface

To build an interface from components, start with a container widget frame, window. Then add
components one by one, using the container’s add method.

• Where do they go? The order in which they are added determines where. Layout also plays a role.
• What size should they be? Layout managers generally pay attention to preferred size, and ignore your

attempts to give them a specific size.
The null layout manager gives you the most control, and it’s usually the way that programmers start using

Swing. But the control that programmers want is usually too much control. Why? The more control you
have the more work you have to do.

Because components are classes, you can make your own, based on existing components. If you change a
component only a little we call this component customization..

Components that receive events get them through a Listener interface.
• Implement the interface.
• Use the appropriate addListener method to activate the listener.

One of the most important early design decisions made when creating component-based interfaces is,
which components should receive which events. To control this you have to know how events are
distributed.

1. The BWS finds the lowest level component (in the add tree) in which the tracker lies when the event
occurs.

2. If this component has a listener for the event the appropriate method is called.
3. If it doesn’t the event percolates up the add tree until a listener is found.

Components can communicate in two ways
• Some components create events, which can be listened for by other components.
• Components can call each other’s methods.

The important structure of a Java interface is the structure that determines the flow of information from
the user to the component that responds to the event, to other components, ending with a change in the
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presentation of one or more components. Inter-component communication controls the flow of
information.

Call the show() method of the highest level container to complete the initialization of the interface, once
all components have been constructed and added.

• Show calls the show methods of all added components automatically.
• Events begin to roll in, but only after the user has been prompted for them.

Frequently, you want to change the appearance of a component in response to an event
• Change the paint method.
• Call paint, repaint or update.

The latter two call paint methods of all widgets in the container on which they are called. Neglected
painting is a mortal sin; excessive painting is a venial sin.

4.e.2 Event-distribution architectures

4.f Coordinate Systems

4.g Typical Components and Their Properties

4.g.1 Component Sets

We don’t usually discuss the properties of individual components, but only the properties of sets of
components. Here are a few properties that sets of components should have.

Complete. An application designer should never need anything that isn’t in the set.

Consistent. They should share look and feel. If they do then the entire interface will share the look-and-
feel of the widget set, except for those aspects that have been customized, of course.

Customizable. Enough but not too much.

4.g.2 Standard dialogue properties

An individual widget normally encapsulates a dialogue. What is a dialogue?
• a single thread of conversation,
• with explicit turn-taking,
• with a set of conventions that regulates turn-taking,
• between two conversational entities, usually a user and an interface component

Turn-taking is an essential aspect of all human-human interaction. (You have probably, at one time or
another, tried - unsuccessfully - to have a conversation with somebody who didn’t know the conventions of
turn-taking in conversation.) Here are typical conventions that an interface dialogue can observe, to give
turn-taking the rigidity a computer needs.

Prompt. The prompt is a synchronization cue. When the system provides the prompt it passes control to
the user for input. Ideally the prompt tells the user what input is possible given the current state of the
system.
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Echo. The echo provides the user with immediate feedback as the system receives input, allowing the user
to adjust the command if it is being incorrectly received by the interface.

Trigger. During the series of input actions that comprise the command there may in fact be a series of
possible commands, most of which are not desired. For example, while the user is typing the Unix
command cd /usr/sbin, the legal commands cd, cd /u and cd /usr all exist temporarily.

The interface must respond only when the user has completed the set of actions that comprise the desired
command. A special synchronization command, called the trigger is provided by the user to tell the system
to execute the command that is currently available.

In most Unix shells the trigger is <RETURN> or <ENTER>, not immediately preceded by \.
In most mouse activated commands the trigger is BUTTON-RELEASE on one of the mouse buttons.

Acknowledgement. When the interface begins to process a command it presents an acknowledgement,
showing what command it is executing, and possibly providing the user with an opportunity truncate or
abort processing. This component is often omitted when the execution of the command is very fast, but
should be present when execution is extended.

Response. The result of executing the command, which should show how the state of the system was
changed by the command.

The different parts of the protocol occur sequentially. Consider the Unix? C-shell command !!.
• prompt - jinn@bottle%
• echo - !!
• trigger - <enter> or <return>
• acknowledgement - Grant me a wish
• response - How do you wish to die?

They are often elided. Another example is the typing of a single letter.
• prompt - text entry cursor
• echo - resisting force from key
• trigger - usually KEY-DOWN, occasionally KEY-UP

• acknowledgement - none
• response - appearance of letter on screen, forward motion of text entry cursor

These two examples show us how a dialogue can be nested inside another dialogue. A third example is
pressing the button in a button component.

• prompt - button on the screen in its activated presentation (usually denoted by not-greyed-out).
• echo - visual change in button when mouse key is pressed
• trigger - release of mouse key
• acknowledgement & response - usually supplied by the code that is executed in response to the

button having been pressed.
A fourth example, moving the mouse

• prompt - maybe the appearance of the tracker somewhere on the screen, maybe nothing because the
mouse always affords movement. It depends on your point of view.

• echo - physical feedback from the mouse: inertia, friction, sound
• trigger - generated internally within the mouse in response to a super-threshold motion since the last

trigger
• acknowledgement - none
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• response - change of position of tracker on display.
This dialogue is nested inside every dialogue that requires mouse motion, like moving to a button in order
to press it, or drawing a figure in a drawing program. Of course, it’s the response of this dialogue that
presents itself as the echo in the higher level dialogue.

4.g.3 Other properties of components

There is other terminology you will encounter when components are described. As with all properties we
are largely interested in consistency and congruency (§4.h), which properties are evaluated in terms of the
component set to which a component belongs.

Enable/Disable. Will the component work if the user tries doing something with it?
• Signified by the widget’s presentation.
• Consistency - is there a common visual or auditory presentation that means ‘enabled’?
• Congruency - is there a metaphor from which this presentation is derived?

Active/Inactive. Is it working? Is what you are doing accomplishing anything? You might think of this as
analogous to the echo.

• Signified by behaviour.
• Consistency - is there a common visual or auditory presentation that means ‘active’?
• Congruency - is there a metaphor from which this presentation is derived?

State. What is the current state?
• Analogous to ‘prompt’.
• Consistency - is there a common visual or auditory presentation that shows state?
• Congruency - is there a metaphor from which this presentation is derived?

4.g.4 Typical components

User interfaces are sufficiently standardized (in 2005 as I am writing this) that every component set offers a
common subset of basic components. This section presents an unauthoritative collection, using the specific
properties of Java AWT components. You will, however, find relatively little variation ni the basic properties
presented here.

Canvas . implements the methods of the graphics model
• components: label (text only), active: canvas (safer to draw on a canvas, than to draw directly on a

container. Why? Layout manager knows about it.)
• containers: window (no window manager controls), frame (window manager controls)

Dialogue. More specific meaning than ‘dialogue’, as it occurs in the phrase ‘dialogue style’.
• obtains textual information from the user
• modal: file dialogue
• non-modal: form to be filled in

There also exists a group of components that function as selectors, giving the user the opportunity to
choose one possibility among several.

• list – multiple selection possible
• menu – only single selection possible
• checkbox – select one of two states
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• button – give a command
There are components that give the user an opportunity to enter text.

• text field – Enter text on a single line.
• text area – Enter text that can be spread across several lines.

Each of these components includes ‘complete’ editor functionality. Editors actually occur all over a user
interface. There’s a big benefit to the user if they all are all instances of one editor.

There is a standard component that allows a user to manipulate a document that is bigger than the canvas
on which it is displayed.

• scrollbar – thumb, arrows, background areas

4.h Learning: The Psychology of Components

4.h.1 Consistency.

Things that happen in one context create expectations about how they will happen in other contexts. When
such conditions are met we award the buzz-word ‘consistency’. There is, however, no metric for
consistency. Why? We don’t even know what ‘consistency’ means. For example, every interface element has
significant relationships with many other interface elements and we expect the user’s common sense and
knowledge of context to find a workable path through the wilderness. (Donald Davidson’s ‘principle of
charity’ [1] is probably something important to mention here.) In practice, this means that every designer/
implementer has to use their own judgment.

When asked to make things ‘consistent’, there are no rules for you to follow. Unfortunately, this does not
leave you free to do whatever you like. It is obvious - whatever ‘obvious’ means - that some implementation
choices are consistent and others aren’t. (But the ‘law of the excluded middle’ does not apply to consistency;
there’s a whole lot you argue about.)

• It’s easy to find examples where two consistency arguments contradict one another.
• It’s rarely, if ever, possible to be perfect

Example. ‘While searching put the thing found at the centre of the screen.’ ‘While searching don’t hide the
thing found behind the find dialogue box.’

Consistency is one of those ‘I can’t define it, but I know it when I see it.’ things. Examples of consistency
• all doorknobs on the side of the door that opens;
• all doorknobs at the same level;
• all doors on a fire exit path push to open.

Examples of inconsistency
• over time, changing the order of keys on your key-ring
• over space, using Windows at home, Unix? at the office.

Example of simultaneous consistency and inconsistency.
• ‘Format your hard disk?’ dialogue box. This example contains an important point about positive and

negative sentences. It takes longer to comprehend a sentence with a negative word in it, and mistakes
are more often made. This is just something about how humans process speech. All your users have
this property: the smart ones just as much as the unintelligent ones.

• traffic sign for Renforth Drive. This also has an important message about icons and cognition.
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Consistency is hard to arrange within a single application; it’s harder to arrange and just as important
between applications

4.h.2 Congruence.

Much meaning is created by analogy, often called metaphor in the user interface community. ‘Metaphor’
refers to the model that users create to learn the behaviour of an interface. What English scholars call ‘not
mixing your metaphors’ lies very close to what is meant by congruence.

The metaphor is the mental model that users have, helping them to predict how do understand and do
things. For example, the interface is ‘just like’ a desktop is the ‘desktop metaphor’. I should expect to find
on such a desktop?

• pieces of paper, documents,
• things that collect together pieces of paper, file folders, (Notice how the Unix usage of ‘file’ is

incongruent with the normal office usage of ‘file’, as in ‘filing cabinet’, and how desktop systems try
to reconcile these two usages by using ‘folder’ for the thing that Unix calls a ‘directory’ and ordinary
office usage calls a ‘file’.)

• a waste basket, which is usually on the floor, so it should be near the bottom of the display. (Or
should it? Surely the display, which is vertical, is supposed to mimic the horizontal surface of the
desktop. If so, then what logic suggests that the waste basket should be at the bottom of the display.
Obviously, the display simultaneously has its real properties, like vertical, and its metaphorical
properties, like horizontal. Sometimes real and metaphorical properties conflict, as in the Renforth
Road sign; more often they coincide. Here’s an unexpected and fortunate coincidence. The
transformation of the desktop from vertical to horizontal occurs by rotating the top away from the
user. So the bottom of the display corresponds to the near portion of the desktop, where users’
attention tends to focus when working at a desk. Fortunately, users tend to focus their attention on
the bottom of the display.)

Because the ‘mental model’ is such a powerful way of learning and remembering it is very common that
tutorials, documentation, help systems and interface presentation all refer to a single metaphor chosen by the
designer, and which the user is expected to learn.

Congruence exists at high and low levels. Examples of high level congruence
• Desktop metaphor - spatial versus temporal access to things arranged different ways on the desktop.
• Desktop metaphor - emptying waste basket

Examples of low level congruence
• if you ‘enter’ an application, you should ‘exit’ from it;
• if you ‘start’ an application you should ‘end’ it;
• if you ‘open’ an application, you should ‘close’ it

4.h.3 User knowledge redux

At the basis of consistency and congruence as objectives of user interface design are a few questions
• What do users know?
• They will augment knowledge they have already when they are learning an interface.
• How do users learn what they know?

As a general principle learning will be, as much as possible, incremental.
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What kinds of things do users know? They know
• facts, ‘Ottawa is the capital of Canada’, ‘knowing that’
• procedures, putting a spoon into your mouth without hitting your lips, ‘knowing how’

How do users learn these different types of knowledge?

Knowing how.  What we know like this can be divided into four different categories.
1. Operational, perceptual/motor capabilities: how to move fingers, aim them at keys, know that a key

has been pressed. The ‘touch’, or ‘action’, of a keyboard is learned at a low level, and usually very
quickly.

2. Motor programs triggered automatically by categorical perception: In vi to end input mode hit ESC
(to start command hit ESC). If the user thinks of ESC as meaning terminate a command, then there
are a whole lot of exceptions, such as dw and /Sargon. To get into a standard state hit ESC until the
bell rings.

3. Cognitive procedures, sequences of rules that solve stereotyped problems: to look at every ifdef in vi,
type /ifdef, look at what you got, then type / repeatedly, watching for reappearance of the first
occurrence.

4. Problem analysis and solution, creation of new cognitive procedures: to find the bug check all the
ifdefs

How do we learn each one of these? Practice.

Knowing that. Knowing that enters into only problem solving.
Here’s another way of classifying things that users know

• Recognition. Which of ‘Exit’ or ‘Quit’ terminates WordPerfect
• Recall. ‘lc’ gives the contents of the current directory at Waterloo

For recall we can generate the knowledge from nothing - Well, not really from nothing, something probes
the memory to generate recall, it’s just that the things to be retrieved isn’t part of the probe. For recognition
we can recognize the knowledge when we see it.

4.h.4 User learning redux

Ways of changing knowledge = ‘learning’. Techniques of learning
• Trial-and-error: putting on a nut, riding a bicycle
• Practice = rehearsal: using a hammer, playing the piano
• How-to-do it descriptions: cookbook recipes, tutorial instructions. Notice that the wizard provides a

similar step-by-step way of solving a problem but with few incentives for learning. Why do I say that?
• Cook a recipe many times and you can do it without having to read the book. With a wizard

you can’t omit the wizard because it only teaches you how to use the wizard.
• Cook many different recipes and you notice common objectives attained in different ways. You

can transfer learning from one recipe to another to improve your results or lessen your work.
Because wizards are monolithic this is usually not possible for the user to do.

• But, when you cook a recipe for the first time, it assumes that there are already a lot of things
you know how to do, like chopping an onion. The wizard makes as few such assumptions as
possible.

• Notice that Unix is more like a recipe than it is like a wizard. It may be harder to use the first
time, and take more learning, but the learning has wider applicability once you’ve got it.
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• Modification of examples: making html pages
• Solving a problem: and remembering that we did it.

All these take time. How much time? What incentives are users normally given to spend the time?

4.h.5 Undo: A Learning-related Feature

Undo is obviously essential. Like garbage collection for programmers, once a user has it they never want to
be without it again. Why? Because it reduces the price of making errors it encourages exploration, which
means doing things of which you don’t really know the consequences. Exploration is a very strong method
of ongoing learning.

Granularity is the main difficulty associated with implementing and using undo. Here are some ways that
the granularity problem has been solved.

Checkpoint/rollback. This is the basis of all undo. Granularity is under the control of the user; undo is
only available if the user explicitly makes it available.It still exists in this basic form in most games.
Obviously, manual setting of points to which the user can undo is inappropriate for users who are not
enthusiasts. Here are a few ways to take the checkpointing out of the hands of the user, and make it
automatic.

Auto-save. Save to disk every so many minutes, or alternately, every so many keystrokes.
• Benefits. The program in memory doesn’t grow. It’s easy to implement. It is resistant to crashes that

damage the disk, or to inadvertent user actions that destroy the program.
• Drawbacks. It saves at odd moments, not necessarily corresponding to complete actions of the user. It

takes a while to execute, making dead times in the interface, and longer to undo. The disk gets full of
old copies of documents: this can be alleviated by saving differences from a base version.

Action-save. Save in memory, at the end of keystroke sequences that are ‘obviously’ complete actions. The
meaning of ‘obvious complete actions’ is something that the user learns as they use the interface. What is
saved is differences, but there is a significant drawback: the size of the program in memory grows without
limit as the user does more and more.From a commercial point of view, there is a virtuous circle associated
with new versions requiring more memory. But it may not be so virtuous from the user’s point of view.

Once you have settled on a granularity for undo, there remains one other very difficult issue. The use of
undo seems to occur in two qualitatively different situations.

• Immediately awareness of a problem.
• Deferred awareness of a problem.

The second is hard to handle.

4.i Look-and-Feel

The obvious goal is to have the user select the correct response as effortlessly as possible. This means that an
interface should communicate its metaphor as implicitly as possible; but the communication mode must be
very reliable. Misunderstanding the metaphor, and at a low level of processing where processing is effectively
unlimited (ie.e, effortless) can be error-prone. Fortunately, the lowest levels of communication are the most
error-free; unfortunately, they are the hardest to use effectively. They utilize users’ abilities to synthesize a
large number of low level cues into the holistic perception of a particular environment.
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Users have strong abilities to associate collections of perceptual and motor responses to particular
environments. When they do so they associate a collection of specific low-level responses with a particular
environment/interface. For example, when you are driving in a car, even in the passenger seat, a traffic light
changing from green to yellow automatically activates fast-twitch muscles in the thigh and calf of the right
leg. The same does not occur when you are walking, where you experience the same visual stimulation in a
different environment.

‘The collection of features we describe as an interface’s look-and-feel should define it aa a specific
cognitive environment.’ At least this would be true in a world where each interface is completely separate
from every other interface and from every non-computer environment inhabited by users. But the reality is,
that environments are composed of many parts and that subcollections of parts are specifically associated
with subcollections of responses. Thus, environments interpenetrate each other on many levels.

Doing the best thing consistently and comprehensively is not easily learned, and is usually the result of a
lifetime of sensitivity to all the different cognitive environments we inhabit. The next few sections are only a
very brief introduction to a topic that is both important and subtle.

4.i.1 Look

How do we go about decorating a house?
• to create different activity levels and moods
• to make salient (cognitively available) things that are used
• to improve decisions about what to use
• to make ourselves - and others - comfortable with the activities that ought to go on in these spaces
• to make ourselves - and others - feel good

Most look is programmable, but the same code is not guaranteed to have the same look on different
platforms. Even more so the programmable portion of feel is not guaranteed to be the same on different
platforms. (The Macintosh interface, which cares more about this than any other, handles this problem by
running only on one particular set of - often over-priced - hardware. The obvious generalization for this
practice would be standards for hardware. Research topic. Develop ways of having reproducible feel in
instances of a user interface running on different hardware configurations.)

4.i.2 Feel

What do we want in the feel of something?

predictability. so we can learn muscle activation sequences
• timed to 1 millisecond precision
• predictability is essential for transferring stuff to lower levels of control

low level feedback. (mostly muscle stretch respecter feedback) probably the most important level of
monitoring and control

human-sized. fit with user abilities and capabilities
It’s obvious, but easy to overlook, that users have windows in their sensory and motor capabilities, and

they need the demands and information content of a task to be within these windows of capability.
Example of feel. Keyboard touch
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4.i.3 Methods for creating a uniform look-and-feel

There are three distinctively different ways of managing interface development to get a uniform look-and-
feel.

1. UI architect with absolute control over everything that goes into the interface
• trusted by implementers
• has absolute power
• Apple did this by making its UI people into industry super-stars. (Part of the result was

generally execrable implementation.)
2. User interface toolkit

• appeal to lower nature of implementers
3. Widely understood metaphor

• appeal to higher nature of implementers
Fortunately, it is possible to appeal simultaneously to the higher and lower natures of implementers.

4.i.4 Customization of the interface

Customization of widget sets is common, especially on major UI projects. The usual rule of thumb is,
• ·enough’, but not ‘too much’, (Albert Einstein famously is reported to have said, ‘Make it as simple as

possible, but not simpler.’)
This rule, unfortunately, is not very useful for making practical decisions. On the other hand, it does seem
to work pretty well for deciding whether somebody else’s work is good or bad.

Practical questions that need to be asked
• What presentation should be a widget have? the widget’s appearance
• What affordances should a widget have? the widget’s behaviour

When you are going through this process you are designing a new - or modified - look-and-feel for your
interface.

• Why is it sometimes a good thing to give an interface a unique look-and-feel?
• Why is it sometimes a bad thing to give an interface a unique look-and-feel?

Three questions about customization must be answered.
1. Who does the customization?
2. What is the context of customization?
3. What is the mechanism of customization?
Who does the customization?

• User
• Interface programmer
• Platform on which the interface runs

What is the context of customization? These questions get answered in a variety of contexts. Each
context may provide some customization, and there may be conflicts between the needs of different
contexts

1. widget-specific. What role does this instance of this widget perform in the interface? Is the role
• the same as other instances of the same widget type?
• different from other instances of the widget type?
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For example, should the trigger be button press or button release? What foreground/background col-
our is needed to make the widget conspicuous, but not too conspicuous? The correct answer depends
on the widget’s environment?

2. container-wide. What should widgets occupying the same container have in common? How should
they differ? It’s important to make components cohere visually, but a strong container will hold
together widgets that would otherwise fall apart.
For example, a dialogue box that pops up needs to tell the user which application it belongs to.

3. document-wide. Document-wide customization is usually accomplished by indirection. Components
are given names like. ‘First level Heading’. All components with the same name receive the same
customization. e.g. 16 point Bold. It is common to make these customizations available to the user
(read-write or read-only) in the form of style sheets or document preferences.
Interestingly, the graphics context often appears pretty baldly in form dialogues that manipulate style
sheets.

4. application-wide. Preferences manage resource files, often mysterious to the user. The same interface
presentations and affordances appear, but their scope is different.

5. system-wide. Pre-set contexts programmed using environment variables or resource files or a
combination of the two. By the time we get to this level, users rely comprehensively on defaults
chosen by gurus.

6. manufacturer-wide. Hard-coded, associated with product identity or branding. Interact strongly with
marketing issues. You want it not to be true, but counter-intuitively, incompetence often outsells
competence

• non-standard MIME encodings
7. country-wide. Reflect language and culture. Preferences are often expressed at time of purchase, and

implemented through environment variables set at boot time.
• Automatic use of geography to select resource of configuration files has not been very

successful
8. world-wide. ‘The sky’s the limit.’
The wider contexts toward the end of this list experienced a very large amount of research and attempted

innovation during the 1990s. The issue was ‘internationalization’: how do you make an interface that works
for groups of people who come to it from different languages, cultures and political systems. Sometimes
there are contradictions and inconsistencies

• How do they get sorted out? If the contexts form a hierarchy, scope is a nice idea, but users must
learn and understand the scope concept. Fortunately, many already do because ‘scope’ is a very
widely used concept in organizing competing sets of rules. If the contexts don’t form a hierarchy?
Then what? Presumably, a mechanism like multiple inheritance, with rules that users must
comprehend.

• There are two conditions that any successful solution must obey.
• Understandable to the user.
• Understandable to the implementer.

In practice, and not necessarily fulfilling the conditions there are three options for implementation
• initialization files, at the mercy of a set of rules for finding them,
• resource forks, at the mercy of update operations,
• identity servers, of which LDAP is a primitive example.
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But apart from implementation (how to implement) there is, at present, no acknowledged solution for what
to implement. There are two practical approaches

• Open systems. Internationalization is a real problem. Innovate to solve it.
• Closed systems. My way or the highway: let the users learn the right way.

The latter is most common, an example of solution by fiat,
• ·Let them learn EBCDIC’
• ‘Let them learn American English.’ This leads to creativity, of a sort. For example
• Declaring date standards.
• Publishing dictionaries

4.i.5 An example of customization - Colour

Different cultures assign different meanings to the same colour.
• White in Chinese culture means death.

White in Western culture means purity, innocence, youth.
• Green in Islam is associated with Paradise - the other world in its perfected form.

Green in western society is associated with Nature - this world in its perfected form.
Even lack of colour means different things in different cultures. Consider, for example, the aesthetic
revolution produced by Pater and Ruskin in the early nineteenth century, and the triumph of desegna over
colour.

Basic science of colour, much of it initiated by Berlin and Kay, in an anthropological investigation done in
the 1960s. Curiously, this research has provoked enduring controversy in anthropology, but is pretty well
universally accepted - at least in its main thesis - in colour psychophysics. (The arguments of the
anthropologists often look to the psychophysicist like ‘two bald man fighting over a comb’.) For Berlin and
Kay the argument is one from language to culture, which is probably why the result is so controversial. You
ask the question: how many colour terms exist in the language used by a particular culture, and you get the
following result.

1. Doesn’t make sense.
2. The colour terms are ‘black’ and ‘white’.
3. The colour terms are ‘black’, ‘white’, and ‘red’.
4. The colour term ‘grue’ is added.
5. Either ‘yellow’ or ‘blue’ is added.

The colour terms are ‘black’, ‘white’, ‘red’, ‘green’, ‘yellow’ and ‘blue’. This collection of terms is very
significant to the colour psychophysicist because they emerge very naturally from the opponent colours
model of colour perception, a model that is - almost - universally believed in the colour psychophysics
community.

Berlin and Kay went on to mention a collection of other colour names, which they also found to be
relatively culture independent: ‘grey’, ‘orange’, ‘purple’, ‘brown’, and ‘pink’. Psychophysical research has
turned up this same set of colour names in a variety of cross-cultural contexts. Language learning
experiments has turned up this same sequence of colour names in early childhood language learning.

Given this introduction, what do you know about using colour in an internationalized interface?
Specific meanings associated with colour need to be changed from culture to culture. Possibly overall

graphic design as well.
Solutions
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4.i.6 An example of customization - Pluggable look-and-feel (PLAF)

What’s the basic idea? Create a collection of widgets that are independent of the presentation properties
that constitute the look-and-feel. Add a look-and-feel to the widget set to get the presentations that the user
sees. (This now gives us two separate widgets: one basic widget with most of its presentation unspecified,
one dressed-up widget with a complete presentation. Sometimes it’s appropriate to use one, sometimes the
other. If you’re interested in this aspect of UI construction look very carefully at the relationship between
the component class and its delegate.)

When a component’s class is programmed its presentation is parametrized. When a new component is
created from the class, the UIManager is consulted, and it provides values for the parameters.

Where does the UIManager get the values it provides? From the current look-and-feel, which provides a
set of values for the parametrized properties - the values are objects, of course. Or from method calls made
by an application program. Application programs can read from resource files.

How it’s accomplished - the look-and-feel resource file
• 585 lines of component properties paired with values
• expandible - this is the current possible set of values but any look-and-feel can define its own

Companies exist that have no product other than a single look-and-feel, which shows how hard it is to
manage the perceptual and motor interactions in a large collection of components.

To help make sense of resource files, there should be organization of the properties in a look-and-feel.
The mechanism provided is the theme. A set of values that can be used to set collections of look-and-feel
values. For example. You want to use a small set of colours that run throughout all your components. This
set of colours is a theme; each component gets its colour by knowing which of the theme colours to use.

4.j References and Further Reading

1. Donald Davidson
2. James Gosling, David S. H. Rosenthal & Michelle Arden. The NeWS Book: An Introduction to the

Network/extensible Window System. Springer-Verlag: New York, 1989.

4.k Exercises

Ex. 1. When we compare the X architecture to the NewS architecture, why do we say that updating the
display list is much less common than calling paint procedures?

Ex. 2. In §4.a.2 it’s claimed that there are many more calls to repaint than there are to paint. For MSWord
estimate how many calls there are to paint for each call to repaint. Show your work.

Ex. 3. In §4.b.1 it’s said that we prefer to have the base window system despatching events rather than
writing code to do it ourselves. Not mentioning sloth, give two reasons why it’s better to have the
BWS doing event despatching.

Ex. 4. When X applications own many windows extra branching is done (§4.b.1). Why? X does some-
thing to help reduce the complexity of user code, which is visible in the function signatures shown.
What is it? What redundant data and calculation does it remove from the implementation?

Ex. 5. Under what conditions is the event distribution code in §4.b.1 correct? What other circumstances
break the code? Which circumstances are more likely to occur in user interface implementations?
Explain your answers.
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Ex. 6. In §4.b.3 call-backs are implemented as functions, which can have return values. Usually return val-
ues are not used in programming constructs implementing call-backs. Why? Speculate how they
could be used, and suggest why they would be useful.

Ex. 7. In §4.c it says that the controller and the view are not as separate as the model/view/controller
architecture suggests they would be. Why is this true? As an example, explain drawing and picking
in an illustration program, like Adobe Illustrator?.

Ex. 8. In §4.c it says that model is not as separate from the view/controller as the model/view/controller
architecture suggests they would be. Why is this true?

Ex. 9. Using as an example a drawing program like Adobe Illustrator? give the pros and cons of client/
server versus peer-to-peer architectures for component-based interfaces. Hint. If drawing is consid-
ered a function, selecting is something like the inverse function.

Ex. 10. In the context of using the null layout manager (§4.e) think about what is done wrong on almost
every corporate web site. Explain what it is, using your knowledge of how the web tries to divide
layout responsibility between the html source and the browser. The first thing that the html masters
tell you is to use html that is as basic as possible. Code your meaning in elements of the design that
are platform-independent. Explain what this means in the context of html, and generalize your
observations to interface design generally.

Ex. 11. When you customize a widget it’s important to provide it with a paint method. Why?
Ex. 12. In §4.g, why do we discuss the properties of components only in terms of the properties of other

components of its set.
Ex. 13. List three things that go wrong when turn-taking in conversation breaks. Explain them in terms of

the protocol elements listed in §4.g.2.
Ex. 14. What would happen if there were no explicit trigger in Unix?, but the shell merely executed the fist

legal command appearing on the input.? Give an example different from the one in the §4.g.2.
Ex. 15. How is the Enable/Disable property usually shown in a component’s presentation?
Ex. 16. In §4.g.4 it says, ‘User interfaces are sufficiently standardized (in 2005 as I am writing this) that

every component set offers a common subset of basic components.’ Explain why this is true.
Ex. 17. In a canvas type of component what does the presence or absence of window manager controls sig-

nify?
Ex. 18. What is the essential difference between a ‘modal’ and a ‘non-modal’ dialogue?
Ex. 19. What is the essential difference between a list and a menu? (Hint. It has to do with the trigger.)
Ex. 20. Compare and contrast, different methods of customization of editors - across widgets, across appli-

cations, across widget sets - as done by the operating system, by the interface programmer, by the
user.

Ex. 21. To see that you are understanding the essence of the components introduced in §4.g.4, try identify-
ing aspects of each component that implement the parts of the standard dialogue, introduced in
§4.g.2.

Ex. 22. In the context of §4.h.2 what does ‘not mixing your metaphors’ mean?
Ex. 23. Referring to the discussion of whether a display/desktop is horizontal or vertical how should we

apportion interface stuff between the top and bottom of the display? Explain your reasoning.
Ex. 24. Referring to the discussion of whether a display/desktop is horizontal or vertical, it shouldn’t sur-

prise us that many user interface designers have tried interface installations with horizontal displays
built into the desktop. Give pros and cons of such an interface.
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Ex. 25. Elaborate the metaphor used in several of the interfaces you use daily.
Ex. 26. Why might checkpoint/rollback, as a method of undo, be not just okay, but important, as a feature

of games?
Ex. 27. In §4.i.1 home decoration is used as an example of look-and-feel. Explicitly make the analogy

between aspects of the house-decorating metaphor and corresponding features of the user interface.
Ex. 28. Choose a favourite interface and determine how the interface toolkit used in its development has

been customized. Give examples of good and bad customization, with explanations.
Ex. 29. Talking about customization, we say that a container with a strong presentation will hold together

contained components that would otherwise fall apart. Give some examples of visual features that
are and are not strong, with explanations.

Ex. 30. Customization mechanisms are sometimes made deliberately hard for the user to find. Why? What
does this tell you about the importance of defaults.

Ex. 31. This (interface implementation reading values from resource or configuration files) is better than
hard coding choices into class code. Why? The answer should be given in terms of user interface
capabilities your application can provide to the user.

Ex. 32. Speaking of pluggable look-and-feel, why do themes, organized structures within the resource file,
help users and implementers to understand it.
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Interfaces with Dynamic Layout

Layout is a procedure that calculates the appearance and arrangement of visible components on the display
surface. For example, when a new window is opened a layout algorithm is run by the window manager to
determine what size it should be and where it should be positioned on the display surface. This algorithm is
usually pretty simple. One window manager I use has the algorithm:

• make the window the standard size;
• place the window on the screen offset compared to the previous window by 20 pixels horizontally

and vertically;
• after that obey all resizing and positioning requests from the user.

Another places each new window in the upper left corner of the display and expects the user to size and
place it by hand.

Such simple layout algorithms are inappropriate for a complex interface constructed from many visible
components, which needs to have a standard visual form so that users can easily learn how to use it. This
standard form must, however, be dynamic so as to take account of the many variations in display properties,
and this requirement gets more important by the year as interfaces are reconfigured to appear on both large
and small form factor devices: from billboards to mobile telephones.

This chapter begins by describing the objectives of layout, then describes some simple principles of
graphic design which can be used to achieve those objectives. The material in these two sections supports
hand layout, which is typical when layout is static. But a further mechanism is needed when layout cannot
be created in advance. The remainder of the chapter thus describes the layout manager, the mechanism used
to share layout responsibility between designer and user interface toolkit, which is necessary when layout
must be performed dynamically.

5.a Layout Objectives

Layout describes the positioning of components with respect to one another, and with respect to the
window(s) in which the interface is displayed. (At present - 2005 - no serious attempt has been made to
include the visual content of other interfaces present on the display surface as the visual context in which
layout occurs.) We care about where components appear on the screen because the user’s perceptual system
contains a very powerful and automatic mechanism that uses relative position to decide the relationship
among perceived objects. At its simplest this mechanism decides that objects close together are related, and
objects far apart are unrelated. In its full complexity the mechanism appears to be guided by a large
collection of heuristics, only a few of which have been explored in detail.

So the goals of layout are, in general,
• the creation of desired relationships, and
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• the avoidance of undesired relationships,
not to mention other trivial issues like ‘looking appealing’. Layout includes

• where the components go
• how big the components are
• what colours the components are
• which components are in which window
• and so on.

What we trying to accomplish is a presentation that
• Looks attractive and clear.
• Is easy to understand, which means ‘at a glance’.
• Has a distinctive look, spread across many windows.

What we trying to avoid is a presentation that
• Is cluttered and hard to organize.
• Is hard to perceive clearly.
• Contains excessive idiosyncrasy.
• Makes the user stop and think in order to avoid errors.

These issues are understood pretty well when the layout is static, with constraints, objectives, resources
known in advance. A good solution, once found, persists in an environment that doesn’t change. But, there
are many variations that can occur in the user interface, and we want to respond to them at least semi-
automatically. Variation seems to make the problem more difficult, but it can be your friend. For example,
invariances under changes in window size are very strongly perceived. If a user resizes the window and
component grouping doesn’t change the grouping is re-enforced; if a user changes the size of the window
and component groups change, the grouping is weakened: the user usually thinks that the earlier perception
was in error.

Layout is not a new problem: designers have faced very similar problems in many different media.
Therefore we should not expect to develop from scratch a whole new set of design rules. Instead we should
follow the time-honoured practice of borrowing (stealing?) ideas currently in use elsewhere. (‘Borrowing’ or
‘stealing’ is, in fact, not a good metaphor for what we’re doing, because when we borrow or steal the
previous owners lose the services provided by whatever we have taken from them. When what we take is an
idea they lose nothing: instead they often gain: sometimes because we embellish it, sometimes because we
spread awareness of it, making it more valuable. Exercise for the reader: expand this argument into a general
attack on intellectual property being treated as property at all. Then apply for a position at the Free Software
Foundation.)

Where might we steal ideas that would be useful for semi-automatic layout? In order to steal ideas
successfully it’s necessary to understand the nature of the design task we face, so as to find a design discipline
that faces similar problems. What seems relevant about the user interface layout problem?

An interface is actually a collection of layouts because realistic interfaces use many windows: some
simultaneously visible, some sequentially visible. The set of layouts should be automatically seen as related,
but not exactly the same. ‘Related’ supports users thinking that the set of windows is a single context; ‘not
the same’ supports users building a subcontext within the overall interface context. We might then consider
design as a two-stage activity: first design a theme that runs through all the windows, then design each
window as an example of the theme.
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Several interfaces occupy the screen at one time. Their relationship is unknown to the designer because it
is created by the user long after the design is complete. The design needs to be able to work within as many
different visual contexts as possible. Frames play a very important role in making this possible: think about
the role of the traditional picture frame, which isolates the painting within from the foreign context of other
nearby items.

Window sizes and positions are not known at the time the design is made, so the design must be able to
adjust dynamically in accord with the preferences of the user, which are not necessarily the same, even from
minute to minute.

The number and contents of all windows that appear as part of a user interface may not be known at the
time the interface is designed: think of web interfaces like Amazon.com. This argues for a two stage design:
the first stage of which creates prototype windows, almost certainly by hand, the second stage of which is
algorithmic, in which the prototype is adjusted so that it can accept whatever content is provided at the time
of use.

5.a.1 Layout models to follow

These are the sorts of books you might read - or the sorts of recreational activity you might pursue - if
you want to create your own ideas about how to do layout. (There is an essential point here. The
mechanisms present in an interface toolkit help you achieve the effects you want. You will need to look at
good layout in order to find ideas you can use - steal, not to put too fine a point on it - for your designs.
There are things you can do after lunch, such as visiting art galleries, looking at buildings, going to the
movies, telling your manager that you have important work to do.) Let’s consider design disciplines that
might face similar problems.

Graphic design. posters, instruction sheets, advertisements, &c.
• rely on colour, position to create grouping (lead attention through the page)
• gestalt psychology (not psychotherapy) has sets of useful rules
• concepts like balance, motion, stability, &c. are the vocabulary
• defined mostly by example
• tend to influence the user indirectly, the effect of which is hard to assess
• top-down, bottom-up design methodology
• use of frame to isolate a design
• t, there are a lot of differences in graphic design. It
• works to pre-determined size, resolution, colour gamut, &c

uses concepts mostly to stabilize a design, after the fact: that is, to keep a design from changing There are
many programs that do graphic design in collaboration with the user, PowerPoint?, for example. Can
looking at how they do things give us an idea how automated graphic design might work?

Architecture. provides some interesting examples. Although it is three dimensional, or because it is three-
dimension, it must be ‘read’, but the user, at different sizes and scales. Furthermore, well done architecture
must function both as background and foreground.

Cinema. is layout in continuous motion, containing a variety of interesting features, such as
• pan and zoom, which was part of the late lamented NeWS layout model
• teleportation, but it’s hard to find context after a teleport.
• the jump cut, which is common in users’ experiences of user interfaces.
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• motion, which is available in the interface, but which we don’t actually know much about how to use
at present.

Document formatting . This is where we will get the most useful ideas, largely because a host of first rate
computer scientists, led by Donald Knuth, have tried their hands at formalizing the aesthetics and process of
document formatting. Here are some features that make document formatting attractive as a model

• families of pages are designed together
• tradition of looking for dynamic solutions - design first, pour in content later
• successful algorithmic solutions - TeX, QuarkExpress, etc.

5.a.2 Defining the UI layout problem

Done by UI designers, UI implementers, in an environment where
• Size varies.
• Resolution varies.
• Colour gamut varies.

All variation occurs post hoc, long after the design process is finished, because they appear as users fill
interface components with different content, and change the context in which the layout is occurring.
Possible solutions to variation - most common first

1. Don’t even think about it, and screw up.
2. Get rid of variation: design for the lowest common denominator, VGA.
3. Make the user do the work, often combined with (1), Examples

• scrolling
• window re-sizing
• preference selection

4. Design separately for every possible combination of parameters.
• combined with queryable formatting
• so that you can find out the state into which the user put the window(s),
• and respond appropriately
• lots of work
• easy to miss something, make an error
• long guaranteed employment, reasonably-paid, but extremely boring

5. Design using a flexible layout.
Obviously, the last alternative is the one we encourage.

What does flexible layout mean? In practice,
• resource files, partially accessible by user preferences
• flexible - up to a point - geometry

Of the above examples the design domain with the most elaborated practice is document formatting.
‘Elaborated practice’ means that there exists

• a collection of almost-formalizable rules of thumb that do almost all the work,
• a minimum of mumbo-jumbo about creativity in the education process.

What is it about document formatting that makes it a good model?
• must be done inexpensively
• low status, so low that computers often do it.
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• with the aid of humans who are assumed to need to know nothing about how to format a document,
except perhaps, ‘I know what I like.’

5.b Visual Organization of the Interface

We know something about how to do this. Think of the next few points as properties of a mechanism that
we can exploit when we want to create relationships between different parts of a design.

5.b.1 Visual Attention

We are trying to create groupings, sometimes hierarchical groupings, sometimes interpenetrating groupings.
We know something about hierarchical versus interpenetrating.

• If the groups are to be simultaneously visible, they must not interpenetrate too much, or they will
separate into subgroups.

• If they are to be serially visible, they must use independently perceivable features for grouping.
• Pre-attentive grouping mechanisms exist, and reduce substantially the cognitive load on the user.

There is a big literature on pre-attentive grouping, much of which is useful, if it could only be put
into a form which computer scientists could digest without too much effort.

·Sub-groups made by AND are easy for users to perceive; super groups made by OR are hard for users to
perceive; and sibling groups made by NOT are hardest of all to perceive.

5.b.2 Gestalt Rules of Organization

Heuristic rules for creating grouping - collecting parts of a whole design into groups that look as though
they belong together - have been known for at least a century. They were usefully encoded in the 1930s by
the Gestalt psychologists (not psychotherapists). But, they have resisted the quantification needed to raise
them from heuristic to algorithmic status.

Similarity.
• in colour. Parts that are the same colour are grouped together.
• in shape. Parts that are the same shape - squares versus circles, for example - or parts that have

common features - like pointed corners - tend to be grouped together.

Closure. Parts of a visual whole which, taken together, can be considered parts of a single element tend to
be grouped together. In visual design this principle underlies the importance of guides; in program layout
this principle underlies the importance of indentation.

Proximity. Parts of a visual whole that are close together tend to group together.

Common fate. When the same thing happens to several parts of a visual whole, like blinking or motion,
those parts tend to be grouped together. Common fate has a special property that the others lack: it
forcefully grabs attention, whether or not the user wants to allocate it or not. The others allow the user’s
attention to be voluntarily allocated to the groups created by them. In the user interface effects that are
achieved by voluntary attention give the user freedom to process groups in the order that is most
convenient: in particular, different users can process different parts of the display in different orders. Thus,
common fate should be used sparingly, and you should have a good idea why you absolutely must have the
user’s attention when you use it.
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Note that these mechanisms involve substantial inference on the part of the human visual system.
However, all this inference is done without requiring attention, which is good.

5.c Graphic Design

We want components to have particular conceptual relationships to one another in the mind of the user. For
example, a dialogue box which is the response to the menu selection should look related to the selection. To
show such relationships we use grouping. Grouped components are seen as part of a whole that includes
several components. Hierarchical grouping is the most usual way that a collection of components is
organized. A little bit of multiple membership is possible, but not too much.

Super-ordinate organization, such as putting many components on a grid, is also possible, and very
effective. This is the way that tables work, and tables can be quite big while retaining an easily perceivable
organization.

To understand how things are grouped in a layout we need to consider
• the perceptual mechanisms that support grouping (§5.b.2),
• the graphic design techniques that exercise the perceptual mechanisms, and
• the classes provided by the component set that support graphic design objectives.

The user interface developer - as opposed to the designer - has to understand the basics of the first two, and
has to be a master of the third.

Important. If you have made the wrong decisions about what should be grouped together skilful use of
the ideas in this and the next few lectures will actually make your interface worse!

5.c.1 Graphic design to support grouping

A (the most?) powerful mechanism for grouping components is relative position. For example, components
that are close to one another are seen to be more closely related than components that are far apart.

The perceptual psychology that underlies layout can be translated into a variety of layout heuristics.
Interface components tend to be grouped together - seen as part of a larger structure - if they have one of
the following properties.

1. 1.They are close together. ‘Close together’ is judged in relative terms:
• close relative to the distances between ungrouped components,
• close relative to the overall size of the components.

2. Components are more likely to be grouped if they have a common alignment. Alignment is created
in practice by guide lines, which you used extensively in primary school. Components that follow a
single guide line are more likely to be seen as related. Guide lines, often called ‘guides’ can be

• horizontal
• vertical

The relationship of components to a guide line can be
• left-aligned, like the relationship of the text on this page to the vertical guides that determine

indentation. Left-aligned text is effective when you want to emphasize the first word of each
line. Notice that in this list it emphasizes the titles, which are further emphasized by the call-
outs (bullets) beside the first line of each item. The left-aligned text on this page is ragged-
right, which means that, while there is a theoretical line beyond which no text can go, there is
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no visual line along the right side of the page, either explicitly there or constructed by the eye
of the user. Thus, the text looks unconstrained.

• right-aligned
• centre aligned

Guide lines can be
• invisible, formed by induced edges, edges that aren’t drawn, but are inferred by the users’ visual

systems
• visible

They tend to be least obtrusive when they are invisible, without being any less easy for the user to
perceive. Invisible lines are usually perceived without drawing the user’s attention, another example of
the principle of ‘minimal attention’. (The user’s attention is the bottleneck in most cognitive tasks.
Therefore, presenting information, requiring choices, or doing anything that requires the user’s atten-
tion unnecessarily is bad.)

3. Components can be elements of a single underlying geometry. This works best when there is a
geometrical theme

4. Components can be held together by graphical elements. The most common is an outline that
encloses a group of related components. The outline can be explicitly drawn, or created by edges that
are constructed by users’ visual systems.

5.c.2 Layout in the Twentieth Century

Wildly oversimplifying, there were two layout revolutions in the twentieth century.
• Asymmetric (1920)
• Symmetric (1950)

Oddly, both were invented by the same man, Jan Tschichold. There looks like being a third revolution in
the early twenty-first century.

• Packed
Tschichold would not approve. Why? He believed that white space was essential to making a design
readable. How does white space work?

• Separation
• Common features, which means edges and symmetry axes
• Rhythm

This gives us some strong ideas about what we would like the final layouts to look like, and it gives us
similarly strong ideas about what invariants we would like to be preserved when layouts adjust themselves
under the pressure of changes in their contents or in the context in which they appear. But it gives us very
limited ideas about mechanisms that can deliver the desired characteristics. Two concrete ideas, which come
from Tschichold’s writing on book design and typography, are the following

• Unify an interface that consists of many different containers by creating a small set of template
designs, and reusing them in creating the set of containers with their components.

• Anchor containers against guide lines, which are specified in the templates.

5.c.3 Mechanisms for Document Design

How are documents formatted?
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• Bottom-up. Properties of composites are calculated by considering properties of parts plus
composition rules. E.g. how long is a line of text?

• Top-down. Global design rules describe where things should go. E.g. Centre a title.
Formatting goes back and forth between these two strategies.

The key layout concepts, put together by Donald Knuth in TeX, are
1. rectangles - algebra of rectangles
2. important role played by guides

• ·eft - right - centre for vertical composition
• ·op-bottom - centre for horizontal composition

3. elasticity - to make the rectangle algebra work
• plays a small role in document formatting, a big role in layout.

The idea of working with rectangles comes directly from the properties of metal type (§2.e).
1. Every element is a rectangle.
2. Every element has a preferred size.
3. Every element has preferred neighbours.
4. Most elements can expand and contract, but a a cost.

• Think of putting in slugs or filing
The typesetter’s goal is to realise objectives at a minimum cost. Humans can be trained to do this very well,
but it’s extremely hard (impossible??) to find out what they are doing.

Formally, this is a two dimensional bin packing problem - with constraints, which is effectively insoluble.
It’s up to the designer/user to find a solution. The answer was to introduce elasticity.

1. Each element is willing to change its size, at a cost.
2. Add some elements that do nothing but change size.
3. Collect hboxes into vboxes.
4. Collect vboxes into hboxes.
5. Find the arrangement that minimizes the total cost.

As a global optimization problem this does not actually work very well. The solution can be made quite
good in appearance, but the computation is agonizingly slow. And even then the result does not match that
of a human typesetter. Humans seem to be able to consider many more things than a computer can, such as

• hyphenation,
• rivers

Humans can handle weird things like non-transitive preferences, which are likely to be encoded in aesthetic
desiderata.

Any practical system has to find heuristics that work reasonably. Implementers have the job of finding sets
of heuristics that implement rules vaguely specified by designers.

5.d Graphic Design Using Layout Managers

5.d.1 How Graphic Design is Done in Practice

You probably think of graphic design as an intuitive process. That’s the way you do it when you create
documents with Adobe Illustrator?, most likely. Choose things you want to include, then adjust them on the
display surface until they look as though they have the right relationship to other components of the image.
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To the extent that you have a method it probably consists of using the grouping operators of your design
tool to collect atoms into molecules which retain their form as you work at a higher level. To a large extent
this is just how one-off design is done in practice. The first thing we will consider is how is how a design
tool might help a user to solve layout problems.

Grouping being very important, let’s look at it a little more carefully. Assuming you are using a design
tool to create a prototype of your interface design, grouping appears in three separate domains.

1. The design tool you are using, where it gives you the two following capabilities.
2. Manipulating groups of design components as a single unit.
3. Manipulating groups of design components without altering the relationships among the components

themselves.
The utility of grouping operators in the design tool is a recognition that layout is usually a hierarchical

task: arranging atoms to make molecules, then arranging the molecules, and so on. doing grouping well has
a positive impact on

• ·he perceptions of users,
• ·he ease of implementation of the interface.

That is, grouping within the design is the means by which we make the design manageable: for the designer,
for the user, for the implementer. And the practical tool used for creating and managing grouping in
dynamic designs is the guide, an alignment line drawn on the design, almost always horizontal or vertical.

5.d.2 Using Layout Managers

Java AWT provides a concept called the layout manager, which will attempt to maintain, within a varying
layout, design constraints provided by the implementer. The design constraints are expressed in several ways.

1. Each container has a layout policy, which is, in effect, a layout procedure executed by the layout man-
ager.

2. The order in which the implementation puts components into a container determines their relative
positions.

3. The components themselves have constraints associated with their willingness to expand or contract
in size.

The layout process must be undertaken simultaneously at different levels, because the components being
laid out are likely, themselves to be containers. Thus, they must be laid out in advance, and furthermore, if
they are willing to change size, they may need to be laid out anew subject to constraints that appear as the
higher level container is being laid out. The opportunity for algorithms to scale poorly with interface
complexity is all too present.

We’ll now look at a few layout managers that are part of the Java AWT/Swing distribution, using
examples to illuminate the general principles.
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FlowLayout. As components are added put
them side by side at the top of the container
until there is no more horizontal space, then
start a second line below. This is strongly similar
to the way that text is flowed into areas when
document formatting is performed. Flow layout
is shown to the right, with the components
numbered in the order they were added, and
offset for visual clarity. Each line is as high as its
highest component, with the fine horizontal
showing the bottom of the first line and the top of the next one.

What’s important here is that a two-dimensional problem has been reduced to a one-dimensional
problem by specifying the order in which two-dimensional space is filled with components. This is a
common feature of layout managers, and is related to the add method and the data structures maintained
inside a container.

Here’s an important generalization: the first thing you ask when you encounter a new layout manager is:
How does the add order distribute the components around the container?

BoxLayout. As components are added they are
put in a line along an axis of the container,
which can be horizontal or vertical, as
illustrated to the right. This layout is very
similar to the way that horizontal rectangles are
combined into vertical rectangles (or vertical
rectangles are combines into horizontal
rectangles) in document layout. This layout,
combining entries horizontally into rows, and
then rows vertical into columns, seems like a
way of making a table. But there are interesting
difficulties, discussed below. First we need to make predictable alignment in the other direction, the one
orthogonal to the alignment axis.

Here is a second generalization, a way of solving orthogonal
alignment problems. Let’s suppose, for example, that we want to
enforce centre alignment in a vertical box layout. It’s easiest to do using
glue. Put each component inside a container that is happy to change
size: a Panel or JPanel, for example. The put on either side of it glue, a
special component that has no presentation, but is happy to change to
any size. The glue will stretch equally on either side of the component while the containers stretch to be all
the same width as they are placed in a column, the result being a centre-aligned column.

With box layout you can, principle, do anything. But some things are hard. The typical case that
illustrates what’s hard is laying out a table. Do you do it by

• making up rows as horizontal boxes, then sticking the rows together in a vertical box?
• making up columns as vertical boxes, then sticking the rows together in a horizontal box?

1 2 3

4 5

1

2

3
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Neither actually works very well. The problem is that you wish entries in the same column to have the same
width, and entries in the same row to have the same height. The first option gets the heights right and the
widths wrong; the second option gets the widths right and the heights wrong. This is a general problem that
also exists in other places. The box construction I’ve described is hierarchical, and forms a tree structure.
Layout is done within branches of the tree: up and down. Upward, a component tells its container how
much space it thinks it needs; downward, a container tells its components how much space is available for
each of them. Mutual adjustment happens at all levels of the tree, but only up and down; no horizontal
inter-branch communication occurs. There is a laborious solution to this problem, which is completely
general, but which must be done by hand: the strut.

A strut is something that has a fixed size, which will hold a component to that fixed size. Put them in the
right places at the right sizes, add glue to get the right alignment of components within the container, and
you have a hand solution to the problem of introducing constraints that hold between separate branches of
the container/component tree. Fairly obviously, you would like to have the strut length ‘programmable’ in
some way, allowing you to say: ‘Make these two struts exactly the same size.’

Grid layout. incorporates the inter-row constraints necessary to lay out a table, but does not fit
comfortably with the model of putting components into containers.

Border layout.

ScrollPanel layout.
We have now seen the main set of layouts. Let’s recall how the Layout managers use them in order to

make one last generalization. The layout manager takes.
·a layout policy
·high level constraints, like window size
·interface components
·low level constraints, like minimum component size
and decides where to put the components in the window. The efficiency of a layout manager is essential:

users do not want to wait for thirty seconds while the layout manager shuffles component positions and sizes
each time they resize a window. Tricks like the one above, using glue to make layout predictable, sometimes
make the layout manager’s task easier, and sometimes harder.

5.d.3 Creating Layout Managers

5.e References

1. Luca Cardelli, UIST
2. Donald Knuth. The TexBook.
3. Jan Tschichold

5.f Exercises

Ex. 1. Using the concepts of §5.c.3, describe in detail the process of laying out a table.
Ex. 2. How would the arrangement of the flow layout container in §5.d.2 change if the window were

made bigger? smaller?
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Ex. 3. Experiment with simple programs to find out the default layout for the orthogonal direction using
Box Layout in Swing. Use another level of container, plus glue, to get the layout you want, instead
of the default.

Ex. 4. Show how to use glue to obtain a right-aligned column using vertical box layout.
Ex. 5. Give one reason why introducing an extra level of containers might make a layout manager’s algo-

rithm less efficient, and give one reason why introducing an extra level of containers might make a
layout manager’s algorithm more efficient.
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Formal Descriptions of User Interfaces

‘Since a complete formalization of the properties of a large system is infeasible, the question is not whether
specifications should focus on some details at the expense of others, but rather which details merit the cost of
formalization.’ [1].

Depending on your prior instructors you have been exposed, more or less, to a mathematical view of
computer science, by which I mean the notion that a program is like a mathematical statement and that an
important goal (sometimes the only worthwhile goal) is to find out whether or not it is correct, with ‘correct’
defined to mean something like ‘computes the correct output for any set of legal inputs’. The definition of
correct is too fuzzy for mathematical reasoning, not to mention translating a program into a mathematical
statement, and so on. So formalization is undertaken, which means tightening up definitions, assumptions and
models to the point at which mathematical reasoning is possible. Unfortunately, as you have probably
observed, the more complete the formalization, the more precise the conclusions, and the fewer systems to
which they apply.

This paradox is, by now, well understood, and all sensible
formalization follows a strategy like the one described in
the above quotation. The quotation divides a system into
two parts: the formalized part, which contains terms and
statements that have tightly formal meanings, and the non-
formalized part, which contains terms and statements that
have the ambiguous character of natural language. But
that’s not enough. Consider, for example, the telephone
system. The formalized part might include data structures
and algorithms inside a switch; the non-formalized part,
analog signals encoding the conversations of system users.
We call it a system because all parts interact, so that there
must be an interaction between the formalized and non-
formalized parts of the system. Indeed, without the
interaction we, as users, would be quite uninterested in the
operation of the formalized part. Thus, there must be
statements that include both formalized terms and non-
formalized ones, statement describing how the parts of the system interact. We can regard this part, call it the
semi-formalized part, as lying between the formalized and the non-formalized parts of the system.

This partitioning of the system is particularly important when trying to write formal descriptions of user
interfaces, where such inherently informal elements as user perceptions must be part of the description. This

Formal

Semi-formal

Non-formal
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chapter is primarily concerned with principals of formal description when formal description per se is not
possible. As such, it also includes a discussion of informal experimentation, the most important methodology
for filling in the holes of formal description.

6.a User Interfaces Are Different

6.a.1 Richness

6.a.2 Robustness

6.b Experimentation

6.b.1 Experimental Progranmming

During your undergraduate education you have been told to avoid experimental programming
• What is it?
• Why should you avoid it?
• Why is it impossible to avoid it?

The plural of anecdote is data: ‘I tried it out three times and it didn’t crash, so it must be correct.’

6.b.2 Experimentation in the User Interface

If you go to a user interface conference, or read a user interface journal, you will find that paper after paper
includes experiments. This occurs because research in human-computer interaction ran into a serious
problem, early in its history.

The problem is complexity: To understand its scope, consider the following thought experiment. Think
about the editor you use for programming, probably vi or emacs or one of their derivatives. This editor has a
very large number of commands. The ideal design methodology is the following.

• Have a complete model of every possible user, and every possible task.The complete models include an
error metric, which tells us, when finite system resources make a perfect design impossible, how to
trade off factors in order to produce a minimally imperfect design.

• Have an algorithm that optimizes, among all design possibilities, to find the one that minimizes the
error metric.

• Run the algorithm.
Except that it doesn’t work this methodology is just fine. We have neither a complete model of the user, nor

of the task. Nor is it likely that we will in the future have such models? We can only create descriptions of the
set of relevant tasks post hoc, after the design is finished.

The space of possible designs is certainly not finite, and we have no idea how to order designs within a
formal system that would allow us to create a design calculus. (The creation of a ‘design calculus’ is a holy
grail of a certain type of cranky architect or artist. The search has been on for millennia, without any obvious
progress. I discourage graduate students from getting involved in the - probably futile - search for one.)

When deductive thought can’t get any further, we (humans) generally fall back on empirical reasoning, the
only other well-understood alternative being superstition. (The dictionary definition of ‘empirical’ is ‘based or
acting on observation or experiment, not on theory; regarding sense-data as valid information; deriving
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knowledge from experience alone’. It comes from the Greek word ‘empeiros’, meaning skilled.) How we
investigate user interfaces empirically?

• Observe humans/users in ‘typical’ situations.
• Then generalize, which amounts to the assumption that other humans will behave similarly in similar

situations. Hume’s problem with generalization [2] amounts to, ‘What does “similar” mean in the
forgoing sentence?’

A Tension in experimentation. The more typical the less generalization is warranted; the less typical the
less sure you are that the results apply to your specific application. Life is short, and product deadlines are even
shorter.

Where experimentation occurs in user interface design and implementation, with suggestions as to how
customary practice economizes.

• During interface design, by rapid prototyping of parts of the design, exposing ‘typical’ users to the
prototype and observing their responses. Thought experiments take place in the mind of the designer.

• During acceptance testing of the interface, exposing ‘typical’ users doing ‘typical’ tasks to the
implemented interface, and observing how well they can do the tasks. ‘Observing’ is done as
comprehensively as possible, because users can exhibit discomfort in many subtle ways. Informal
experiments using whoever is available. It’s important to think in a careful way about what ‘typical’
actually means: there is a principled definition, and it comes from theoretical models of task and user.

• During interface research, in which we use experiments to evolve and elaborate our models of users
and tasks. Before you experiment find out what is already known: don’t reinvent the octagonal wheel.
Much useful research has been done outside computer science: surprise. Read the literature in
psychology, management science, operations research, game theory, etc. This is what it seems, a licence
to indulge yourself in learning more about whatever interests you.

• During interface design and implementation, when you have to deal with things you don’t know, and
which may very well be written down, or if they are written down, it’s in a place you can’t find, or in a
way that you can’t understand. Try talking to your co-workers: 80% of new knowledge in the work
place is provided in conversations with co-workers.

But experimentation is extremely costly in practice. Some ‘rules’ to help you economize
• When thinking and imagining gets you a ‘good enough’ answer, don’t experiment.
• When informal experimentation gets you a ‘good enough’ answer, don’t do formal experiments.
• Simplify and abstract, but not too much.
• ·Know what’s been done by other people.
• Create a hypothesis and test it. The more precise the hypothesis, the more focussed the tests, the less

time you will spend experimenting.

6.b.3 User Interface Toolkits

Java Swing has about 1,300 classes. How bad is this?
• Learn one class per day for five years (roughly 250 working days per year)
• How many new classes are created each year?

The usual response of developers to this problem

Specialize. Know quite well a small number of classes that are enough for almost everything.
• thirty to fifty and even these are not known extensively
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• manageable in the hundred working days you are given to come up to speed
When you need to go beyond what you know you have a problem

• Is there a class that will do exactly what you want?
• Can you get what you want by combining two or three available classes?
• Do you need to build from scratch?
• Is there something different you could want, which would be almost as good and easy to provide?

The problem is you don’t know what’s there outside what you know.
• It’s actually a little more complex
• Core - which you use every day
• Know - you have a general idea what they do
• Heard of - recognise the name
• Go to a co-worker (a friend?), or to the index of your mammoth Java book, or to its table of contents

Methodology.
• Go back and forth between index and contents trying to find the name of a likely class.
• Collect enough material about the class to try using it.
• Go back and forth between your implementation and

• manuals
• tutorials
• examples

until you are satisfied with the result.
The main mode of learning here is experimentation.

• Try a new variation.
• Understand what it does.
• Incorporate the new knowledge into your mental model of the class.
• Repeat until finished.

There are two states in which you can finish the process of experimentation.
• ·t does what I want - fairly consistently - but I’m not sure exactly why.’
• ·I know why it does what it does, and have a pretty good idea how it will behave in other contexts.’

Which is better? Why don’t you achieve it? It always seems that the critical factor is time.

6.b.4 More Efficient Experimentation

If you learn only one thing in this course. Redundancy is ESSENTIAL for effective human cognition; for
practical matters, this is probably the most important way that humans differ from computers.

• Do the same thing in different ways, and understand the differences.
• Form a model in your mind, then reread the documentation, comparing.
• Vary your implementation, predicting what you expect to happen.
• Continue until your predictions are consistently correct.
• Variations should be deliberately chosen to stress your model.

The message here is that building knowledge is a spiral process.
• Incorporate what you know in a model - a hypothesis. A model is essential for designing
• Test the model at its weak points, and find out where it fails.

Start small and build up complexity.
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• Build up complexity using classes you understand very well already.
Do lots of simple things, not a few complex ones.

Build a mental model and elaborate it as your experiment.
• This is the only way to avoid knowing a lot of disconnected facts at the end of the process.
• The model will end up being similar to models you have for other classes.

As you become more confident expand your context and look for consistency.

6.c State Machines: Describing the Behaviour of User Interfaces

6.c.1 Controllable and Observable Interfaces

6.c.2 Metalanguages

It’s extremely useful to be able to give a precise description of what a computer program does, and this applies
to user interfaces even more than it applies to other programs, but the reasons are a little different. The
reasons for making the description matter a lot, because they should determine what type of description is
best, and how to fill out its details. Here a few reasons for wanting to describe the behaviour of user interfaces,
most important first.

To allow a user to find out what will happen when an action is taken. To allow a user to find out why the
interface behaved in an unexpected way.

To allow a writer of documentation and/or tutorial guides to describe the interface as it actually is. (Most
documentation writers are not programmers.)

The most important decision in developing the description of a user interface, is the language in which it is
to be written: here we are using ‘language’ in its dictionary sense - ‘a vocabulary and way of using it ...’ - and
not in any specialized computer science sense. The language will have several properties, listed most
important first.

1. It should be understandable to those who are going to read stuff written - or spoken - in it.
2. It should be precise, describing exactly what the interface does, and be not susceptible to ambiguities of

interpretation.
3. It should be up-to-date, describing the interface as it is right now, not as it was in some earlier version.

Criteria 2 and 3 argue in favour of using the implementation as the description of the behaviour of the
interface. Why? The definition of ‘precise’ is, matching exactly what the implementation does; the
definition of ‘up-to-date’ is, matching what the implementation does right now. Note that an extreme
definition of implementation for an interface written in Java would probably be the set of byte codes
generated by the Java compiler when the interface was last compiled, plus the machine code of the Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) on which the described interface is to be run. Using this description has the virtue
of being resistant to changes in compilers, JVMs and DLLs, which are non-trivial sources of behaviour
changes in the interface.

Obviously this extreme example of description language is not useful: it violates too extremely the first -
and most important - criterion, being understandable. But it does show us something very important about
the nature of description.

There already exists a description of the interface behaviour encoded in a language, albeit a language that is
understandable to almost nobody. In fact even to those who know the language a description of the totality of
the interface is very likely to be impenetrable. That is, a few people understand the language, but even they
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could not understand the description of an interface written in that language. One way of seeing the problem
is thus finding a language into which we can translate an existing description.

It’s pretty obvious that the arcane language in which the description is written was learned at some point by
those who now understand the language: they weren’t born knowing it. They learned it by having its terms
described in a language they already knew: most likely a natural language, like English, enriched by a technical
vocabulary. Furthermore, they learned the technical vocabulary by having it described in another language
they already understood. This shows that the problem of description is normally handled by constructing a
chain of meta-languages, each of which is used to talk about the language it is able to describe, and that the
ultimate meta-language is natural language.

The purpose of this part of the course is, therefore, to create a chain of meta-languages, and the skill to
translate among them. We are interested in this as a general skill, not one that is applied specifically to the
meta-languages used in this course. The reason being that user interfaces require not a single description, but
a family of descriptions, one for each distinct set of description users and adapted to their knowledge and
needs.

Along with this is something very important for implementers. A very small amount of code creates a
button, one lines if you are using a button from a component set, only a hundred or so lines even if you are
building a button from scratch. These lines of code determine a set of behaviours that is often much richer
than the implementer realises, and it’s the full richness of this behaviour that the user experiences. Thus, the
examples in this part of the course are supposed to prompt in implementers automatic attention to the
complexity of behaviour that they are presenting to users of their interfaces. (In fact, one of the best reasons
for forcing implementers to write descriptions of the code they write is that a better interface almost always
has a smaller description. Paying extra attention to design and implementation to as to reduce the description
effort is almost always beneficial to the user.)

The first meta-language we consider is the state machine, which is well-known to implementers, and
surprisingly easy-to-understand for users.

6.c.3 State Machine Descriptions of Interfaces

Describing interface behaviour.
• What the user and computer see,
• Not how the interface is implemented.

We can think of an interface as a black box standing between the user and the computer
• ·input

• from the user
• from the computer

• Output
• to the user
• to the computer

• Internal state
• determines which input is related to which output
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Many interfaces have very simple input/output structures. As an
example let’s consider an interface that consists of a single button.

• Usually it would be the ‘Quit’ button. This is the interface
from which I build all interfaces!

• But it might be the ‘Initiate nuclear strike’ button, which is
more interesting, and critical, as a candidate for a formal
description.

The button has three states
1. Disabled - technicians are still working on the bomb
2. Enabled - button is ready to press
3. On the brink - button is pressed, but you can still change your

mind
Transitions between states are produced by the trigger

• Enabled <==> Disabled: triggered by technicians
• Enabled <==> On the brink: triggered by ‘user’
• On the brink => Disabled: ‘triggered by user’

There might be a special ‘end state’ with a more graphic
description than ‘disabled’.

Now let’s try asking a few simple questions, which a state diagram should help us to answer.
• Is the interface observable?

• Can the user tell which state the interface is in?
• Can the user tell what can be done in the current state?
• And what the consequences are?

• Is the interface controllable?
• Are there routes in the diagram getting the user from one place to another?

We can also ask a few deeper questions.
• Are there any pathologies?

• attractors
• inaccessible states
• dead ends

• What abnormal things might occur?
• ·Revolt of the technicians’.
• User decides to do take holidays.

Now, for some meta-questions
• What is good about this idea?

• Computer scientists understand it, learning transfer.
• Lots of theorems have been proved about it.
• Possible automated development of interfaces.
• Precise enough actually to resolve arguments.
• Can be used for interface components, vi input, Illustrator.
• factoring interfaces
• Can be used to describe interfaces, PBX, telephone banking.

• What’s bad about this idea?

Disabled

Enabled

On the brink
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• Too much work for something that’s obvious.
• Impractical for any real interface.
• Widgets have already automated the construction of interface elements for which it might be

used.
• Where might this technique be useful?

• interfaces that must be bullet proof.
• fragments of interfaces

6.d State Charts

6.e 6.e Production Systems

We want to describe how a special kind of system operates. This system
1. has many affordances, which means it can do some of many things at any time,
2. has lots of state, which is decomposable,
3. does only a little bit (affects only a small part of its state) each time it does something. Doing only a little

bit is the result of being predictable to a relatively unknowledgeable user. This is accomplished by
providing feedback for changes of state that are as small as possible.

4. responds to combinations of internal state and external input,
5. has its actions initiated externally, and
6. changes internal state and acts externally.

1, 2 and 3 mean that the behaviour of the system consists of
• many individual pieces of input provided by the user
• each followed by a specific action

4 means that the user must have a model of the system’s state
• in order to predict its behaviour

5 and 6 mean that the user and the system form a feedback loop.

All taken together imply that the feedback loop has very small granularity, at least from the point-of-view of
the user.

We want the description to take the user’s perspective. That is, this description should describe what the
user does and sees while using the interface. Here’s a generic user thought. ‘If the system is in <state> and I
provide <input>, then I get <output> and the system changes to <new state>.’ Here’s an example.

• <state> is ‘document contains “their” with the insertion point before the “r”.
• <input> is ‘<back space> <right arrow> “e”.
• <output> is ‘one spelling error corrected’, and
• <new state> is ‘document contains “there” with the insertion point after the second “e”.

Note that this is easy for the user to comprehend if the state that changes is very small, which usually means
a small fraction of a complete state.

The description consists of a set of such conditional statements, giving a set of pre-conditions and the action
taken when the pre-conditions are true. It is usually written

• <input>, <state> => <output>, <new state>
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where the typography indicates that this is something we will be able to type on an ASCII keyboard. For the
moment what replaces <...> is ordinary English, but we try to do better below. ‘Try’ is important. We can
do ‘better’, but we can’t do ‘perfect’. How we can’t be perfect shows us some very important ‘in principle’
differences between user interface software and ordinary software.

We will use some shorthand in the form of common notations for things that occur a lot, like events. See
§6.e.3.

6.e.1 Definition of a Production System

A conditional statement of the form
• <input>, <state> => <output>, <new state>

is called a ‘production’. A collection of such statements, describing the behaviour of a system, is called a
‘production system’.

With the conditions and actions suitably formalized a production system is a general model of
computation, which was proved equivalent to a Turing machine by Emil Post. [7] What does ‘suitably
formalized’ mean? Something like, ‘described in a formal language’, and it’s here that serious limitations lie
when we try to use production systems, or any other formal model of computation, for describing user
interfaces. We simply don’t know to formalize such essential statements ‘User takes money’ or ‘Draw button
red’, nor will we ever be able to formalize such things. Production systems were first used to describe the
human brain, then AI systems. [5] [6]

A production is
• a set of conditions, plus
• a set of actions.

Whenever every condition in the set is true, every action in the corresponding set is performed. Here’s how
we write a production.

• <list of conditions> => <list of actions>

All productions with true conditions are executed, the order of execution not being specified. Executing the
actions is called ‘firing’ the production, legacy terminology from the application of production systems as
models for brain processes. (Productions were a candidate for rules executed by neurons in the human brain.
When active, neurons emit electrical signals by a process that neurophysiologists call ‘firing’.)

6.e.2 Fitting a Production System to the User Interface

Earlier in the book (§4.c) we described
an important architectural feature of
user interfaces, the model/view/
controller, which is illustrated to the
right. An important practical aspect of
this architecture is the pairing of the
view and controller, which must inhabit
the same coordinate system, and which
can substantially improve interface
performance by providing short cuts
that need not pass through the model. Thinking about formalization we see that they have another important
property in common: they insulate the model, which is potentially formalizable because it communicates only

User

View

Controller

Model Program
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with computational entities, from the user, who is emphatically not formalizable, certainly not with twenty-
first century technologies, and probably not in principle [2] [8].

Now, you can think of this division as the basis of the three ring model of formalization. We formalize the
model, which is deeply embedded in the formalizable computer. We don’t attempt to formalize the user, who
is deeply embedded in the non-formalizable real-world. We semi-formalize the controller/view, which must
speak in formally in one direction and informally in the other. (Note the use of ‘which’ and ‘who’ in the above
statements.)

Thus, in our formalization we expect to find

In the model. Variables with well-defined values, mathematical descriptions of exactly how and when
variables change their values.

In the user. informal (English) descriptions of what the user sees and does.

In the controller/view. Translation of informal descriptions of user behaviour into formal statements.
These considerations dictate what we expect to find in the conditions and actions of a production, and

what’s needed in order to understand what a production means in practical terms.

6.e.3 Production System Notation

Variables. First, it’s fairly obvious that we provide a formal description of what goes on inside the model.
This consists of primarily of variables that take on values. In formal systems like Larch [4] develop an elaborate
system of types to describe these variables, how values are assigned and modified. It’s possible to use a full-
feature formal system like Larch, but we don’t need it here. We will therefore restrict ourselves to enumerated
variables, which are defined as

• <variable name>{<value>, <value>, ...}

For example: location{inside, outside}, buttonState{pressed, unpressed}.
Here some questions of taste enter, and the following describes my idea of good taste. Bear in mind,

however, that the system works equally well when clothed according to different tastes. We will give each
variable its own private name space of values. This makes assignment easy:

location = inside

means simply that the variable location gets the value location.inside, with no ambiguity. The condition
location == inside

is similarly unambiguous.
However, what about the equivalent definition
inside{true, false}

The assignment inside = true, and the test inside == true work well enough, but we are likely to be
writing the test pretty often if we use a lot of Boolean variables. The formalism tries to encourage the use of
Boolean variables by providing the test inside, which evaluates to true if inside is actually true, and false
otherwise.

Similar short cuts are available for numbers, such as y-coord{0, 1, 2, ..., 1000}, which calls out for range
variables, expressions like <, and operations like +. Wanting to discourage such manipulation we do not
support this set of short cuts.

The model thus has the ability to define variables with names, each variable having an enumerated set of
values taken from a name space that is private to the variable. The set of variable values is the formalized state
of the model, so that each variable must be initialized. We do this by defining an initialization section of the
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production system, where variables value spaces are defined and their initial values assigned, followed by the
productions themselves, which test model state by testing variable values in their conditions, and change
model state by assigning variable values in their actions.

Events. As a user interface the model is doing nothing interesting unless it interacts with the user, which it
typically does through the view/controller. Information can come from the controller alone in the form of an
event, such as a keystroke or a mouse motion. Events occur among the conditions of a production, with a
special notation,

• %<event>, such as %MouseMotion, where % indicates that what follows is the name of an event.
They have a special notation because they have properties that differ from those of variables internal to the
model. The two most important are

• Transience. Values of variables persist unless they are explicitly changed within a production; events
exist only until the next time that the condition(s) in which they occur are evaluated, at which time they
disappear.

• Ambiguity. An event has many possible different referents: in the interface design, in the interface
implementation, in the physical device, in the mind of the user. Which meaning is intended is not clear.
Supposedly we are describing how the user perceives the interface, but the description itself describes
what happens within the implementation.

Events are clearly something that starts in the non-formal part of the description, and are then translated
through the semi-formal part to the formalized part, presumably passing through the controller.

Questions. Attendant on events is information about things like how far the mouse moved, where the tracker
was when the mouse button was pressed, or which key was typed on the keyboard. This information can be
obtained by asking yes/no questions, using the notation

• ?<question>, such as ?Button1Pressed, where ? indicates that what follows is a question.
Note that questions possess both transience and ambiguity, like events. A description can contain questions

that ask about information that is not event-related, but which give information about the semi-formal part of
the description. For example, the contents of a text buffer might not be formalized, but left in the semi-formal
part of the description. In that case questions like ?BufferEmpty would be used to obtain information about it.
In such a case we also need a method for putting characters into the semi-formalized text buffer.

Actions. The construct for doing so is the action, which uses the notation
• !<action>, such as !HighlightButton.

It’s fairly obvious that actions have an effect on future questions, just as assignments to variables have an
effect on future tests of variables. But there’s an important difference. Assignments and tests belong to the
formalized world, where everything is guaranteed to be well-defined; actions and questions, on the other
hand, belong to the semi-formal world, where we define things as well as we can, but where the definition is
incomplete, partly because of ambiguity of reference.

What is ‘meant’ by the defined questions and actions must be described informally, which means in English.
Thus, there must be a definition section which precedes the productions, describing what answers are given

to questions under what conditions, and what happens when actions occur.

Side Effects. Events are things that come from the world outside the model/view/controller. There are also
‘side effects’ which change the world outside the model/view/controller. The world outside the thing being
described may well be other program components; it need not be the outside world. Side effects are written

• side effect>
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Note that side effects will not have formal definitions, but that you will have to define informally what they
do.

Program inputs. List the program/other inputs
• GetIn{>programmedChange, >receiveEnvelope, ...}

Put a program/other input in the list of conditions preceded by >
• >programmedChange

6.e.4 Taste in Writing Effective Production Systems

The definition section
What gets put where
When to be precise, and when not to be
Repainting

6.f Using Productions to Describe UI Components

The examples we discuss and produce in this course create production systems that describe only small parts
of interfaces

• like a single menu or button
Think of how difficult it would be to write a set of productions to describe Microsoft Word.

Thus, things that affect other parts of the interface are subsumed as actions. With the ‘interface fragment’
limitation in place what’s the point of thinking about production systems at all? The answers are:

• methods for describing shallow systems,
• methods for describing systems that are only partially formalizable, and
• demonstrations of the extreme complexity of even very simple user interface components.

6.f.1 Example: A One State Button

A one state button is a button that contains no internal state, but dispatches an action event to a listener when
activated.

Definitions

Events

Mouse{%MouseDown, // mouse button goes down

%MouseUp, // mouse button comes up

%MouseExit, // tracker leaves button

%MouseEnter} // tracker enters button

Controller State

pressed{true, false}=false // true if the mouse button is down

inside{true, false}=false // true if the tracker is inside the

// button

Actions

MouseFocus{!GrabMouseFocus, // all mouse events come here

!ReleaseMouseFocus} // no more mouse events come here

Side Effect

Listener{ActionEvent>}
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Using this set of definitions we will build up the productions bit by bit.
First, as illustrated to the right we would like a production that fires to
produce an action event when the mouse button is released with the
tracker inside the button. Here’s the production.

%MouseUp => ActionEvent>

Note that the mouse event is received only when the tracker is inside
the button, so it’s not necessary to test if the tracker is inside the button or not.

Now suppose the following sequence of actions occurs, as illustrated
at the right.

1. The mouse button is pressed outside the button.
2. The mouse is moved over the button.
3. The mouse button is released.

It seems obvious that the action event should not be generated, but it
will be if only the production above exists. Our intuitive notion is that
we want the action event to be generated when the mouse button is pressed and released while the tracker is
inside the button. Here are two productions that handle this case.

%MouseDown => pressed = true

%MouseUp, pressed => pressed = false, ActionEvent>

Note that the MouseDown event does not arrive in the second sequence because the tracker is outside the
button, and therefore no action event is delivered.

Now let’s consider another sequence of actions, illustrated to the
right.

1. The mouse button is depressed with the tracker inside the but-
ton.

2. The mouse is moved so that the tracker goes outside the
button.

3. The mouse button is released.
4. The mouse button is depressed again with the tracker outside

the button.
5. The mouse moves so that the tracker goes inside the button.
6. The mouse button is released.

For most buttons it is inappropriate that an action event is
generated in response to this sequence of user input, but the set of
productions given above generate an action event. To get rid of that
event there’s something radical needed, capable of differentiating this
sequence from the one where the button is not released and repressed
while the tracker is outside the button, illustrated to the right. Clearly
the only difference between the two sequences is user actions that
occur while the tracker is outside the button, which are, by the basic
construction of the component model, not delivered to the component. A mechanism must be provided by
which some user actions continue to be delivered to the component. The mechanism is mouse focus (§2.g.2).
So consider the following set of productions.

%MouseDown => pressed = true, inside = true, !GrabMouseFocus

%MouseExit => inside = false
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%MouseEnter => inside = true

%MouseUp, pressed, inside => pressed = false, !ReleaseMouseFocus, ActionEvent>

%MouseUp, pressed, NOT inside => pressed = false, !ReleaseMouseFocus

In the first production !GrabMouseFocus means that mouse events will keep coming to this component
regardless of the location of the tracker. It is an action on the semi-formal part of the description because it
determines the immediate context of the formalized part. !ReleaseMouseFocus terminates the event
distribution exception initiated when the mouse focus is grabbed.

The example given here is a little example describing a simple component. Yet it illustrates the three regions
of formalization:

• the formalized part, the behaviour of which is precisely defined by assignments and tests of variables,
• the semi-formal part, the behaviour of which has a definition expressed in natural language, and
• the non-formal world, where no attempt is made to describe the effect of the action event.

It’s also noteworthy that the incremental creation of the production system depends on developing
scenarios of use, an example of the methodology described in §1.f.

6.f.2 Example: A Three-state button

A three state button, as described in §6.c.3, is controlled in two ways. An external mechanism toggles the
component between disabled and enabled states, and when the component is enabled the user toggles the
component between inactive and active states, an action event being generated when the component makes
the transition from the active to the inactive state.

In writing the production system we will put the inside computation in the semi-formal part of the
description, which simplifies the production system. The definition part of the system is

Definitions

Events

Mouse{%MouseDown, // mouse button goes down

%MouseUp, // mouse button comes up

%MouseExit, // tracker leaves button

%MouseEnter} // tracker enters button

Controller State

buttonState{disarmed, inactive, active}=disarmed

pressed{true, false}=false // true if the mouse button is down

Questions

Tracker{?Inside}

Actions

MouseFocus{!GrabMouseFocus, // all mouse events come here

!ReleaseMouseFocus} // no more mouse events come here

Repaint{!DamageAll}

Side Effect

Listener{ActionEvent>}

External Signals

Arming{>Enable, >Disable}

Here’s a pretty good start for a set of productions to go with these definitions. First, two productions to
handle the external signals.

>Enable => buttonState = inactive, !DamageAll

>Disable => buttonState = disabled, !DamageAll
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!DamageAll reminds us that the appearance of the component changes when these productions are
executed. Three basic productions handle user actions with the mouse.

%MouseDown, buttonState == inactive => buttonState = active, !DamageAll,

!GrabMouseFocus

%MouseUp, buttonState == active, ?Inside => buttonState = inactive,

!DamageAll, !ReleaseMouseFocus, ActionEvent>

%MouseUp, buttonState == active, NOT ?Inside => buttonState = inactive,

!DamageAll, !ReleaseMouseFocus

This looks pretty good, along the lines of the system for the one state button, but there are some loose ends,
which we discover by considering possible scenarios. For example, if the mouse button is pressed on an
enabled button, the state becomes active, and the presentation of the active state presumably tells the user that
something will happen when the mouse button is released. But if the tracker moves outside the component
that thing will no longer happen, so an inactive presentation is appropriate. Let’s invent a new state quasi-
active, which has the same presentation as the inactive state, and use two productions to handle tracker
movements.

%MouseExit, buttonState == active => buttonState = quasi-active, !DamageAll

%MouseEnter, buttonState == quasi-active => buttonState = active, !DamageAll

The extra state simplifies handling of the MouseUp events.
%MouseUp, buttonState == active => buttonState = inactive,

!DamageAll, !ReleaseMouseFocus, ActionEvent>

%MouseUp, buttonState == quasi-active => buttonState = inactive,

!DamageAll, !ReleaseMouseFocus

There are two other scenarios we should consider, which involve unusual intermingling of pressed and
enabling. The first is the following.

1. The mouse button is pressed over a disabled component.
2. The component is enabled.
3. The mouse button is released over the enabled component.

Should the action event be fired or not? Let’s see what happens to the component, as defined.
1. When the button is pressed nothing happens. The button state is and remains disabled.
2. When the component is enabled the state changes to inactive.
3. When the mouse button is released, nothing happens. The button state is, and remains, inactive.

A further press/release on the mouse button does, at this point, release the action event. But whether or not
this is the correct behaviour depends on the circumstances.

The second scenario is closely related.
1. The mouse button is pressed over an enabled component.
2. The component is disabled.
3. The mouse button is released over the disabled component.

Again, let’s see what happens according to the production system we have written.
1. The component state changes to active.
2. The component state changes to disabled.
3. When the mouse button is released nothing happens.

Even if this is the desired result, which is appropriate if the program should take precedence over the user,
and which is inappropriate otherwise, there is still a problem with the mouse focus. Please see Ex. 18 at the
end of the chapter.
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6.f.3 Example: A Text Field

A text field is an ordinary piece of text that can be editted. Suppose there is no mouse. Then the following
operations are defined: typing an ordinary key inserts a character at the insertion point; typing backspace (BS)
deletes the character to the right of the insertion point; typing undo (UD) undoes the previous insertion or
deletion;, and typing a trigger key, such as Return or Enter, cause the entire contents of the text field to be
delivered to whatever component is listening.

We start by making a set of productions that roughly describes this behaviour
Definitions

Events

Input{%KeyPress}

Controller state

Last{inserted, deleted, other}=other

Actions

Editing{!ZeroBuffer, !InsertChar}

InsertionPoint{!IncrementIP, !DecrementIP}

Queries

KeyStrokes{?BackspaceKey, ?UndoKey, ?TriggerKey, ?OtherKey}

Side Effect

Listener{DeliverText>}

Productions

%KeyPress, ?OtherKey => !InsertChar, !IncrementIP, Last = inserted

%KeyPress, ?BackspaceKey => !DecrementIP, Last = deleted

%KeyPress, ?UndoKey, Last == deleted => !IncrementIP, Last = other

%KeyPress, ?UndoKey, Last == inserted => !DecrementIP, Last = other

%KeyPress, ?TriggerKey => DeliverText>, !ZeroBuffer, Last = other

Here it seems that all the action is in the semi-formal part. Presumably the purpose of a description like the
one given here is, to show the relationship between events and buffer control operations.

In order to give these productions enough content that they can be either correct or incorrect we need to
give careful descriptions to the actions. Here’s the sort of thing that has to be part of the definition section.

• !ZeroBuffer - Remove all characters from the buffer. Make the insertion point be at the first character
location in the buffer.

• !InsertChar - Insert the character at the insertion point. (Note that ‘the character’ is a typical example of
why we make this semi-formal. We assume that anybody reading knows full well which character is
meant: the one just typed, of course. However, to express this formally it would take a formalism much
stronger than what’s worth introducing in a user interface course.)

• !IncrementIP - Assuming that the text buffer is infinite, move the insertion point one character position
to the right.

• !DecrementIP - If the insertion point is not at the first character position in the buffer, move it one
character to the left; if it is at the first character position in the buffer, do nothing.

This is a pretty simple text field, and one without much capability. Let’s add to it right and left arrow keys,
about which we obtain information using the questions ?LeftArrowKey and ?RightArrowKey. What’s
important is, to think of the additional editing capability they provide. We’ll start by taking into account being
able to put the insertion point into the middle of the buffer with text on either side of it. We can handle them
by the two productions

%KeyPress, ?LeftArrowKey => !DecrementIP, Last = other
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%KeyPress, ?RightArrowKey => !IncrementIP, Last = other

Note that the careful definitions we gave for !DecrementIP and !IncrementIP handle the ends of buffers. But
!InsertChar and !DeleteCharLeft need something added to their definitions to deal with the case when there
are characters to the right of the insertion point.

• Deleting is the easier case. All characters at and to the right of the insertion point need to be moved one
position to the left to close up the space occupied by the deleted character.

• Inserting into an infinite buffer is equally easy. All characters at and to the right of the insertion point
must be moved one position to the right to open up the space into which the new character will be
inserted.

• Inserting into a finite buffer provides problems. What should happen when the current buffer is exactly
full. Then there’s no space for the last character to move to the right. What should be done? See Ex. 27.

Arrow keys make possible a qualitatively new behaviour in the text field: a selection range, which is a
continuous range of characters all selected together. Typing backspace or delete removes them all at once;
typing another letter replaces the complete collection of selected letters by that single letter. Range selection is
most commonly done with the mouse, but typing an arrow key with a suitable modifier key held down also
creates range selections.

Before doing anything else we need to think how to represent point and range selections. This is a matter
that occurs when we design, when we implement, when we describe and when we teach the user, so a
description mechanism that forces implementers to think carefully about how to do it helps many other tasks
at the same time. There are two obvious ways to think about selection. The first is explicit, and contains the
following components:

• a state variable: Selection{point, range}=point;
• an insertion point with actions like !IncrementIP, !DeleteLeftFromIP, !InsertAtIP, and so on; and
• a range determined by Start and End positions, with actions like !IncrementEnd, !DecrementStart,

and so on.
In a notation like this one productions that create and modify range selection look like
%KeyStroke, ?RightArrow,Key, ?Shifted, Selection == point =>

!DecrementStart, !DecrementPoint, Selection = range

%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, NOT ?Shifted, Selection == range =>

!DecrementPoint, !DecrementStart, !EndToPoint, Selection = range

In these productions a very important principle is revealed. The representation is over determined, with the
consequence that every production must maintain some constraints. The constraints maintained here, which
are not unique, are the following.

• When there is a point selection the start and end of the range selection are both kept the same as the
insertion point. This makes the shift from the point to range selection (the first production) easy.

• When there is a range selection the insertion point is kept with the start or the end of the range
selection, depending on which way the range selection is being extended. This makes the shift from
range to point selection (the second production) easy. !EndToPoint sets the range end to the current
location of the insertion point.

There are also going to be productions that manipulate the selected range, such as the following.
%KeyStroke, ?OtherKey, Selection == range =>

!DeleteRange, !PointToStart, !InsertChar, !IncrementPoint,

!StartToPoint, !EndToPoint, Selection = point
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The sequence of things going on in this production is obviously too much, but it’s not too bad a place to
start. It expands into many things that are simple to define. It’s normal to start like this, then discover that the
same combinations occur repeatedly in different productions. They can then be packaged together, making
the productions more compact at the cost of making the definitions more complex. It’s an important matter of
taste to trade off definition complexity against production complexity in a way that makes your description
easy for its user to understand.

There’s also an implicit way of handling range selection. We recognize that it may exist by noticing that the
explicit representation is over determined.

• It is possible to tell whether there is a point or range selection merely by testing whether the start and
end of the selection are the same or not. Thus, the variable Selection can be replaced by a query ?Point.

• The insertion point is always the same as either the start of the selection or the end of the selection.
Thus, all manipulation of the insertion point can be replaced by a single variable IPatStart{true, false}.

Let’s now write a second set of definitions and productions, which will include the behaviour of the text
field in the presence of arrow key input, and using the implicit representation for handling range versus point
selection.

Definitions

Events

Input{%KeyPress}

Controller state

IPatStart{true, false}=true

Actions

Editing{!ZeroBuffer, !InsertChar}

Selection{!EndtoStart, !StarttoEnd, !IncrementStart, !DecrementStart,

!IncrementEnd, !DecrementEnd}

Queries

KeyStrokes{?BackspaceKey, ?RightArrowKey, ?LeftArrowKey,

?TriggerKey, ?OtherKey}

RangeSelection{?Point

Modifier{?Shift}

Side Effect

Listener{DeliverText>}

Productions

%KeyStroke, ?TriggerKey =>

DeliverText>, !ZeroBuffer

%KeyStroke, ?OtherKey, ?Point =>

!InsertChar, !IncrementStart, !IncrementEnd

%KeyStroke, ?OtherKey, NOT ?Point =>

!DeleteRange, !InsertChar, !IncrementStart, !EndtoStart

%KeyStroke, ?BackspaceKey, ?Point =>

!DeleteCharLeft, !DecrementEnd, !DecrementStart

%KeyStroke, ?BackspaceKey, NOT ?Point =>

!DeleteRange, !EndtoStart

%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, NOT ?Shift, ?Point =>

!IncrementStart, !EndtoStart

%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, ?Shift, ?Point =>

!IncrementEnd, IPatStart = false
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%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, NOT ?Shift, NOT ?Point, IPatStart =>

!IncrementStart, !EndtoStart

%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, NOT ?Shift, NOT ?Point, NOT IPatStart =>

!IncrementEnd, !StarttoEnd

%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, ?Shift, NOT ?Point, IPatStart =>

!IncrementStart

%KeyStroke, ?RightArrowKey, ?Shift, NOT ?Point, NOT IPatStart =>

!IncrementEnd

%KeyStroke, ?LeftArrowKey, NOT ?Shift, ?Point =>

!DecrementStart, !EndtoStart

%KeyStroke, ?LeftArrowKey, ?Shift, ?Point =>

!DecrementStart, IPatStart = true

%KeyStroke, ?LeftArrowKey, NOT ?Shift, NOT ?Point, IPatStart =>

!DecrementStart, !EndtoStart

%KeyStroke, ?LeftArrowKey, NOT ?Shift, NOT ?Point, NOT IPatStart =>

!DecrementEnd, !StarttoEnd

%KeyStroke, ?LeftArrowKey, ?Shift, NOT ?Point, IPatStart =>

!DecrementStart

%KeyStroke, ?LeftArrowKey, ?Shift, NOT ?Point, NOT IPatStart =>

!DecrementEnd

To be sure there are a lot of productions to handle the arrow keys. But there is enough pattern in them that
it’s not too hard to understand what they are doing, and it’s only tedious to generate them. However, what
you see above is a pretty clear sign that a formalism is being used beyond its useful range. What are the
symptoms?

• The productions are not easy to understand until you see the pattern.
• You probably can’t hold all the details of what the actions mean in your head, and have to refer back to

the descriptions you have written while doing the exercises.
• It’s not obvious that the productions are correct.
• It’s quite possible that there is a natural language description which is easier to understand, and no less

precise.
For the remainder of the section we consider the mouse, which also provides a method for making range

selections and setting the insertion point. In doing so we ignore the behaviour of the arrow keys, the
behaviour of which is, if properly implemented, orthogonal to the behaviour the mouse. To the extent that it
is, arrow key definitions and productions are unchanged by the introduction of mouse selection. With the
mouse we get the following extra behaviours.

• Clicking the mouse can set the insertion point.
• Dragging the mouse can create a selected range.

Here’s the way that we’ll handle these mouse selection procedures. There are more possible input events
Events

Input{%KeyPress, %MouseDown, %MouseUp, %MouseMotion}

There is some additional controller state to let us know when the mouse is being dragged
Controller State

MouseDragging{true, false}=false

There are additional actions that describe selection by the mouse
Actions

MouseSelection{!SetStart, !SetEnd}
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The general idea of these actions is pretty obvious, but there are a lot of details, such as the following.
• The mouse event provides the (x, y) coordinates of the tracker in the coordinate frame of the

component.
• A to-be-specified-in-detail algorithm identifies a character position that is ‘closest’ to the tracker

position. Note that this calculation requires the letter positions in the presentation of the buffer
contents, in the coordinate frame of the component. This information is available only in the view.

• The start and end positions of the range are not necessarily ordered, which they were when using the
arrow keys. There are several choices, all equivalent: introduce an !OrderRange action; implicitly order
the range whenever !SetStart or !SetEnd occur; change the definition of a range so that its ends need
not be ordered.

Then there are mouse selection productions. Here are the basic skeletons. Note that using our implicit
notation it’s not necessary to determine explicitly whether or not there is a point selection. If the mouse
button is released in the same letter where it was pressed we get the

Productions

%MouseDown => !SetStart, Dragging=true

%MouseMotion, Dragging => !SetEnd

%MouseUp, Dragging => !SetEnd, Dragging = false

The text field we have examined in this section is pretty simple, with about as much functionality as the area
where you type URLs in a web browser, or the area where you type your credit card number in an e-
commerce site. Yet our attempt to provide a precise description of its operation has severely overtaxed the
expressive capability of our production system, or alternatively it has overtaxed our ability to write natural
language descriptions that adequately and understandably handle all the details.

• Possibly a more heavy duty formal system would do the job better. But a few hours with a formal
system like Larch [4] should convince the reader that the complexity reappears in another form.

• Possibly there are ways of expressing these properties in English that are an order of magnitude more
concise and understandable than I have achieved here. If so, the exercises at the end of the chapter give
the reader ample opportunity to practise and demonstrate.

I am personally inclined to a more pessimistic view: the description is complex because the properties of the
text field are complex, and the complexity is bad because users encounter it, and not often enough to learn
about it. There are only two ways that this complexity can disappear.

• Brand new user interface paradigms will make simple what is at present complex.
• Common patterns of complexity will occur in many contexts encountered by users, so that the

complexity is abstracted away into common assumptions made without conscious thought by all users,
designers and implementers.

Finding the right way out of this jungle is left as an exercise for the reader.

6.f.4 Recapitulation

The examples developed in the last few sections show that even very simple components require production
systems of unpleasant complexity if they are to be described with any precision. Were this a property of formal
description the result would be nugatory. Unfortunately, the problem lies deeper: all the properties we work so
hard to fix one way or another in the production systems are properties of the components we implement.
The implementations we create have specific actions in every one of these cases, even if the only action is to
dump core! Our users must develop ways of understanding and coping with both the general outlines and the
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details of the interfaces we create. All too often the details are accidents of implementation: they turned out
the way they did because they are by-products of the natural implementation method. ‘Natural’ is not
automatically bad, but it definitely implies ‘without thought’. The gods of user interface implementation, to
be sure, do the right thing without having to think; the rest of us have to think long and carefully. Fortunately,
what we have learned about learning (§4.h) showed us that the way to be a god of user interface
implementation is, to have the patience carefully to think what our implementations do in every detail. By
doing so, the mental operations involved in getting the details right eventually become a mental operation that
is performed without explicitly doing it, which is how we get the right result ‘naturally’.
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6.h Exercises

Ex. 1. As mentioned above (§6.b) the plural of anecdote is not data, which suggests that data is the plural
of something. What is the singular of data? Explain.

Ex. 2. How does a model of the user differ from a model of the task the user is doing? How are the two
models related?

Ex. 3. What’s the difference between an index and a table of contents? How is each used? ‘Used’ tells you
that there is an important user interface angle to this question. What is it?

Ex. 4. Put labels on the transitions in §6.c.3. A little ‘gallows humour’ would not go amiss.
Ex. 5. Why is the state decomposable? Think about modelessness.
Ex. 6. Most mouse-driven text fields include extend selection operations accessed by holding down the

shift or control key while clicking the mouse. Add productions to permit extend selection: remem-
ber to handle the case where shift-clicking occurs in the middle of an existing range.

Ex. 7. In §6.e.3 events are described as being ambiguous. Describe in detail five possible descriptions of a
user double-clicking a mouse button. Give two examples where differences in interpretation can
make the interface seem ambiguous to the user.

Ex. 8. In §6.e.3 the ambiguity of events seems to make the interface description weaker than it actually is.
What implicit assumption about ambiguity provides the glue that holds the description together.

Ex. 9. Referring to the one state button (§6.f.1) careless implementations sometimes allow the following
• The program is started.
• The mouse button is pressed outside the component.
• The mouse is moved so that the tracker is inside the component.
• The mouse button is released.
• An action event is generated.
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What has gone wrong? What part of the production system forbids this? How?
Ex. 10. Referring to the one state button (§6.f.1), consider the following sequence of actions:

• The mouse button is pressed with the tracker inside the button.
• The mouse moves the tracker outside the button.
• The mouse moves the tracker back inside the button.
• The mouse button is released.

Should an action event be generated? Which sets of productions in §6.f.1 generate an action event?
Ex. 11. Using the second set of productions in §6.f.1 show that for the third illustration an action event will

be generated.
Ex. 12. It is common for a one-state button to provide some feedback to the user. The concept is that, from

the user’s point of view, that action that releases the action event has two parts, pressing the mouse
button and then releasing it. The feedback then shows that the action is partly complete, and takes
the form of highlighting the button. Rewrite the production system of §6.f.1 to include highlight-
ing of the button.

Ex. 13. Repainting was described in §6.e.4 as a matter of taste. You did the production system one way in
Ex. 12. Redo it the other way.

Ex. 14. The production system in §6.f.1 uses explicit %MouseEnter and %MouseExit events and explicitly
keeps track of where the tracker is. This part of its function could be deferred to the semi-formal
part using a question like ?TrackerInside. Rewrite the entire system, including the definitions, using
this approach.

Ex. 15. Another approach to getting the tracker position, varying in the opposite direction from Ex. 14,
formalizes the tracker position, by defining questions like ?MouseX. Describe in detail what you
would have to do in order to evaluate what you require within the formalized part of the system.
Why is this almost always a bad idea? Give an exception.

Ex. 16. In the three-state button (§6.f.2) when the productions are written several additions are made.
Rewrite the definitions to be correct with the final productions given.

Ex. 17. For the first of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) change the production sys-
tem so that the action event is released with the mouse button release. Make certain that your solu-
tion does not release an event if the tracker is not inside the component at the moment when it is
enabled.

Ex. 18. For the second of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) change the production
system so that the mouse focus is not retained. Think carefully exactly when is the right time to
release the mouse focus.

Ex. 19. For the second of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) change the production
system so that the action event is released with the mouse button release. Make certain that your
productions work appropriately when the tracker goes in and out of the component. Be prepared to
explain your design choices in terms of assumptions you have made about the user’s task.

Ex. 20. In both of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) the designer (and implementer)
must choose whether an action event should be generated or not. There are four possible design
choices. What are they? Give a context in which each of the four choices would be appropriate.

Ex. 21. At the beginning of §6.f.3, !IncrementIP is defined assuming the text buffer has infinite capacity.
Make whatever changes are needed in the first set of definitions to describe adequately the behav-
iour of a finite text buffer.
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Ex. 22. At the beginning of §6.f.3, it would be possible to define two questions, ?IPatBeginning and ?IPat-
End, and use them to simplify the definitions of !IncrementIP and !DecrementIP for the case of a
finite buffer (Ex. 21). Write a complete production system using these questions, making certain
that you provide a consistent set of definitions.

Ex. 23. At the beginning of §6.f.3, it would be possible to collapse !IncrementIP and !DecrementIP into a
single action !PositionIP. Give a careful description of what !PositionIP does for the finite buffer
case.

Ex. 24. In §6.f.3, when arrow keys were introduced the undo capability was turned off when they
occurred. Suppose you wanted to be able to undo the last insertion point movement by an arrow
key. Change the production system to give that result.

Ex. 25. Compared to Ex. 24, the undo capability might want to ignore insertion point movement, and
undo the previous insertion or deletion. Change the production system so that it does so.

Ex. 26. Give two examples of tasks for which the behaviour described in the previous exercises is appropri-
ate: one example for Ex. 24, one example for Ex. 25.

Ex. 27. When inserting into the middle of a full buffer (§6.f.3) there are two possibilities:
• disable further insertion, or
• silently drop the character furthest to the right.

For each of these give an example of a task where the behaviour is appropriate, and state how you
would give feedback to users, letting them know what is going on, and why.

Ex. 28. The inclusion of arrow keys in the text buffer (§6.f.3) make the inclusion of delete key functionality
useful. While not universal, the most common convention is that the delete key deletes the charac-
ter to the right of the insertion point. Include delete key functionality in the production system,
including careful definitions of each action.

Ex. 29. Using what is called the explicit representation write a complete set of productions manipulating
insertion point and selection range using shifted and unshifted arrow keys.

Ex. 30. In the second set of production in §6.f.3, the test for point selection seems to be done over and over
again. Write definitions and productions that handle point and range selection together. Produce
careful descriptions of what each of your actions do.

Ex. 31. When discussing mouse selection in §6.f.3, the pious hope is expressed that arrow key range selec-
tion and mouse range selection are orthogonal. For the most part they are, but not completely.
Describe one problem that you face when intermingling mouse and arrow key range selection;
describe how it would be necessary to change productions to handle it; explain why you think the
induced behaviour will seem natural to the user.

Ex. 32. None of the productions systems sketched in §6.f.3 pay any attention to changes in the appearance
of the component, even though they are essential for the user’s task. Devise a suitable set of presen-
tations, and explain in detail what you would add to the production systems in order to specify what
changes occur and when.

Ex. 33. The mouse definitions and productions in §6.f.3 fail to allow for the effects illustrated in §6.f.1,
which occur when the mouse leaves the component temporarily or permanently. Extend the mouse
definitions and productions to include these prop[erties. Pay particular attention to how the end
point of the selection varies when the mouse is moved outside the component. Explain why a user
will find your solution to be natural.
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Chapter 7
Interfaces Built Using Scripting Languages

Here’s a very common type of problem. An application has evolved in the following way
1. Started out life as a big Fortran code compluting fluid dynamics in the 1960s.

• computed overnight
• users looked at numbers on fan-fold paper.

2. Incorporated static computer graphics in the 1980s.
• And the interface evolved. Now users give parameters on the command line of the program.

3. Animated the computer graphics in the 1990s.
• and the output came closer and closer to ‘real-time’.
• And the interface evolved. Now users type at the interface while the program is computing and it

will change parameters inside the animation. This says that the program has been split into at
least two processes, a UI process and a computation process.

Now the owners want a ‘graphical user interface’. (They actually ask for ‘something like Windows’.) They
want users to be able to give command with menus, to create windows with summaries, to drag things
around in the animation, and all that type of stuff.

This is actually the most common type of user interface project, possibly not in terms of programmer
hours, but certainly in terms of numbers of interfaces developed. It’s the sort of interface development task
you are most likely to meet. How are such interfaces developed?

UI architectures  and implementation methods we’ve seen so far
1. Event loop style

• interface and application mixed together everywhere
• roll everything yourself
• have lots of control, perhaps too much control

2. Component style
• interface and application different classes within a single program
• interface constructed from components
• components infinitely plastic (malleable)

And a third tne we’ve not yet seen
3. Scripting style

• to make a cheap and dirty interface quickly
• interface and application are separate programs
• interface constructed from components
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This chapter discusses how to build such an interface, using Python.as a typical example of such an
implementation environment. Scripting interfaces share with Component interfaces heavy use of the direct
manipulation interaction style, which is described in detail in Chapter 8.

7.a Scripting Languages

You’ve used (heard of ) quite a few of them
• sh
• perl
• tcl
• python

The idea is that they allow you to combine separate, existing programs into something useful quickly. For
example, The Unix program

find . -name “xxx” -print

which has been packaged as a single command, could easily be
du -a . | awk ‘{print $2}’ | grep “xxx”

which has several benefits
• reducing the number of commands that a user has to know,
• making certain that the command will function well as a building block for other uses, and
• building the user’s ability easily to put together progams using scripts.

In this course we will use Python to build scripting interfaces. Why?
• It’s the latest, greatest thing, an object-oriented scripting language.
• It has a collection of classes that do all the usual UI construction stuff.
• For most values of you, you haven’t seen it yet, and lots of people think it’s cool.

7.b Interface Toolkits for Scripting

7.c Gluing Together Interface and Application

7.d References and Further Reading

7.e Exercises

Ex. 1. As the program at the beginning of the chapter evolved animated computer graphics brought the
interface closer to ‘real-time’. Describe exactly, from the user’s point of view, what this means.

Ex. 2. What does the shell script
tr “ “ “012” | sort | uniq | diff /lib/dictionary | sed ‘/^> /d’

do?
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Direct Manipulation Interfaces

Direct manipulation interaction techniques are one of the most important innovations of GUIs. Direct
manipulation tries to make affordances in the interface as like affordances for analogous actions in the real
world. The canonical example is discarding something: in the real world we do so by picking up the object and
placing it in a special place, the waste basket, from which it later disappears, never to be seen again. The
analogous direct manipulation interaction is: grab a representation of the object with the mouse, and move it
to a special place, the waste basket, from which it disappears. Notice that this example has two components:

• the analogy, including appropriate presentations of interface objects, and
• the implementation, which requires a more comprehensive model of interface geometry than the one

developed in Chapter 2.
This chapter first describes a few aspects of the analogies required for direct manipulation interaction, then
comprehensively develops a mathematical framework in which the geometric aspects of direct manipulation
are easy to implement.

8.a Principles of Direct Manipulation

8.a.1 Analogies

Analogies can be very complex: in their generalized form, the metaphor, they provide the basis for much of
the power of literature and art, not to mention their role in supporting user interface design. Here we are
interested in something more limited: how to design and implement implementations of direct manipulation
interaction, where we are happy to have a less general view of analogy, but would like it to have some formal
power.

At is most formal and restricted analogy is the basis for the mathematical concept of isomorphism, which is
a relationship between two mathematical structures. Loosely speaking, an isomorphism creates a mapping
between the two structures. The mapping takes each component of one structure into a corresponding
component of the other. All true statements about one of the structures remain true when their terms are
mapped by the isomorphism into terms of the other structure. The core of this idea is attractive, but it must be
loosened a bit: isomorphism can exist only when the structures between which the mapping occurs have
adequately formal descriptions, something that is lacking when we discuss user interfaces. On the other hand
our goal is not to prove theorems, but ‘only’ to understand why particular designs to work and how to
generalize the knowledge to other designs that also work. Thus, we will use an argument technique similar to
that which underpins analysis of isomorphisms:

• identify components of the description of the real-world action,
• identify corresponding components of the direct manipulation action, and
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• try to create a more generalized description of each pair of corresponding components.
We hope that the generalized description is closer to the paradigm of which the interaction of interest. This
enables us to make a collection of paradigms, from which the general principles of direct manipulation can
be deduced.

To see this methodology in action let’s consider once again the canonical example of direct manipulation,
discarding a document, using the correspondences in the table. The real world and DM interface columns
should be self-explanatory; the common language column is more interesting. It reduces the direct
manipulation task to its essentials

·a location with a special meaning, the object to be discarded,
·a second location with a special meaning, the discarding location, and
·the movement of whatever is at the first location to the second location.:

That’s all there is to it, except that the locations must be marked in some way. Otherwise the user would
have no idea that they were special. They are marked by a graphical presentation, which is at the location, in
fact, defining the boundaries of the location. The usual way to mark a location is to place an icon there, an
icon being a small picture with three important properties:

• a location,
• a visible boundary, and
• enough visual information that the user can make a precise identification.

From the user’s point of view the task is simple.
• Locate the icon representing the object on which to operate.
• Locate the icon representing the location where the operation takes place.
• Use the pointing device to drag the object icon to the operation location.

The demands on the user are thus pretty straightforward, with icon recognition and acquisition being most
critical. The demands on the implementer are the design and creation of suitable icons, computing which icon
the user is acquiring, and real-time movement of the icon as it is moved by the user.

8.a.2 Scope of Direct Manipulation

Such interfaces are usually best when there are lots of special locations. Programs that manipulate
geometry are the obvious candidates. Every location is special, meaning ‘located at the corresponding point in
the drawing being created’.In fact, geometry manipulation programs often want different interpretations for a
single location

Real World Common language DM Interface

Object to be discarded Grammatical object Icon of object to be discarded

Move hand to object Move to object location Move pointer to object

Pick up object in hand Acquire object Click to acquire object

Waste basket Waste basket location Waste basket icon

Move to waste basket Move to waste basket location Drag to waste basket icon

Release object from hand Release object Release button to discard it
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• ‘Select what’s here.’
• ‘Move whatever’s selected to here.’
• ‘Make here the centre of rotation.’
• And so on.

Modes are used to create separate contexts that disambiguate the meanings.

8.a.3 The simplest direct manipulation interface

Locations on the screen have special functionality associated with them. That is, if I put something in a special
place a specific set of actions are performed on it.

• the special locations are usually indicated by little drawings, called icons
• e.g. waste basket.

For example, in my house when I put something in the waste basket, which is just a special volume in my
house,

• it stays there undisturbed until the cleaning lady next comes;
• it then goes into a garbage bag where it sits until the next garbage day;
• it is then removed by truck, provided I got up in time.

The relevant abstraction is
• Move something

• usually indicated by an icon
• To a special location, indicated by another icon.
• The special functionality is applied to it

• if appropriate

8.a.4 Icons

8.a.5 Drawings

8.b Geometry for Direct Manipulation

In a direct manipulation interface the user interacts directly with items on the screen, explicitly geometric
items like lines and circles, or implicitly geometric items like files by way of icons which have explicit
geometric properties. To do these operations the user interface implementer must have a geometric model
that easily supports two operations.

• Selecting. The user puts the pointing device somewhere on the display surface, intending to select an
item that is drawn there. When this occurs the interface code receives a location (x, y) and must
calculate which item in the interface to select: the test done is an ‘inside’ test against the region of space
occupied by the item.

• Drawing. The user moves the pointing device across the display surface providing new (x, y) locations
to which the selected item(s) should be moved. When this occurs the interface code receives new
locations and must redraw the item in these locations.

For example, consider the most-cited direct manipulation action, dragging a document to the trash. The
user presses the mouse button when the pointer is inside the document icon which is redrawn in its selected
appearance, drags the pointer toward the trash icon the document icon moving with the pointer, gets the
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pointer inside the trash icon which is redrawn in its selected state, and releases the mouse button, after
which the trash icon is redrawn in its unselected state and the document icon removed from the screen. Two
selections occur, each requiring an inside test on an icon; many redrawings occur each putting an icon in a
new position or presentation.

The two interface architectures we have seen, Xlib and component, each provide procedures for doing these
operations. The Xlib architecture allows the interface implementer to create items that consist of collections of
its graphics primitives. A sequence of Xlib drawing commands draws such an item; the disjunction of inside
tests for each constituent primitive tests whether a point is inside the item.

You solved both these problems in assignment 1 using basic geometry, and it was possible because the
drawing model was simple: rectangles aligned with the axes, ellipses aligned with the axes, etc. When we did
so we remarked that the base window system (BWS) would do something for us, which was very important.

We draw into a window, without knowing where on the screen the window is. To do so we give (x, y)
coordinates with respect to the window and the base window system uses the origin of the window to
calculate which pixels in the frame buffer should be altered. The algorithm it uses is

frameBufferPoint = givenPoint + windowOrigin,

where these are understood to be two-dimensional points, with addition and equality being coordinate by
coordinate addition and equality meaning that all coordinates are the same.

Similarly, when the mouse was clicked, the coordinates were packaged in an event that gave (x, y) with
respect to the origin of the window, with the BWS using the calculation

eventCoordinates = frameBufferCoordinates - windowOrigin.

Once the coordinates of the mouse click with respect to the window are known, the interface
implementation compares them against each item that has been drawn in the window, doing a test to see if (x,
y) is inside the item. For simple items - rectangles aligned along the coordinate axes, ellipses similarly aligned,
and so on - high school geometry supplies the calculation needed. Polygons are harder, but reference to an
elementary computational geometry book will supply an algorithm. But, when providing new icons for
manipulation or introducing new graphical primitives into a drawing program, doing ad hoc geometry
calculations should not be an option. Doing geometry in homogeneous coordinates, as described in this
section, is a better solution.

Component-based interface frameworks, like Java AWT, provide more help for the simple problems, but are
even less flexible. In such interfaces almost every item in the interface is a component, often nested inside a
collection of containers. The BWS takes care of the multiple origin calculation associated with container
nesting, doing its own inside test on each layer. The event is finally delivered depending on the results of these
calculations, which are not the responsibility of the implementer. But remember that Java components are all
simple in shape, rectangles aligned with coordinate axes, and if you want to manipulate more complex objects,
or even if you want to do something as simple as rotating a component, you must construct the presentation
itself, by drawing on a canvas, which is required to be rectangular, using methods of the Graphics class. BWS
event distribution goes only as far as the canvas, and to impute mouse events to a particular object your
software has drawn it’s necessary to perform the same inside calculation that is done with Xlib.

The remainder of this section describes a formalism for doing geometry, which works for arbitrarily
complex graphic objects. It can be used equally well for selecting and drawing icons as it can for making an
interface that allows users to construct two-dimensional drawings. It’s the underpinning of programs like
Adobe Illustrator, and extended to three dimensions it’s the basis for all three-dimensional modelling and
animation software.
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8.b.1 Affine Geometry: Points and Vectors
When you did your linear algebra courses you learned how to do a variety of calculations on objects like (x,

y): adding, subtracting, scaling, rotating, and so on. What you probably didn’t notice is that there are actually
two different things described by (x, y).

• A point in space, where x is its displacement along the x-axis from the origin and y is its displacement
along the y-axis from the origin.

• A vector between two points, where x is the difference between the points measured along the x-axis,
and y the difference between the points measured along the y-axis.

Points and vectors differ in one very
important way. When you change the origin
the (x, y) values of a point change, and the (x,
y) values of a vector do not change. The
difference between point and vector is
analogous to the difference between address
and offset when accessing memory. In the
diagram to the right

offset = addr2 - addr1;

and in a notation that emphasizes the
multiple component nature of points and
vectors

,

where the bold sans-serif font indicates that the mathematical quantity indicated is an array. This equation
tells us that the difference of two points is well-defined, and that the result is a vector. Note that an equation
linking point, lines or points and lines is valid only if a change of origin does not falsify the equation.

Let’s look at some explicit examples which illustrate what ‘valid’ means.

is valid because a change of origin changes both points by exactly the same amount.

is valid because neither vector changes under a change of origin.

is not valid because the point changes under a change of origin but the vector does not. Finally,

is valid because the two points change by the same amount under a change of origin, so that their difference
does not change, and the vector also does not change.

Let’s summarize the possible operations that are valid. First the set of operations on vectors alone, with
which you are familiar from linear algebra courses.

• Vector addition or subtraction:

addr1

offset

point2

point1

vector

x

y

addr2

vector point1 point2–=

point1 point2=

vector1 vector2=

vector1 point1=

vector1 point1 point2–=
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.

• Vector scalar multiplication:

, where .

These are the two axioms that define the vectors as vector space. Then there are two operations that define
the interaction of points with vectors.

• Point subtraction:

.

• Point-vector addition:

,

which is fairly obviously formally related to point subtraction.
The other two point combinations cannot be used validly, however.

• Point addition:

,

which does not in itself make sense, because we have not given any meaning to objects that incorpo-
rate more than one reference to an origin.

• Point scalar multiplication:

,

which does not make sense, because we have not given any meaning to fractional changes of origin.
An obvious formalism to differentiate the two different entities is, to add a third coordinate which has one

value for vectors and another value for points. Choosing the value 0 for vectors, and the value 1 for points
gives the correct result for the six conditions described above. Then the point is represented as

and the vector as . Values other than 0 and 1 on the third coordinate are undefined.
These three-dimensional representations of two-dimensional points and vectors are called ‘homogeneous
coordinates’.

As an example, consider what’s encoded in the arguments of the Xlib rectangle-drawing command
DrawRectangle(x, y, width, height). (x, y) is a point giving the origin of the rectangle with respect to
the origin of the canvas in which drawing occurs; width and height give the length of vectors parallel to the x
and y coordinate axes respectively, which, when added to the rectangle origin, give the points at which the
other vertices of the rectangle are located.

8.b.1 Geometric Transforms in Homogeneous Coordinates

Using homogeneous coordinates it is possible to develop a model of geometric objects in two dimensions
that has much more flexibility than the graphics model described in §2.d.4. Here’s how the model works.

• Every graphic object is a transformed version of a primitive graphics object. Every primitive graphics
object is located at the origin of the coordinate system, and is confined within a standard region, usually
the unit square.

vector vector1 vector2+=

vector λvector1= λ ℜ∈

vector1 point2 point1–=

point2 point1 vector1+=

point1 point2+

λpoint1

x y,( )
x y 1, ,( ) x y,( ) x y 0, ,( )
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• All graphic objects in the interface are transformed versions of a primitive graphics object. The
transformations we will use are scaling in an arbitrary direction, rotation about an arbitrary point,
reflection in an arbitrary line, and translation by an arbitrary vector.

• For each geometric item we will store its primitive type plus its transformation. Geometric operations
on the object are then done by changing its transformation matrix.

Primitive Transformations. Now, remember from linear
algebra that scaling, reflection and rotation are all linear
transformations, and we know how they act on vectors. Each
can be represented by a two by two matrix which acts on a
two-dimensional vector. We now need to work out the
appropriate three by three matrix to act on the homogeneous
representations of vectors and points. We’ll use the matrix for
rotation about the origin by the angle , , as an
example. From linear algebra,

,

where angle is taken to increase in the anticlockwise direction.
By inspection, we can see that  must have the following form

,

where ? indicates entries that are not determined by the rotation of a vector. Of course, must also operate
correctly on points. For the point

,

which determines the remaining entries in , so that

.

The pattern is obvious. To get the homogeneous matrix corresponding to a linear transformation use the
two by two matrix of the linear transformation for the upper right four entries, fill the third row and third
column with 0, except for the bottom right entry, which is 1.

(x, y)

(xcosφ - ycosfφ xsinφ+ ycosφ)

φ

θ R θ( )

R θ( )
x
y
0

x θcos y θsin–

x θsin y θcos+

0

=

R θ( )

R θ( )
θcos θsin– ?
θsin θcos ?

0 0 ?

=

R θ( )
x
y
1

x θcos y θsin–

x θsin y θcos+

1

=

R θ( )

R θ( )
θcos θsin– 0
θsin θcos 0

0 0 1

=
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Now, let’s work out the translation matrix, , in the
same way. Vectors don’t change under translation, so

.

By inspection  must have the following form

.

When  operates on points they get translated by .

,

which shows us how to fill in the third row of , as follows

.

With this detailed introduction you should now be easily able to write down the transformation matrix for
the two other primitive transformations: scaling along the x-axis by a factor , , and reflection in the y-
axis, . We now know how to apply primitive transformations to both points and vectors, but this falls short
of our overall objectives in two ways. First, we would like to transform more complex objects; second, we
would like to apply general affine transformations to geometric objects. That’s the subject of the next few
pages.

Lines, rectangles and polygons. Rectangles and polygons can be considered as collections of line segments
joining points. Therefore, if it’s possible easily to transform a line segment, it should be easy to handle
rectangles and polygons.

A line segment between two points, and , is the set of points
, where , and the real constants and are given in terms of the two end points.

Now suppose we move the end points using a primitive transformation. There are two ways to move the line.
• Individually move every point on the line using the transformation matrix.
• Move only the end points then reconstruct the line using newly calculated values of and , then

redraw a new line using the transformed end points.

(x, y)

(x+ax, y+ay)
a

T a( )

T a( )
x
y
0

x
y
0

=

T a( )

T a( )
1 0 ?
0 1 ?
0 0 ?

=

T a( ) ax ay,( )

T a( )
x
y
1

x ax+

y ay+

1

=

T a( )

T a( )
1 0 ax

0 1 ay

0 0 1

=

λ S λ( )
F

x1 x1 y1,( )= x2 x2 y2,( )=

x mx b+,( ) x1 x x2≤ ≤ m b

m b
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These two methods give exactly the same line. The reason is not hard to find: the primitive transformations
are all linear, and the calculations needed to find points on the line are linear, so transformation commutes
with calculation.

Thus, we can start with a primitive line, having end-points at and ; the general line is then
given by a transformation matrix that moves the end-points of the standard line to the end points of the
desired line. When the time comes to draw the line calculate the end points using the primitive line and the
transformation matrix, then call the line-drawing procedure with the transformed end points.

Both rectangles and polygons are sets of points connected by line segments. The arguments provided for
single line segments apply equally to them. Thus, we transform them by transforming the points.

General affine transformations. It is possible to make any affine transformation at all by composing
primitive transformations. But, finding the right collection of transformations to reshape a graphical object is
not easy. Thus, while we would like to use the primitive transformations in the implementation, in order to
take advantage of their mathematical simplicity, we would like something different to appear in the user
interface. What we would like to appear is described in §8.b.3; here we need to introduce a mathematical
method for computing an arbitrary transformation matrix using collections of primitive transformations. The
method is introduced by showing several examples, from which the reader should easily be able to generalize.

A simple example to start is rotating an
object about an arbitrary centre of
rotation. That is, what transformation do
we need in order to change the aligned
rectangle into the rotated one. This is
accomplished by rotating the rectangle
anti-clockwise about the indicated centre
of rotation by 45˚. This can easily be
accomplished in three stages. First
translate the centre of rotation to the
origin, using the matrix , where
is the centre of rotation. Then rotate about
the origin using the transformation matrix

. Finally translate the centre of
rotation back to  using . Thus, the transformation needed to rotate by 45˚ about  is

.

Note that the order of transformations is right to left, the right-most transformation being the first one
applied.

0 0,( ) 0 1,( )

M 1

T c–( )

R 45°( )

T c( )

T c–( ) c

R 45°( )
c T c( ) c

M 1 T c( )R 45°( )T c–( )=
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A more complex example, using the
same rectangle, is to reflect it in the
oblique line shown to the right.
(Below, §8.b.3, we discuss the user
interface for providing input, like
reflection lines, used to define
transformations.) First, the rectangle is
translated to the left so that the
reflection line passes through the
origin, using the transformation

. Second, the rectangle is rotated
about the origin so that the reflection
line lies on the y-axis, using .
Third, it is reflected in the y-axis, using

. Fourth, the rotation is undone
using . Finally the
translation is undone using .
Writing the matrix equation is left as
an exercise.

The matrix equations developed
here are used once: matrix
multiplication calculates the matrix
once, and that matrix is used for drawing and also for inside tests. As mentioned above, when doing geometry
we store not the entire geometry of a figure, but only the base figure plus the transformation that produces
the real figure from the base figure. Then, when the figure is further transformed, multiplying the matrix
associated with the transformation by the current transformation matrix is all that’s needed to change the
figure, and this procedure is independent of the base figure, which reduces the cost of introducing new base
figures to a minimum.

Using matrix multiplication the basis of all geometry has a second attractive feature: it makes introducing
special hardware for doing matrix multiplication attractive to designers of CPUs and GPUs. We are therefore
not surprised to discover that special hardware to speed matrix multiplication is a common feature of modern
GPUs and CPUs.

Inverse transformations. How do we undo a transformation? It’s easy: we multiply the matrix describing
the figure by the inverse of the transformation matrix that was previously applied. Fortunately there’s an easy
way to get inverse matrices, based on the important matrix identity:

.

Note well the change of order. Thus, as long as inverses of the primitive transformation matrices are easy to
obtain calculating inverse transformation matrix is as easy as calculating transformation matrices, a matter of
matrix multiplication. The following inverses should be obvious by inspection.

• Translation:

T l( )

R 45°( )

F ( )

R 45– °( )

T l–( )

M 2

T l( )

R 45°( )

F
R 45°–( )

T l–( )

M 1M 2( ) 1– M 2( ) 1– M 1( ) 1–
=
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.

• Rotation:

.

• Scaling:

.

• Reflection:

.

Drawing. We’ll discuss drawing in object-oriented language. Every figure on the display list (§2.d.5) has at
least two pieces of data:

• the type of figure it is, which identifies the standard figure lying within a unit square at the origin of the
coordinate system, and

• the transformation matrix, which identifies the affine transformation that maps the standard figure into
the actual figure that appears on the display surface.

To be drawn every figure must also have a method that draws it. Then the code that draws the entire
interface is

for every figure in the display list

figure.draw();

In an object-oriented framework there is a figure class, of which every figure type is a sub-class. The figure
class has the transformation matrix, and an abstract draw methods, which is over-ridden in every sub-class.
(The pseudo-code fragment, above, is provided by the paint method in Java and need not be supplied by the
interface programmer.)

As discussed above, figures which consist of line segments - lines, rectangles, polygons - store vertices as
points or vectors. draw() then transforms each vertex, then draws the outline or fills the interior, as needed.

What about figures that consist of curves, like ellipses or the outlines of letter forms? The usual procedure is
to find a geometric model that uses points or vectors to define the curved outline, to transform each point
and/or vector, and then call a drawing method that converts the points to outlines. Here are two specific
examples to give you the idea.

• Every ellipse is defined by the six coefficients of the general quadratic equation,
, which can be written as the matrix equation:

.

The actual points we want to plot are

T a( )( ) 1– T a–( )=

R θ( )( ) 1– R θ–( )=

S λ( )( ) 1– S 1 λ⁄( )=

F 1– F=

Ax2 By2 2Cxy 2Dx 2Ey F+ + + + + 0=

x y 1
A C D
C B E
D E F

x
y
1

0=
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,

which are the solutions of

.

So, the draw() method left multiples the set of coefficients by the transformation matrix, and right
multiplies the set of coefficients by the inverse of the transition matrix, then finds pixels that solve the
implicit equation. The standard figure is, of course, a circle, corresponding (almost) to the unit coef-
ficient matrix.
Below (§8.b.4) we discuss another method for solving the implicit equation.

• Spline curves are fully determined by a set of ‘control points’. The draw() method for a spline curve
transforms the control points, the executes suitable code for calculating pixel locations.

Inside Testing. The preceding paragraphs describe how to use standard figures and transformation to draw
a display list. There is, in addition, the problem of selecting the figure inside which a user has clicked. This is
done by an algorithm sketched by the following pseudo code.

selected = NIL;

for each figure in display list

if figure.inside(x, y)

selected = figure

So, as with drawing, the figure class implements an abstract inside(x, y) method, which is over-ridden in
each figure sub-class. The obvious way to do this is to create geometrical tests based on the location, size and
orientation of the transformed figure. But there is an easier way to do the inside test.

If the transformation matrix takes the standard
figure to the real figure, then the inverse of the
transformation matrix takes the real figure back to
the standard figure. Suppose we apply the inverse
matrix to the point we are testing. Doing so puts it
into the same coordinate system as the standard
figure: if the point is inside the real figure, then the
inverse transformed point is inside the standard
figure, and vice versa. Thus, a very simple inside test
works as follows: transform the point (x, y) using the
inverse transformation matrix, and run an inside test
against the standard figure. The inside test against the standard figure can be very specific, because it needs to
be written only once. Here is a possible implementation that works well figures of arbitrary complexity.

• As part of figure construction, create a bit-map covering the unit square at the origin. Set each bit if it is
inside the standard figure; clear each bit if it is outside.

M
x
y
1

and x y 1 M 1–

x y 1 M
A C D
C B E
D E F

M 1–
x
y
1

0=

M
1–

M
1–
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• When the inside test needs to be transformed use the inverse of the transformation matrix to transform
the point to be tested.

• Check if the transformed point is inside the unit square.
• If it’s outside return outside. If it’s inside use the transformed point to index into the bit-map, and

return whatever it indexes to.
To make this test easy it’s necessary to include the inverse transformation matrix as part of the generic

figure class in addition to the transformation matrix. The discussion on page 114 shows how it is easy to
maintain the inverse matrix: each time a new transformation is made its inverse matrix is calculated, using the
primitive inverse matrices, and right-multiplied by the current inverse matrix.

8.b.2 Graphical User Interfaces to Affine Transformations.

With homogeneous coordinates and their transforms available, it’s not hard to implement the geometry of
an interface in which users provide geometric input to manipulate geometric figures on the display surface,
which is the technology underlying direct manipulation. In effect what we need to do is provide
interpretations of pointer device input in terms of transformation parameters. This is easiest to see by
example.

The simplest example is translation. In order to do translation the user must specify the following items of
information:

• the figures to be translated, and
• the end point of the translation.

An interface could be constructed for translation which gives only this information.
• Click on the figure(s) to translate.
• Click on the location to which the figure(s) should be translated.

This interface is likely to be unsatisfactory for reasons that should be obvious, largely because the interface is
not observable enough (§6.c.1).

The interface can be improved greatly by providing feedback to the user, showing which figures are being
translated and their current location. The interface will then be the usual click-and-drag direct manipulation
operation.

• The user clicks down a mouse button to select the figure(s) to drag.
• Without releasing the button, the user moves the mouse, called ‘dragging’, and the figure(s) move with

it.
• When the button is released the translation ends, and the figure(s) remain where they are.

The implementation works as follows.
• When the button is depressed the interface starts listening for mouse motion events.
• On each mouse motion event the relative motion is used to create a transformation matrix which

multiplies the figure’s matrix to update it.
• The interface redraws.
• Processing of mouse motion events stops when the button is released.

This simple implementation produces the familiar drag-and-drop interface technique at its simplest. Extra
features, like leaving behind a ghost image, or like aborting the drag part way through, are easy to add to the
implementation.

Translation is the basis of most direct manipulation (§8.a.2). It’s all you need in order to manipulate icons,
which are graphical atoms. If, however, the interface demands graphical figures with more structure than
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icons have, additional direct manipulation is both possible and necessary. For example, an interface for making
illustrations requires, at a minimum, the ability to create, rotate, scale, reflect and group simple graphical
figures, and all these capabilities need to be accomplished interactively under user control. As with translation
implementation is straightforward: incremental transformations cumulate with mouse motion when the
interface is in ‘transforming mode’. But how mouse motion maps onto the transformations must still be
determined.

It would be foolish to suggest that there is one unique correct way for mapping user actions onto
transformations. But, there are some principles which should be followed, and the next few paragraphs
describe them, using rotation, reflection and scaling as examples.

Translation. Translating an item means adding the same vector, , to each point in the object. We need to
get that vector from the user. The usual way to do it is the click-and-drag interaction: the user presses the
mouse button at a start point, then moves the mouse holding the button down, and releases the button at
another point. The difference between the two points is the vector through which the item is to be translated.

What’s important here, of course, is not the explicit click-and-drag interface, but the observation that any
interaction which produces a vector as its result can be used to specify a translation. An important good point
of the method described is that it gives intermediate feedback: at each point in the translation process there is
a ‘translation so far’ and feedback showing it is easy to give to the user.

Rotation. When an item is rotated it rotates by a specified angle. But to determine the rotation it’s also
necessary to specify the centre about which the rotation occurs. Thus, to determine a rotation a point for the
centre of rotation, plus a scalar for the amount of rotation is needed. Let’s think about approaches to building
an interface based on click-and-drag. The click can be used to specify the centre of rotation; how should the
amount of rotation be determined? Here are some possibilities, with comments.

1. The distance dragged could determine the rotation. This is good, because at the initial press the item
is rotated by zero, and as the mouse drags away from the centre the item rotates continuously. But
rotation can be either positive or negative, and distance is only positive, so the inability to move back
through the starting point and then go the other way is unnatural.

2. To get positive and negative angles for the rotation angle we could take the distance moved along the
x-axis as the rotation angle. The rotation starts at the same place, and moves naturally from positive to
negative as the tracker passes the centre of rotation. But rotation is periodic, while movement along
an axis is not, so this interface might also be considered unnatural by a user.

In the exercises you are asked to find an interface that resolves the second problem.

Scaling. When an item is scaled it is expanded by a certain amount, along
a particular direction; think of this as a scaling vector. There is also an
origin of scaling, a point. The relationship between these is shown to the
right with the scaling vector anchored at the origin of scaling and the
quadrilateral showing the approximate result of scaling. The interface thus
requires a point plus a vector, which is easily provided by click-and-drag.
The obvious interface, press at the centre of scaling, then drag out the vector has, however, a serious
drawback: the figure being scaled vanishes. Lying behind the vanishing is the important relationship between
scaling and reflection, described immediately below.

Reflection. Reflection occurs in a mirror, which in two-dimensions is a line, which is specified by two
numbers, its slope and its intercept with the y-axis. Here are two possible interfaces.

a
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1. A simple click gives two values, the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the point at which the click
occurs. With this interface, however, at the click the item reflected jumps to a new location, not
obviously related to the old location. This seems obviously bad, because it lacks the incremental feed-
back that helps to make a transformation interaction easy to use.

2. Another way of mapping a point to a line is to let the point lie on the line and make a vector that is
perpendicular to the line. The vector can be, for example, the vector that joins the point to the
origin, or it can be defined by a mouse drag away from the point where the mouse button was
pressed. Incremental refined is now possible, but there is still a, probably unpredictable, jump when
the operation starts.

An exercise gives you the opportunity to find a better interface.
There is an interesting relationship between reflection and scaling. Scaling with a positive multiplier

changes the size of an item, with a negative multiplier both changes its size, and reflects it in a line
perpendicular to the scaling vector. This gives the opportunity to devise an interaction that provides both
scaling and reflection within one interaction.

The interactions in this section ignore the problem of selecting the item that is to be transformed. More or
less, they assume that the item(s) to be transformed are selected in a separate interaction. Some
transformations, most notably translation, easily combine selection and transformation in a single interaction,
others do not.

8.b.3 Parametric Geometry

Implementing algorithms that draw pixels on the screen can usually be treated as a specialist matter, and left
to those who program graphics hardware. However, occasionally an interface will call for direct manipulation
of novel geometry. When this happens it’s very important to understand a few basic techniques, of which one
of the most important is parametric geometry. We illustrate how it is used by examining a circle.

The equation of a circle is extremely well-known: , where is the
centre of the circle, and its radius. Well-known as it is, it would be hard to calculate which pixels to draw
from this implicit form. With such forms we are reduced to algorithms like

for every pixel (x, y) in the window

if (square(x - ax) + square(y - ay) == square(R))

drawpixel(x, y);

which is certainly not desirable. The usual solution is to find an explicit form, which even in the case of the
circle is not very simple. Here it is.

,

or

,

subject to the restriction

.

With this form we can write a more efficient drawing procedure, along the lines of
for x from ax - R to ax + R {

x ax–( )2 y ay–( )2
+ R2

= ax ay,( )
R

y ay R2 x ax–( )2
–+=

y ay R2 x ax–( )2
––=

ax R– x ax R+< <
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drawpixel(x, ay + sqrt(square(R) - square(x - ax)));

drawpixel(x, ay - sqrt(square(R) - square(x - ax)));

}

This form, unfortunately also has defects: t does not distribute the points drawn at equal distances along the
circle, but leaves big gaps between points in parts of the circle that are almost vertical.

This is not a special property of circles: the same problem occurs when drawing line segments. We normally
draw a line segment from  to  in the following way. Use the explicit form

• with and , subject to
the restriction

• ,
which form allows us to use the drawing code

for x from x1 to x2

drawpixel(x, m*x + b);

The drawback, obviously, is that this algorithm spaces points differently for different values of m, and the
increment of x as it goes through its range needs to be very carefully adjusted to remove this effect. Even
worse, when the line is vertical the slope is infinite and the increment in x must be zero, which requires a
special case in the drawing code.

Fortunately there is a simple solution to this problem, one of broad utility and generality, to whit parametric
geometry. To illustrate, here’s a third way of describing the same circle.

•  and
• , subject to the restriction
• .

Here and are separately expressed in terms of a parameter , which varies uniformly with path length
along the circle. This is called the parametric form of a circle. The drawing code is now quite simple.

for t from 0 to 1

drawpixel(ax + R * cos(2*pi*t), ay + R * sin(2*pi*t));

Say something about this.
There is a similar parametric form of a line segment

• , and
• , subject to the restriction
• .

This form has an easy, and important, representation in homogeneous coordinates

,

which is called the affine (or convex) combination of two points. This basic formula, suitably generalized, is
the foundation of current technology for creating, editing and using curves and surfaces in two and three
dimensions. Here it interests us because of its relationship to linear transformations.

When you did linear algebra, you learned that linear operators, such as matrices, are called linear because
they commute with linear combinations. That it, if  is a linear operator

x1 y1,( ) x2 y2,( )
y mx b+= m y2 y1–( ) x2 x1–( )⁄= b x1y2 x2y1–( ) x2 x1–( )⁄=

x1 x x2≤ ≤

x ax R 2πt( )cos+=

y ay R 2πt( )sin+=

0 t 1≤ ≤
x y t

x 1 t–( )x1 tx2+=

y 1 t–( )y1 ty2+=

0 t 1≤ ≤

x
y
1

1 t–( )
x1

y1

1

t
x2

y2

1

+=

L v( )
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.

The parametric form of a line is a linear combination of two points, so it’s possible to transform the line by
transforming its end points and then drawing the line that joins them. Thus, we can draw any object made
of straight lines by

• transforming the end points of the lines, and then
• drawing lines that connect them.

This does not work for curves, like ellipses
• Why?
• What can you do instead?

8.c Grouping

8.c.1 Levels of grouping

UI presentation of grouping
Interactions that produce grouping

• transient - by extended selection, usually <SHIFT>select, or <CTRL>select, may have union or toggle
semantics

• semi-permanent - by a grouping operation (‘Semi’ because we want to make it and to break it, which
means that the ungrouped structure must be preserved.)

• permanent
These three possibilities affect how the interface will operate so they need to be visible in the presentation -
at least sometimes.

8.c.2 Implementing grouping

In the implementation
• select together -> transform together
• a group becomes an atom -> grouping automatically forms a tree

Are there times when a DAG would be useful? Are there times when cycles would be useful?

8.d Performance: the Psychophysics of Direct Manipulation

8.d.1 Subjective response: temporal performance

Two operations have temporal performance that is very important to the user:
1. drawing, in which the user interface presentation is updated after a user action, and
2. picking, where the interface responds to a user’s selection of an item.

The critical time is the time from when the user releases the mouse button for selection until the screen is
completely redrawn. If this can be made fast enough to appear instantaneous to the user then almost all
performance will be fine.

Drawing. When we draw on the screen we use the painter’s algorithm
for ( item = backmost to frontmost) {

draw(item);

L λv1 µv2+( ) λL v1( ) µL v2( )+=
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}

‘item’ consists of two parts
• a basic shape
• a transformation

Thus, the draw function is something like the following, where the switch may be explicit, as given, or may
be implicitly provided by polymorphism.

void draw(item) {

switch (item.type) {

case SQUARE:

drawSquare(item.transform);

break;

case CIRCLE:

drawCircle(item.transform);

break;

...

default:

...

break;

}

}

What happens inside drawSquare()? The transformation is pushed into a matrix multiplication unit in the
GPU, then the corner points (or edge vectors) are pushed through the GPU, to get transformed versions,
which are sent for interpolation and scan conversion. This treatment works for any polygon, and, as described
above, circles are most conveniently represented as polygons, using parametric geometry to find the vertices.

Selecting. Using a pointing device to select a geometric object. Selecting has two variations
• Select topmost item fulfilling criterion versus select all item fulfilling criterion.
• Criterion is point inside item versus criterion is area intersects with item.

Selecting is strongly related to drawing
selected = nil;

for (item = backmost to frontmost) {

if (inside(x, y, item)) {

select = item;

}

}

The code fragment above is for select topmost only using the point (x, y). The inside test is also strongly
related to the drawing code. Intuition says

• draw = find the points inside a shape.
• inside = find if a point is inside a shape.

The geometric formalism says that we do the inside test using the basic shape, and the inverse
transformation, as in

insideSquare(item.inverseTransform(x, y));

Both drawing and picking must be fast.
• Drawing must meet limits imposed by perception of simultaneity.
• Selecting happens when the user’s attention is focussed at the pointer.

We must complete selecting and redrawing fast enough that the user perceives no lag, under the most
stringent attentional conditions. Thus anything that increases selecting or drawing is good. Drawing is hard to
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make more efficient without making use of the GPU but selecting can be improved. Here are two important
facts about selecting.

• Almost all inside tests fail so failing fast is important.
• Inside tests that are ANDs can terminate at the first failure.

Here’s how to take advantage of them
• Make most failures fast. E.g. first test against a bounding rectangle.
• Skip most of the failing tests. E.g. use an auxiliary data structure like a quad-tree.

8.d.2 Image quality: spatial performance

8.e Page Description Languages: PostScript

PostScript was created as a ‘page description language’, which means that it was designed to have the ability
to put onto the output of a printer anything that the printer can print. ‘Anything that a printer can print’ has an
easy definition:

for each pixel

writePixel(colour, x, y);

where there is one (colour, x, y) data structure for each of the pixels on a page of paper
Unfortunately, pixels vary a lot, printer to printer, and environment to environment within a printer, so it

means something much more serious
• knowing all the peculiarities of the printer that is printing - how do printers actually work
• start with a bit-map (pixel-map)
• write the bit-map to a charged cylinder using a laser and a mirror
• drag the cylinder through the toner
• roll the cylinder over the paper
• heat the paper to fuse the toner
• every printer is different, and needs a different set of pixels written

We used to say
lpr -TLexmark_T520 -Prubble

when we wanted to print, the point being that the lpr command needed to know the peculiarities of the
printer. Now the details tend to be hidden inside the printer, a problem for the printer manufacturer, and
no longer for the system programmer.

Printer makers promoted this model as a means to hide the details
• Application writes a program in a ‘printer command language that is the same for every printer.’
• lpr sends the program to the printer
• The printer executes the program to produce the page, factoring in its own peculiarities.

Commercially, a very attractive feature of this model is:
• The same print engine produces different quality output on different printers, and is sold at different

prices.
Obviously, there’s a ‘natural monopoly’ among competing ‘printer command languages’. For most of the

last few decades PostScript has been the holder of that monopoly.
• John Warnock: Xerox -> Adobe, followed by the Interpress fiasco.
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8.e.1 General principles underlying PostScript

Stack-based language:
• why ‘stack’?
•  why ‘language’?

Transformation-based geometry:
• why ‘geometry’?
• why ‘transformation’?

Pen-based drawing model:
• why ‘drawing model’?
• why ‘pen’?

Basic concepts
• current page (drawing surface)
• current coordinate system

• moved around by a collection of transformation operators
• actually ‘nothing but’ a transformation matrix
• which is applied to any point handed to the system

• current clipping region
• used to determine which geometry actually gets to the page

• current path
• accumulator for geometry
• put onto the current page by explicit requests
• stroke
• fill

• current position
• used when adding things to the path

• current coordinate system
• used when interpreting numbers as positions

• current graphics context
• consulted at the point when stroke or fill is used.

• current dictionary
• contains a collection of definitions that are the current context of the computation
• the top of a stack of dictionaries
• used to change the current context, just like in other programming languages. What does this

mean?

Two distinct coordinate systems
1. User coordinate system

• what was called above the current coordinate system
• rooted in the page
• units are 1/72 of an inch

2. Device coordinate system
• depends on the display device
• suitable transformation is performed in the device driver
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8.f References and Further Reading

1. Roger Fenn. Geometry. Springer-Verlag: London, 2001.
2. Franco P. Preparata & Michael Ian Shamos. Computational Geometry: An Introduction, second

printing. Spring-Verlag: New York, 1988.
3. John Stillwell. Geometry of Surfaces. Spring-Verlag: New York, 1992.

8.g Exercises

Ex. 1. Using what you remember from linear algebra explain why a point changes when the origin of the
coordinate system changes, and a vector does not.

Ex. 2. Verify that giving vectors 0 on the third coordinate and points 1, gives the right six facts about
which combinations of points and vectors are valid and invalid.

Ex. 3. Consider the two drawing commands DrawLine(x1, y1, x2, y2) and DrawLineFromSlope(x1, y1,
length, slope), and explain using points and lines how the arguments encode the line to be drawn in
each case.

Ex. 4. Give two different representations of a polygon using points and vectors.
Ex. 5. Give the homogeneous matrices for scaling along the x-axis and for reflection in the y-axis.
Ex. 6. In §8.b.2 we use the version of transformations where a homogeneous transformation matrix left-

multiplies a homogeneous column-vector, which is either a point or a vector. Some books, and
some implementations, use the alternate version, where a homogeneous transformation matrix
right multiplies a homogeneous row-vector. Write the transformation matrices for rotation about
the origin and for translation in the latter version.

Ex. 7. Rectangles have two representations, as four points, and as one point plus two vectors. Show that
both representations produce the same figure when subjected to the same affine transformation.

Ex. 8. Give a description of the set of figures that can be produced by a unit square at the origin subjected
to arbitrary affine transformations.

Ex. 9. Using the primitive matrices prove that the inverse matrices of the primitive matrices given on page
118 are correct.

Ex. 10. A circle confined to the unit square at the origin has its centre at and radius. Give the correct coef-
ficient matrix for this figure.

Ex. 11. On page 120 an unsatisfactory translation interface is given. Create two scenarios that illustrate two
different ways in which this interface is unsatisfactory from the user’s point of view.

Ex. 12. In §8.b.3 for the first suggested rotation interface produce three scenarios of users trying to rotate
where they get unnatural results. Describe the results along with the scenarios.

Ex. 13. Design a rotation interface that has all the desirable properties sketched in §8.b.3. Explain how there
are no points where a user might get into trouble.

Ex. 14. Calculate the matrix for rotation about the point, by the angle radians. Show your work.
Ex. 15. Explain by giving a scenario and its results, the serious drawback of the ‘obvious scaling interaction’

introduced in §8.b.3.
Ex. 16. Provide a scaling interface that lacks the serious drawback that you explained in Ex. 15.
Ex. 17. Both reflection interactions described in §8.b.3 give a jump when the reflection starts. Describe a

reflection interaction with no jump, and illustrate by a scenario how it operates.
Ex. 18. Describe an interaction that provides both reflection and scaling.
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Ex. 19. Selection combines well with translation. Describe how to combine selection with your other
transformation interactions, or explain why it cannot be done.

Ex. 20. The interactions proposed in §8.b.3 provide no extra presentation, such as shadow pictures of orig-
inal positions or guide lines showing transformation geometry, to help the user know what is hap-
pening. For each transformation type devise some extra drawing that might help the user,
explaining why it helps, or alternatively, explain why no extra drawing is needed.

Ex. 21. Most illustration interfaces off an additional set of interactions for making geometrical transforma-
tions, quasi-textual interactions where the parameters of the transformation are typed into forms.
Describe two tasks where such an interaction would be preferable to the user, providing scenarios
illustrating why they would be preferred.

Ex. 22. Explain why there is, in principle, no equivalent to affine combination for arcs of circles and
ellipses.
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How Interfaces Interact with One Another

9.a Interworking

What is it?
• making stuff produced inside one application available in another application

What’s hard about it?
• Two applications are in the loop - one provides data, the other receives data. What’s the big deal?

We’ve been doing this in Unix for decades with pipes, which have two problems.
1. The first problem is

• In Unix everything is a file.
• A file is a sequence of bytes - only argue about EOF.
• character format: UTF-8, Unicode
• The receiver is responsible for determining whether or not it can understand a given stream, and

needs to do so only after the stream has started arriving.
• The provider never knows whether its output was understood at all.
• Matching formats is the responsibility of the user! Not good.

2. The second problem is
• In Unix the provider and the receiver run at the same time.
• The receiver blocks until it has enough data to run; the provider runs until the receiver can run,

then they run together.
• Unix merely transfers bytes from the output buffer of one application to the input buffer of the

other.
The interworking process in Unix

• Provider runs, receiver blocks until provider’s output buffer is full.
• Both block, OS transfers bytes.
• Provider and receiver run together, blocking when buffers are full or empty.
• Provider terminates, OS transfers final bytes.
• Receiver terminates at EOF
• But, early desktops were not multi-tasking.

What does this have to do with the user interface? Users do some simple operation on one interface, cutting
or copying, for example, then do another thing in another interface, such as pasting. A system like Unix can
guarantee that the same bytes that were copied were pasted. But it doesn’t guarantee that the receiving
application will interpret the bytes in the way that the sending application interpreted them. For example, if
the thing copied was the PostScript description of an image, and it is pasted into a word processor you can
easily end up with a text version of PostScript code in your word processor, which is usually not what the user
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wants. So here’s the question. How do we put the image into the text document as an image? And how do we
do this without asking the user to become an expert on document and image formats?

9.a.1 Interworking in the user interface

Most early desktops were not multi-tasking.
• Applications ran sequentially
• Something saved data while one application was stopped and the other started.
• Sequence of states
• Data in providing application
• Data transferred to clipboard/scrapbook from providing application
• Providing application stopped; receiving application started
• Data transferred from clipboard to receiving application

Two applications must understand each other’s formats. Possible answers
1. Filters

• But I must rewrite my filter every time somebody else changes their format.
2. Standard formats

• Lowest common denominators: TEXT and PICT
• Every application writes them, but how?
• Every application reads them, but how?
• Formats multiply

3. Central registry of format names
• For synchronization
• For openness
• Who controls the central registry? What is the incentive not to cheat by defining some special

formats that only your applications understand?
4. Game theory issues

• Such as introducing non-backward-compatible format changes with new versions of an
interface?

9.a.2 Implementing interworking

How is interworking supported? In the early Macintosh, which was the first interface to provide support for
interworking

• exactly one clipboard, augmented by the scrapbook
• exactly two content types

• TEXT
• PICT

Now we see something different: separate interfaces being merged into ‘office suites’. This is a reaction to a
rapidly proliferating number of content types, which drives a tendency to merge applications into one.

Ideally it would be possible to keep the interface open. To do so we need
• to have as few component types as possible
• to keep the taxonomy of component types as simple as possible
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9.b Learning Transfer

9.c Look-and-Feel

9.d References and Further Reading

9.e Exercises

Ex. 1. Why does a proliferating number of content types provide a push to monolithic interfaces, such as
word processors that are also, spread sheets, databases and drawing programs.
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	2. If this component has a listener for the event the appropriate method is called.
	3. If it doesn’t the event percolates up the add tree until a listener is found.

	4.e.2 Event-distribution architectures

	4.f Coordinate Systems
	4.g Typical Components and Their Properties
	4.g.1 Component Sets
	Complete.
	Consistent.
	Customizable.

	4.g.2 Standard dialogue properties
	Prompt.
	Echo.
	Trigger.
	Acknowledgement.
	Response.

	4.g.3 Other properties of components
	Enable/Disable
	Active/Inactive
	State

	4.g.4 Typical components
	Canvas
	Dialogue


	4.h Learning: The Psychology of Components
	4.h.1 Consistency.
	4.h.2 Congruence.
	4.h.3 User knowledge redux
	Knowing how
	1. Operational, perceptual/motor capabilities: how to move fingers, aim them at keys, know that a...
	2. Motor programs triggered automatically by categorical perception: In vi to end input mode hit ...
	3. Cognitive procedures, sequences of rules that solve stereotyped problems: to look at every ifd...
	4. Problem analysis and solution, creation of new cognitive procedures: to find the bug check all...

	Knowing that

	4.h.4 User learning redux
	4.h.5 Undo: A Learning-related Feature
	Checkpoint/rollback.
	Auto-save
	Action-save


	4.i Look-and-Feel
	4.i.1 Look
	4.i.2 Feel
	predictability
	low level feedback
	human-sized

	4.i.3 Methods for creating a uniform look-and-feel
	1. UI architect with absolute control over everything that goes into the interface
	2. User interface toolkit
	3. Widely understood metaphor

	4.i.4 Customization of the interface
	1. Who does the customization?
	2. What is the context of customization?
	3. What is the mechanism of customization?
	1. widget-specific. What role does this instance of this widget perform in the interface? Is the ...
	2. container-wide. What should widgets occupying the same container have in common? How should th...
	3. document-wide. Document-wide customization is usually accomplished by indirection. Components ...
	4. application-wide. Preferences manage resource files, often mysterious to the user. The same in...
	5. system-wide. Pre-set contexts programmed using environment variables or resource files or a co...
	6. manufacturer-wide. Hard-coded, associated with product identity or branding. Interact strongly...
	7. country-wide. Reflect language and culture. Preferences are often expressed at time of purchas...
	8. world-wide. ‘The sky’s the limit.’

	4.i.5 An example of customization - Colour
	1. Doesn’t make sense.
	2. The colour terms are ‘black’ and ‘white’.
	3. The colour terms are ‘black’, ‘white’, and ‘red’.
	4. The colour term ‘grue’ is added.
	5. Either ‘yellow’ or ‘blue’ is added.

	4.i.6 An example of customization - Pluggable look-and-feel (PLAF)

	4.j References and Further Reading
	1. Donald Davidson
	2. James Gosling, David S. H. Rosenthal & Michelle Arden. The NeWS Book: An Introduction to the N...

	4.k Exercises
	Ex. 1. When we compare the X architecture to the NewS architecture, why do we say that updating t...
	Ex. 2. In §4.a.2 it’s claimed that there are many more calls to repaint than there are to paint. ...
	Ex. 3. In §4.b.1 it’s said that we prefer to have the base window system despatching events rathe...
	Ex. 4. When X applications own many windows extra branching is done (§4.b.1). Why? X does somethi...
	Ex. 5. Under what conditions is the event distribution code in §4.b.1 correct? What other circums...
	Ex. 6. In §4.b.3 call-backs are implemented as functions, which can have return values. Usually r...
	Ex. 7. In §4.c it says that the controller and the view are not as separate as the model/view/con...
	Ex. 8. In §4.c it says that model is not as separate from the view/controller as the model/view/c...
	Ex. 9. Using as an example a drawing program like Adobe Illustrator? give the pros and cons of cl...
	Ex. 10. In the context of using the null layout manager (§4.e) think about what is done wrong on ...
	Ex. 11. When you customize a widget it’s important to provide it with a paint method. Why?
	Ex. 12. In §4.g, why do we discuss the properties of components only in terms of the properties o...
	Ex. 13. List three things that go wrong when turn-taking in conversation breaks. Explain them in ...
	Ex. 14. What would happen if there were no explicit trigger in Unix?, but the shell merely execut...
	Ex. 15. How is the Enable/Disable property usually shown in a component’s presentation?
	Ex. 16. In §4.g.4 it says, ‘User interfaces are sufficiently standardized (in 2005 as I am writin...
	Ex. 17. In a canvas type of component what does the presence or absence of window manager control...
	Ex. 18. What is the essential difference between a ‘modal’ and a ‘non-modal’ dialogue?
	Ex. 19. What is the essential difference between a list and a menu? (Hint. It has to do with the ...
	Ex. 20. Compare and contrast, different methods of customization of editors - across widgets, acr...
	Ex. 21. To see that you are understanding the essence of the components introduced in §4.g.4, try...
	Ex. 22. In the context of §4.h.2 what does ‘not mixing your metaphors’ mean?
	Ex. 23. Referring to the discussion of whether a display/desktop is horizontal or vertical how sh...
	Ex. 24. Referring to the discussion of whether a display/desktop is horizontal or vertical, it sh...
	Ex. 25. Elaborate the metaphor used in several of the interfaces you use daily.
	Ex. 26. Why might checkpoint/rollback, as a method of undo, be not just okay, but important, as a...
	Ex. 27. In §4.i.1 home decoration is used as an example of look-and-feel. Explicitly make the ana...
	Ex. 28. Choose a favourite interface and determine how the interface toolkit used in its developm...
	Ex. 29. Talking about customization, we say that a container with a strong presentation will hold...
	Ex. 30. Customization mechanisms are sometimes made deliberately hard for the user to find. Why? ...
	Ex. 31. This (interface implementation reading values from resource or configuration files) is be...
	Ex. 32. Speaking of pluggable look-and-feel, why do themes, organized structures within the resou...


	Chapter 5 Interfaces with Dynamic Layout
	5.a Layout Objectives
	5.a.1 Layout models to follow
	Graphic design
	Architecture
	Cinema
	Document formatting

	5.a.2 Defining the UI layout problem
	1. Don’t even think about it, and screw up.
	2. Get rid of variation: design for the lowest common denominator, VGA.
	3. Make the user do the work, often combined with (1), Examples
	4. Design separately for every possible combination of parameters.
	5. Design using a flexible layout.


	5.b Visual Organization of the Interface
	5.b.1 Visual Attention
	5.b.2 Gestalt Rules of Organization
	Similarity.
	Closure
	Proximity
	Common fate


	5.c Graphic Design
	5.c.1 Graphic design to support grouping
	1. 1. They are close together. ‘Close together’ is judged in relative terms:
	2. Components are more likely to be grouped if they have a common alignment. Alignment is created...
	3. Components can be elements of a single underlying geometry. This works best when there is a ge...
	4. Components can be held together by graphical elements. The most common is an outline that encl...

	5.c.2 Layout in the Twentieth Century
	5.c.3 Mechanisms for Document Design
	1. rectangles - algebra of rectangles
	2. important role played by guides
	3. elasticity - to make the rectangle algebra work
	1. Every element is a rectangle.
	2. Every element has a preferred size.
	3. Every element has preferred neighbours.
	4. Most elements can expand and contract, but a a cost.
	1. Each element is willing to change its size, at a cost.
	2. Add some elements that do nothing but change size.
	3. Collect hboxes into vboxes.
	4. Collect vboxes into hboxes.
	5. Find the arrangement that minimizes the total cost.


	5.d Graphic Design Using Layout Managers
	5.d.1 How Graphic Design is Done in Practice
	1. The design tool you are using, where it gives you the two following capabilities.
	2. Manipulating groups of design components as a single unit.
	3. Manipulating groups of design components without altering the relationships among the componen...

	5.d.2 Using Layout Managers
	1. Each container has a layout policy, which is, in effect, a layout procedure executed by the la...
	2. The order in which the implementation puts components into a container determines their relati...
	3. The components themselves have constraints associated with their willingness to expand or cont...
	FlowLayout
	BoxLayout
	Grid layout
	Border layout
	ScrollPanel layout

	5.d.3 Creating Layout Managers

	5.e References
	1. Luca Cardelli, UIST
	2. Donald Knuth. The TexBook.
	3. Jan Tschichold

	5.f Exercises
	Ex. 1. Using the concepts of §5.c.3, describe in detail the process of laying out a table.
	Ex. 2. How would the arrangement of the flow layout container in §5.d.2 change if the window were...
	Ex. 3. Experiment with simple programs to find out the default layout for the orthogonal directio...
	Ex. 4. Show how to use glue to obtain a right-aligned column using vertical box layout.
	Ex. 5. Give one reason why introducing an extra level of containers might make a layout manager’s...


	Chapter 6 Formal Descriptions of User Interfaces
	6.a User Interfaces Are Different
	6.a.1 Richness
	6.a.2 Robustness

	6.b Experimentation
	6.b.1 Experimental Progranmming
	6.b.2 Experimentation in the User Interface
	A Tension in experimentation

	6.b.3 User Interface Toolkits
	Specialize
	Methodology

	6.b.4 More Efficient Experimentation

	6.c State Machines: Describing the Behaviour of User Interfaces
	6.c.1 Controllable and Observable Interfaces
	6.c.2 Metalanguages
	1. It should be understandable to those who are going to read stuff written - or spoken - in it.
	2. It should be precise, describing exactly what the interface does, and be not susceptible to am...
	3. It should be up-to-date, describing the interface as it is right now, not as it was in some ea...

	6.c.3 State Machine Descriptions of Interfaces
	1. Disabled - technicians are still working on the bomb
	2. Enabled - button is ready to press
	3. On the brink - button is pressed, but you can still change your mind


	6.d State Charts
	6.e 6.e Production Systems
	1. has many affordances, which means it can do some of many things at any time,
	2. has lots of state, which is decomposable,
	3. does only a little bit (affects only a small part of its state) each time it does something. D...
	4. responds to combinations of internal state and external input,
	5. has its actions initiated externally, and
	6. changes internal state and acts externally.
	6.e.1 Definition of a Production System
	6.e.2 Fitting a Production System to the User Interface
	In the model
	In the user
	In the controller/view

	6.e.3 Production System Notation
	Variables
	Events
	Questions
	Actions
	Side Effects
	Program inputs

	6.e.4 Taste in Writing Effective Production Systems

	6.f Using Productions to Describe UI Components
	6.f.1 Example: A One State Button
	1. The mouse button is pressed outside the button.
	2. The mouse is moved over the button.
	3. The mouse button is released.
	1. The mouse button is depressed with the tracker inside the button.
	2. The mouse is moved so that the tracker goes outside the button.
	3. The mouse button is released.
	4. The mouse button is depressed again with the tracker outside the button.
	5. The mouse moves so that the tracker goes inside the button.
	6. The mouse button is released.

	6.f.2 Example: A Three-state button
	1. The mouse button is pressed over a disabled component.
	2. The component is enabled.
	3. The mouse button is released over the enabled component.
	1. When the button is pressed nothing happens. The button state is and remains disabled.
	2. When the component is enabled the state changes to inactive.
	3. When the mouse button is released, nothing happens. The button state is, and remains, inactive.
	1. The mouse button is pressed over an enabled component.
	2. The component is disabled.
	3. The mouse button is released over the disabled component.
	1. The component state changes to active.
	2. The component state changes to disabled.
	3. When the mouse button is released nothing happens.

	6.f.3 Example: A Text Field
	6.f.4 Recapitulation

	6.g References
	1. Daniel Jackson & Jeanette Wing. Lightweight Formal Methods. IEEE Computer 23(4), 21-22, 1996.
	2. Fodor
	3. David Hume
	4. Larch
	5. Production systems for psychology
	6. Production systems for AI
	7. Production systems as Turing machines.
	8. John R. Searle. Minds, Brains and Science. Harvard University Press: Cambridge Mass. 1984.

	6.h Exercises
	Ex. 1. As mentioned above (§6.b) the plural of anecdote is not data, which suggests that data is ...
	Ex. 2. How does a model of the user differ from a model of the task the user is doing? How are th...
	Ex. 3. What’s the difference between an index and a table of contents? How is each used? ‘Used’ t...
	Ex. 4. Put labels on the transitions in §6.c.3. A little ‘gallows humour’ would not go amiss.
	Ex. 5. Why is the state decomposable? Think about modelessness.
	Ex. 6. Most mouse-driven text fields include extend selection operations accessed by holding down...
	Ex. 7. In §6.e.3 events are described as being ambiguous. Describe in detail five possible descri...
	Ex. 8. In §6.e.3 the ambiguity of events seems to make the interface description weaker than it a...
	Ex. 9. Referring to the one state button (§6.f.1) careless implementations sometimes allow the fo...
	Ex. 10. Referring to the one state button (§6.f.1), consider the following sequence of actions:
	Ex. 11. Using the second set of productions in §6.f.1 show that for the third illustration an act...
	Ex. 12. It is common for a one-state button to provide some feedback to the user. The concept is ...
	Ex. 13. Repainting was described in §6.e.4 as a matter of taste. You did the production system on...
	Ex. 14. The production system in §6.f.1 uses explicit %MouseEnter and %MouseExit events and expli...
	Ex. 15. Another approach to getting the tracker position, varying in the opposite direction from ...
	Ex. 16. In the three-state button (§6.f.2) when the productions are written several additions are...
	Ex. 17. For the first of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) change the pr...
	Ex. 18. For the second of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) change the p...
	Ex. 19. For the second of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) change the p...
	Ex. 20. In both of the two final scenarios of the three-state button (§6.f.2) the designer (and i...
	Ex. 21. At the beginning of §6.f.3, !IncrementIP is defined assuming the text buffer has infinite...
	Ex. 22. At the beginning of §6.f.3, it would be possible to define two questions, ?IPatBeginning ...
	Ex. 23. At the beginning of §6.f.3, it would be possible to collapse !IncrementIP and !DecrementI...
	Ex. 24. In §6.f.3, when arrow keys were introduced the undo capability was turned off when they o...
	Ex. 25. Compared to Ex. 24, the undo capability might want to ignore insertion point movement, an...
	Ex. 26. Give two examples of tasks for which the behaviour described in the previous exercises is...
	Ex. 27. When inserting into the middle of a full buffer (§6.f.3) there are two possibilities:
	Ex. 28. The inclusion of arrow keys in the text buffer (§6.f.3) make the inclusion of delete key ...
	Ex. 29. Using what is called the explicit representation write a complete set of productions mani...
	Ex. 30. In the second set of production in §6.f.3, the test for point selection seems to be done ...
	Ex. 31. When discussing mouse selection in §6.f.3, the pious hope is expressed that arrow key ran...
	Ex. 32. None of the productions systems sketched in §6.f.3 pay any attention to changes in the ap...
	Ex. 33. The mouse definitions and productions in §6.f.3 fail to allow for the effects illustrated...


	Chapter 7 Interfaces Built Using Scripting Languages
	1. Started out life as a big Fortran code compluting fluid dynamics in the 1960s.
	2. Incorporated static computer graphics in the 1980s.
	3. Animated the computer graphics in the 1990s.
	1. Event loop style
	2. Component style
	3. Scripting style
	7.a Scripting Languages
	find . -name “xxx” -print
	du -a . | awk ‘{print $2}’ | grep “xxx”

	7.b Interface Toolkits for Scripting
	7.c Gluing Together Interface and Application
	7.d References and Further Reading
	7.e Exercises
	Ex. 1. As the program at the beginning of the chapter evolved animated computer graphics brought ...
	Ex. 2. What does the shell script
	tr “ “ “012” | sort | uniq | diff /lib/dictionary | sed ‘/^> /d’


	Chapter 8 Direct Manipulation Interfaces
	8.a Principles of Direct Manipulation
	8.a.1 Analogies
	8.a.2 Scope of Direct Manipulation
	8.a.3 The simplest direct manipulation interface
	8.a.4 Icons
	8.a.5 Drawings

	8.b Geometry for Direct Manipulation
	,
	.
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	.
	,
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	,
	8.b.1 Geometric Transforms in Homogeneous Coordinates
	Primitive Transformations


	,
	,
	,
	.
	.
	.
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	.
	Lines, rectangles and polygons
	General affine transformations

	.
	Inverse transformations

	.
	.
	.
	.
	.
	Drawing

	.
	,
	.
	Inside Testing
	8.b.2 Graphical User Interfaces to Affine Transformations.
	Translation
	Rotation
	1. The distance dragged could determine the rotation. This is good, because at the initial press ...
	2. To get positive and negative angles for the rotation angle we could take the distance moved al...

	Scaling
	Reflection
	1. A simple click gives two values, the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the point at which...
	2. Another way of mapping a point to a line is to let the point lie on the line and make a vector...


	8.b.3 Parametric Geometry

	,
	,
	.
	,
	.
	8.c Grouping
	8.c.1 Levels of grouping
	8.c.2 Implementing grouping

	8.d Performance: the Psychophysics of Direct Manipulation
	8.d.1 Subjective response: temporal performance
	1. drawing, in which the user interface presentation is updated after a user action, and
	2. picking, where the interface responds to a user’s selection of an item.
	Drawing
	Selecting

	8.d.2 Image quality: spatial performance

	8.e Page Description Languages: PostScript
	8.e.1 General principles underlying PostScript
	1. User coordinate system
	2. Device coordinate system


	8.f References and Further Reading
	1. Roger Fenn. Geometry. Springer-Verlag: London, 2001.
	2. Franco P. Preparata & Michael Ian Shamos. Computational Geometry: An Introduction, second prin...
	3. John Stillwell. Geometry of Surfaces. Spring-Verlag: New York, 1992.

	8.g Exercises
	Ex. 1. Using what you remember from linear algebra explain why a point changes when the origin of...
	Ex. 2. Verify that giving vectors 0 on the third coordinate and points 1, gives the right six fac...
	Ex. 3. Consider the two drawing commands DrawLine(x1, y1, x2, y2) and DrawLineFromSlope(x1, y1, l...
	Ex. 4. Give two different representations of a polygon using points and vectors.
	Ex. 5. Give the homogeneous matrices for scaling along the x-axis and for reflection in the y-axis.
	Ex. 6. In §8.b.2 we use the version of transformations where a homogeneous transformation matrix ...
	Ex. 7. Rectangles have two representations, as four points, and as one point plus two vectors. Sh...
	Ex. 8. Give a description of the set of figures that can be produced by a unit square at the orig...
	Ex. 9. Using the primitive matrices prove that the inverse matrices of the primitive matrices giv...
	Ex. 10. A circle confined to the unit square at the origin has its centre at and radius. Give the...
	Ex. 11. On page 120 an unsatisfactory translation interface is given. Create two scenarios that i...
	Ex. 12. In §8.b.3 for the first suggested rotation interface produce three scenarios of users try...
	Ex. 13. Design a rotation interface that has all the desirable properties sketched in §8.b.3. Exp...
	Ex. 14. Calculate the matrix for rotation about the point, by the angle radians. Show your work.
	Ex. 15. Explain by giving a scenario and its results, the serious drawback of the ‘obvious scalin...
	Ex. 16. Provide a scaling interface that lacks the serious drawback that you explained in Ex. 15.
	Ex. 17. Both reflection interactions described in §8.b.3 give a jump when the reflection starts. ...
	Ex. 18. Describe an interaction that provides both reflection and scaling.
	Ex. 19. Selection combines well with translation. Describe how to combine selection with your oth...
	Ex. 20. The interactions proposed in §8.b.3 provide no extra presentation, such as shadow picture...
	Ex. 21. Most illustration interfaces off an additional set of interactions for making geometrical...
	Ex. 22. Explain why there is, in principle, no equivalent to affine combination for arcs of circl...



	Chapter 9 How Interfaces Interact with One Another
	9.a Interworking
	1. The first problem is
	2. The second problem is
	9.a.1 Interworking in the user interface
	1. Filters
	2. Standard formats
	3. Central registry of format names
	4. Game theory issues

	9.a.2 Implementing interworking

	9.b Learning Transfer
	9.c Look-and-Feel
	9.d References and Further Reading
	9.e Exercises
	Ex. 1. Why does a proliferating number of content types provide a push to monolithic interfaces, ...



